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ADDEND*

to

TRAINING PROGRAM FOR OPERATION OF EMERGENCY VEHkCLES

INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLANS

The Instructor Lesson Plan of the "Training Program for Opera-

tion of Emergency Vehicle's" contains a full discussion of Pursuit

Driving in the classroom unit entitled "Operation of Law Enforcement

Vehicles;" however, no In-Vehicle Practice Exercise in High Speed

Pursuit Driving is included in the range exercises, Part III.

In response to an identified need, a purchase order has now

been initialed for the development and preparation of a one-lesson

unit, as an addendum to Part III of the Instructor Lesson Plan of the

"Training Program for OPeration of Emergency _Vehicles," which' will

specifically address In- Vehicle Practice Exercises in High- Speed

Pursuit Driving for Law Enforcement Personnel. It is' anOcipate4wd

that this effort will require at. least 60 days to develop and prepare.

Review, publication,-and shelf-stocking will be accomplished as quickly

as possible after receipt of the material. This additional lesson ,unit

may be ordered from GPO.

Inquiry regarding availability status of the In-Vehicle Practice-
.,

Exercises in High-5peed Pursuit.Driving for Law Enforcement Personnel

may be addressed
al

Manpower Development Division, 41TS-22
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
400 7th Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20590 -



FOREWORD

This document is one of three in the Emergency Vehicle Opefation (EVO) Curriculum;
they are:

,
. .1. Course Guide--Training Program, for Operation of Emergency Vehicles,

2. Instructor Lesson Pliks-,Training Program for Operation of Emergency
Vehicles,

3. Trainee Study Guide Training Program for Operation of Emergency Ve-
hicles.

These documents were prepared fo'r the U.S. Department of Transportation, NStional
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) under contraceno. DOT-HS-6,0136
by INNOVATRIX, Inc.,'Ingomar, PA.

The NHTSA ContYact Technical Manager was Dr, C. Harding VeigA and, irith final
months of the development effort, Mrs. Dorothy McKinney. Other NHTSA personnel whomade significant contributions to the development of this curriculum were John Anderson,
Richard Frederick, and Robert Motley. The assistance of all of these individuals is
gratefully acknowledged.

Some of the others who contributed their time and expertise were: Dr. Aaron Adams,
Cecil Arnold; and Dr. George Palmer of NHTSA; Norman Darwick, International ASsociation
of Chiefs of Police; Donald Flinn, International AssOciation of Fire Chiefs; Richard
Tippy and James Grisham of_thg N'ational Safety Counciq; and Harold Rice', PennsylvaniaState Police Academy,

,cli. thoSe.wholl(we have failed to mention: our appreciation and
apologies,

,

And, our special thanks to the following people:

(
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Chief Patrick McCabe, McCandless Township police Department, who contributed
his time and allowed the INNOVATR1X staff to interview and observe his
,officers while they operated their patrol and ambulance vehicles.

Fire Chief Kennelly, who assisted us in setting up observations and inter-
views with several stations of the City ofJittsburgh Fire Department.

Ron Kane, our primary Piloti'est classroom instructor. Ron helped develop
the police materials, taught them at the Pilot Test, and presented the
entire basic program very effectively.

Anthony Bizjak, who ably presented the firt service materials at the Pilot
Test. Tony's knowledge of fire service vehicles and policies greatly
assisted us in developing the fire service material.

John Kinzer, who presented the ambulance materials at the Pilot' Test and
loaned is company's vehicles for the range exercises.

Officer Mitchell, Spc. Ownby, 'and Spc. Butler, the Huntsville Police Academy
driving nstructors who pilot-tested the clew program and provided excel-
lent in- ehicle instruction. They guided our fire and ambulance range in-,
structors and kept a fine sense of humor through the pressure of the Pilot
Test an accbmplishment in Alabama in July).

Finally we would like to extend our special thanks and gratitude to:

The City of Huntsville--which may have some of the finest people in the world
tncertainly has the most cooperative administrators this staff has ever
iwor4c1 with.

Our:Pilot Test trainees--who pitched in, learned a lot, and offered innumer-
able insights and suggestions which led to the improvement of the program,

Officer Danny Barnes, Director of the Huntsville Police Academy and head of
:the fine Evasiye Driving Program at Huntsville, Alabama. Officer Barnes
was the take-charge man who smoothed administrative matters so much that
most of them were never noticed by the staff. He not only made the Pilot
Test fun, but also became'a trueAnd lasting friend.
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INTRQDVCTION TO THE INSTRUCTO( LESSON PLANS

\

Purpose of the Instrittor Lesson glans

' .1

The Instructor'Lason Plans. (tLP) have been prepared for,tly b.s. Departmentiof

Transportatidn, National Highway IrafficSafety Adiinistration,,to' assist instructor's'

in 'conducting a five-day,training,prograaJof EmetgencyNehicle Operators*, The TIff:y

contains,detailed plans for each unit of tWcou se, including plans for the practica%

(in-vehicle) portionaf_the course.

t /

..,The ILP iS meant to be used in conjunction wits fhe, Trainee Study, Guide (TSG),/ The
TSG'serves as both a text and a workb90 for the trainees. '4ple space is, provided for
trainees to take notes; and answer questions.

Objectives off the Course

-

0
This course was developed to help ensure a comprehensive, basic level 'of training for

emergency, vehicle.operators throughout the'coUntry. Specific instructional (knowledge)
jectives'for each unit appear at the beginning of each unit.

/

Description of the Course

This course is, divided into three parts, 'Units A through G (Part I) consist of
materials suitable for a,11 emergency/vehicle operators--regardless Rf service affilidtion'

or tue,of vehicle that will be operated on the jpb.' Differences due to vehicle ^ape are
noted in the text.,

Part II appear it three distinct forms; one intended for. use by police, one four fire
personnel, and one for ambulance and rescu vehicle operators. The materials piesented in
these units_ are service related, The servi to which eac unit relates is noted in the
blocluat the bottoml'of each page of'Part'II.

*Includingipolice, fire, ambulance, and rescue vehicle operators.
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Part. III eitE4ts Opractical, in,4icle'Jrainin lc, be .cog,dte Oriving
range, or 'Other area sAtible for such aCtiyityle, 0 a avluned.a

i )
,

gt runwayb ',,In'
'., clWed in this s4ctionare gui:delines for settiAg up'the driving ange!fOr.the 'three dif-

fereint ciag'ses.d yehkles,(Sedans 44 static Wagon,AVans',.0d 'dusl4ndlarger. trucks
'gulch, as.fire ap gat.:4*, Guidelines for:conducting the training 41cluding,safety Treiv
caytiolls, etc., are also cove* In thfs.s(ection. ,.: *

;

-% ,,.: . oi4

C
rAll of the tpking in Part III of the cour e is vehicA-relatet 'tonsect entdy,

jpinees shoUld b'e divided into poug.based up n the type" f vehille they .wi1'1 drive on
1the'job, retardleSs of service affiliation. F example, polkce officers wilIdrive
riot control,, vans would .be in the?same group with modulatorambulance'oeratt

4
k

/)
,,,

,
t4

U:siil the nstructorLesSon Plans
ii'i

, f'll if

t i

Before you conduct.yOur irSt class, you will nep0 to'

ferably ,se*ral.,ksbefore'the course begins. A .day OR

),ou:wi,l1 again need: b reView,the,materia4s to. make s

secondary reason 'for this advance 'preparation is to

sciredule. You will be able to avoid lengthy Aiscbstd

bred later; your preparation will let you know whit topi

'

'The first unit of Part I, A, is an introhcto6'unit:t t'has no specific` knowledge
objectives and consequently,,no Review' Exercises. This 0 'serves to acquaint trainees
,with the class-schedule.and t6 general coUrsestructur '

.1

entire.ILP, pre-

courS.e begins

n is C Mplete. A

Il

the co"' rse on

s `that 'gill be cov-

t( in the. various units.

Units B through .G and the Part II unit' Ate ideqi in format. Due to their length,
most ;o? the units are'broken down into several "modure0:, These modules will provdde you
with a,logical place to schedule breaks, lunch ,hdurs, 13t6 Each of these units consists
of the,. following sections, arranged in the folIowingoAer:

,/)

Description, -of Unit Pale (s)

i?

The fi st.page(s) of every unit is adescription.of
4

the unit content. A brief over-
view, of th material covered is provideds wOl'as time estimates for each of the modules
and the Re iew Exercises.

A

'40



Trainees' Knowled e Ob ectives

is 'secon' section:of each unit is a specific statement of th trainees' learning
objectives for he unit. Pa/ particular attention when reading ov r these objectives;
they proVide you with guidance on which points ,to emphasize in you class presentation;
Most of these objectives will be measured in the Review xercises.

Instructor re aration Activities
,

The hirdsection, Instructor Preparation Activities, contains a listing of all
activities you'must accomplish rip or teaching a unit. For example, in Unit I -B itwill b necessary for you to prepare ,a listing of=your state statutes as they relate to
emer ency vehicle operation.1 The forms to. list the statutes on have been provided with
the instructor preparatiron pages. This section also contains a list of the equipment
and materials needed for teaching the unit. When transparencies are required, they are
identified by number.

The last item of information appearing on the preparation pages, Additional Resource
Documents, is a listing of relevant document numbers, should you need to obtain additional
information for a given unit. The document numbers refer to the documents listed in the
Bibliography and References listing at the very back of your ILP.

Unit Content ages'

You will notice that most of the unit content pages have a two-column format. Theleft-hand column, INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES, contains three ,differentkinds of information:

1. Text materials. This information is presented in outline form. This
portion of the unit content is essentially the same as that in,the TSG,
except that in many cases the wording has been reduced to a 'key-word
sentence" form. )

2. Instructor-based text materials. If you look at one of the unit content
pages you will see that several poiilts have a bullet (s) in front of
them. These bullets cue you that this information does not appear in
the TSG. If is important to present all of this material; in many cases

4

21
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9
t4 trainees will have printed estions in their guIes that
relate to this material.

N
Presentation guidelines, Some of, e sentences in the left col-
umn are ,printed in, italics, These re hints to help you with your'
presentation, In many cases they will lead you to ask or tell the
trainees something. They suggest ways' to keep the trainees'active-
ly involved. These guidelines are for your use, and:';-should not be
presented directly to the trainees,

The right column of the unit content pages is titled NOTES, This column has three
purposes;

1. It shows you which page in the TSG the trainees should be looking
at (e.g..; TSG,- 1-B-4).

2. It cues you as to when instructional aids are appropriate
(e.g. , chalkboard, transpren ies*).

3. Ilt allows space for you to enter your own notes, either before
or during your classroom ,presentation.

Review hercises

A series of review questions is presented at the end of each unit except Unit A.
These questions are based on the materials presented in that unit, After you have pre-
sented all of the materials in a given unit, you should allow time for the trainees to
complete the Review'Exercises. The trainees should be able to complete these questions
withoilt goingiback to their text. You may use these Revi6 Exercises for grading pur-
poses if you choose to do so. Whether or not you grade the exercises, a is a good idea
to go over the correct answers with the class. 'The answers appear, with the Review
Exercises, at the end of each unit in the 1LP.

.Masters for all transparencies are provided in Appendix 2 at the end of the Instructor
Lesson Plans,

23 4 24



UNIT

TITLE
INTRODUCTION

UNIT
1-A-1

Description of unit

This Imit serves to familiarize trainees with the general content and structure of the entire

course,

Module 1 7 SO-60 Minutes

1. INTRODUCTION. General Procedures, Description of agenda and location of facilities.

2. Trainee Prerequisites. Explanation of trainee Trerequisites.

3. THE TRAINEE STUDY ODE. Format. Explanation Qf structure and instructions for using the
TSG.

4, ORGANIZATION OF TILE COURSE. Part I, Part II, Part III. Description of basic content and

structure for each part.

DEFINITIONS, Brief explanation of the terms used throughout the cou.se.

6. SCHEDULE. Presentation of schedule for the entire course.



INTRODUCTION
UMT

PAGE I-A-2

Instructor Preparation Activities

Module 1

1. Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials.

2, Preparation for I-A-3.' Find out the location of eating, telephone, message board,

parking, and toilet facilities in the location where the training will be conducted,

and be prepared to present it to the class.

3. Preparation for I-A-8, Look over the Schedule carefully, If you find you will need to

make changes to it, note them in your ILP so that you can present them to the trainees

in class.

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk,

Materials: None,

4

27.
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UNIT

TITLE INTRODUCTION UNIT

PAGE IA-3

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT I PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
NOTES

INTRODUCTION

-Welcome the trainees and pass out the Trainee Study aides,

-Tell the trainees your name. le

-Ask the trainees to introduce themselves.

-Fxplain the purpose of the course to the trainees:

T'° enable members of the various emergency services to
become more competent in the operation of emergency vehicles.

General Procedures

The follpwing general procedures will be followed on each training
day:

A. Attendance.

B. Announcements.

-Tell, the trainees the arrangements for the following:

reak times,

Eating facilities,

Toilet facilities,

Telephones

*Message Board

*Student Parking

* * * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *

TSG I-A-1

CHALKBOARD



INTRODUCTION, .1, E
I-A-4

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

Trainee Prerequisites

A. Trainees .must be licensed drivers.

B, ' Trainees are assumed to be qualified to operate the general

class of vehicle (e.g., sedan, van, truck) they will be opera-

ting for their emergency service.

Trainees must have completed the National Safety Council

Defensive Training Course,

TSG I-A-1

4
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,UNITTiTLE INTRODUCTION

.4 PAGE9

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

THE TRAINEE STUDY'GUiDE
4

A,
The Trainee, Study Guide (TSG) should always be brought to
class.

Each unit is preceded by Knowledge Objectives. These tell the
trainee what he, is: expected' to know by the end of the unit.),

A,
Left Column: The left column cont 'ins the text and illustra-
tions.

Right Column: The right column has two purposes:

1, It provides space to answer the questions printed
there.

Whenever a plus sign (+) appears, it means that note
-

taking is required.

2, It provides space to take additional notes on the basis
of the instructor

presentation.

Review Exercises: The Review Exercises at the end of each
unit are meant to determine how much the, trainees know (or
have learned) about the topics in that unit.

"Explain to the trainees what these exercises will be used for.
If they will be graded, you.should tell them s6 now.

TSG I -A -i



UNIT

lTrLt INTRODUCTION
UNIT

PAGE 1-A-6

_.......................___.-------:......
NSW AlKRIA CONTENT/ PRESENT/co GuIDELINES .NOTES

-----;-----------.-----------
._.......

ORGANIZATION OF THE 'COURSE TSG I-A-3

fart /
.

'----'.151,_.
Use the ,,,

+able of
Contents to p

1.°Pide a brief overview of the unit coverage for Part 1.

The nature;
they are relevant to,

bula4ce,

I

are general
trainees from all of the

41
in Part

emergency services. police, fire, am-

and rescue.
They apply no matter

what type of vehicle
will'h

-e operated on the

fy

Part
II S ecialind

the instructor-Thil c°4rse is designed Prnented by any
should focus only to trainee

emergency During Part 11.to be

those mate needs for his or her emergency'service.Nis appropriaetPel

11 Part II unit covers ific service.
spec.. and mission-related

knowledge,

Part to
In-Vehicle (practical)

-Explain for this part of the course, the trainees will be assigned to the type of vehicle they

will °Percire upon course comPletion

for developing

is
devoted

in operating an EV.

leid,

This

p,
1is third part

of the course to practical, in-vehicle

ex

--g trainees'

36
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UNIT
TITLE

INTRODUCTION

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

DEFINITIONS

.Hake sure these definitions are clear to the trainees.

Whenever one of these terms appears in the training,
understood to mean the following:

it should be

A. Emer enc Mode: hen an authorized emergency vehicle, opera-tang wits emerge cy warning devices (lights and sirens) acti-vated, is on a mission involving a (possible) life threatening
situation.

Lmer enc Vehicle (EV): Any vehicle _which is legally author-ize
to operate in the emergency mode. The vehicle is an

emergency vehicle whether or not it is operating in the emer-
gency mode.

Emer enc Vehicle 0 erator: A person who is authorized to
rive an emergency ve is e in the emergency mode.

timer enc Service: Police and volunteer
or salaried fire,rescue an ambulance personnel.

Illustrations: In the lext, illustrations of

1. An EV look like this:

An ordinary car look like this:

3. A large vehicle or truck look like this:

UNIT

PAGE

1.A- 7

Pft..nr01, 00°..".41.1.46

NOTES

TSG I-A-4

NALKBOARD

6

37



INTRODUCTION I-A-8

,0.01IMMINmaindiawiaMIZMIISNIONN.

Amoommlomm.0".m....mmliONImoompammoMIP
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"If you Will be making alq changes to this schedule, have the trainees note these changes now,

Example Schedule for Emergency Vehicle Operation Training

a 11 12pm

Day
I. Unit

A

Unit

B

Unite
C

Unit Unit

D

Unit

(Modules 6-9)

Unit

.E

Day
2

Day 3

Unit

E

Unit

(Modules

F

1-5)

Part

Specialized

1...Lmsomor.........m...1

Unit

G

II Part II

Specialized

Piik 11F

Classroom

.Day 4 Part III

Range

Part Ill

Range

y 5 Part III

Range

Part

Range

NOTI
Times shown for each unit are estimates and

These time estimates need not be adhered to

jective is.to complete ill classroom work,

bY the end of the third day.

".....1 dawwwww

include time. for the Review Exercises.

rigidly, The overall scheduling oh-

including the Part III classroom work,
toEMMII
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TM1 SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION
UNIT

PAGE

Description of Unit

This unit deals with the legal aspects of emergency vehicle operation.

Module 1 40-50 Minutes

1, INTRODUCTION. An overview of the kinds of regulations governing emergency vehicle opera-
tion and the three basic principles of emergency vehicle operation.

2, STATE STATUTES ON EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION. Presentation of the specific state statutes
as well as local ordinances and departmental policy.

3. INTERPRETING THE LAW, What Is a True Emergency? Development of the .concept of "true
emergency" including a case history.

Module 2 - 30-40 Minutes

1. What Is Due Regard For The Safety of Others? Development of the concept of "due regard"
including a case history.

2. SUMMARY. Brief, review of the unit materials including Practice,

Review Exercises 20 Minutes

Written review questions on material presented in the two modules of this unit. Time estimate
allows for discussion and explanation after trainees have completed exercises.
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ura
PAGE

Module 1

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives

By the end of this module, the trainees:

1. Given a list of topical areas covered by state statutes, will be able to write a brief

description of the statute as it relates to emergency vehicle operation.

2. Given descriptions of several situations, will be able to identify those situations that

represent a true emergency and explain why.

Module 2

By the end of this module, the trainees:

1, Given descriptions of several situations, will be able to identify those situations that

illustrate due regard for the safety of others and those that do not.

3

43
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PAGE
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Instructor Preparation Activities

Module 1 '

1. Preparation for I-B-10, Prepare a listing of state, statutes using the forms that follow j,these Instructor Preparation pages. Highlight important sections on emergency vehicleoperation, In order to fill out the forms, you will have to obtain a copy of your state'sMotor Vehicle Code, Look at the example provided with the forms to see what kinds of in-formation are required. If your state statutes address any other topics that are notlisted, use the blank space provided on the forms, Put the name of the state from whichthe statutes were taken in he blank at the top of the form. When you have completed thelisting, Mile enough copies Tor all trainees,

2. Preparation for I-B-10. Obtain copies of any local ordinances and departmental policiesthat relate to the topics listed on the forms, This information should not be written onthe forms given to the trainees. Instead, it should be presented during the discussion ofthe statutes, with trainees encouraged to' take notes,

3, Preparation for I-B-11, Think up several examples of a "true emergency" and be preparedto present them, during the clasOdscussion of "true emergency." Newspaper clippings
behiglilighiteLand`drscussed in detail.

4. Reid over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on these materials.

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk.

Materials: Enough copies of state statutes, regulations,
local ordinances, and/,policies

for all trainees.

Module 2

1. Preparation for I-B-17. Create three situations using the example below, and notethem on page I-B-17, Make the situations relevant to the trainees' experience leveland emergency service.

LIU
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TITLE
PAGE

'1115tiKtILIMEIL1211;LLIs (Continued)

Each situation should illustrate two points: a true emergency situation (or lack of
it), and due regard for the safety of others (or lack of it).

EXAMPLE: A police officer traveling SO mph on an icy road to reach'the scene of

an automobile accident (with injuries). There is a police vehicle and

an ambulance already at the scene. The police dispatcher fails to alert
all units that assistance has arrived on scene.

2. Read over the entire module and be prepared to conduct a lecture on these materials

tillimat: Chalkboard and chalk.

Materials: None

Review Exercises

Questions 1,a, 1.1), 1.c. The answers or these questions do not appear in your copy of the
Review Exe'rcises, because they are d endent on your state's statutes. Find the correct an-
swers on the State Statutes Chart which you prepared for Module 1, and note them on your
copy of the Review Exercises so that you can present them to the class when they have com-
pleted the Review Exercises,

Additional Resource Documents:

Bibliography and reference nos.: 7, 36, 37,

47 is
48
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TITLE SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION
UNIT

PAGE I-8-8

RELEVANT STATE STATUTES

Motor Vehicle Code, State of

(Continued)

Exceeding,posted speed limits

Definition of an emergency.

56
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PAGE

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

INTRODUCTION

A. Three types of regulations to follow: (1) motor vehicle and
traffic laws enacted by the state government, (2) local ordi-

nances (e.g., local speed limits), and (3) departmental policy
about what you as an EV operator may and may not do,

Three principles of EV operation.

-Emphasize these three points:

,r1

1. EV operators subject to all traffic regulations unless a
specific exemption is made.

A. specific exemption is a stat,ement which appears in
the statutes such as: "The driver of an authorized

emergency vehicle may exceed the maximum speed limits
so long as he does not endanger life or property."

2. Exemptions are legal only in the emergency mode.

3. Even with an exemption, operator can'be found criminally

or civilly liable if involved in an accident.

v

* * * BEGIN MODULE 1 * *

TSG I-B-2
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDEUNES

mit
PAGE

11"10'

AM.On.4=111

NOTES

STATE STATUi ON EMERGENCY VtRICLE OPERATION

- Provide trainees with copies of the listing of state statutes you

have prepared. Help the trainees translate the legal jargon into

plain language. (Suggest notetaking). Provide clarification or

further explanation if needed.

-Provide any local ordinances or departmental policy relevant to

the statutes.

4
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1
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PAGE

INSTRUCTIOAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

INTERPRETING THE LAW

Actions will 41 judged by others (e.g., superiors, in court), from
at least two apects:

A. True emergency?

B. Due regard?

What is a True Emergency?

Exemptions legal only in true emergency situation. Definition of
true emergency unclear.

A. Sometimes operator does not have to decide for himself.

/The code system used will make the severity of the emergency
clear.

'Information provided by and solicited from the dispatcher will
make the nature of the emergency clear,

'The emergency service the operator is affiliated with will
make the nature of the emergency ckear.

When operator must decide, the followingdefinition should be
considered:

A situationln which there is a high probability of death or

serious injury to an individual, or significant property loss,

and action by an EV operator may reduce the seriousness of the

situation.

-Cite examples that illustrate this definition.

TSG I-B-4
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PAGE

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

Case History

-Allow the trainees a few minutes to read over the case history
(Figure I-1) on the following page, Raise the following
q$estions:

'Might the results of this case been different if the officer had
slowed to 20 mph?

'Might the results have been different if the officer had had both
hands on the steering wheel?

'Might the results have been different if the little girl had had
a more serious injury initially

(e.g., uncontrolled bleeding)?

-When discussion is complete, summarize the case as follows:

'Every one of the factors might have caused the court to reach a
different decision. The most critical factor, however, was pro-
bably the fact that the child was not seriously injured--her con-
dition did not represent a "true emergency." The officer was neg-
ligent in exercising the exemptions granted by the law,

TSG I-B-S

TSG
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I

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

r.

NOTES

In the case of Wood v, Morris* a police officer was transporting
young girl with an injured arm to the hospital when he collided
with another vehicle, The collision caused additional injury to
the child. Although the police vehicle's siren and red light were
in operation at the time of the collision, the court found him
negligent, and an appellate court affirmed That finding as follows:

"The evidence showed that the defendant approached the in-

tersection, which he knew to be one of the main traffic

arteries of the city, at a speed of 45-50 mph; that he

knew the speed limit at that place was 25 mph; that the

street was wet with rain and was of asphalt construction,

which he knew makes it even more slick; that he did not
apply the brakes as he approached the intersection and only
slowed the vehicle perhaps 5 mph before entering the in-

tersection; that he was operating th6' vehicle with his left
hand, while holding the siren with his right hand, being
right-handed; that the plaintiff's injuries were not of a
critically serious nature, being confined primarily to her
arm, so that she was able to get into the automobile and
talk. The above evidence was sufficient to authorize a

finding of ordinary negligence on the part of the defend-
ant policeman. . ."

Figure I-1. Passenger in police vehicle wins

negligence case, **

*109 Ga. App. 148, 135 S.E. 2nd 484, 487 (1964).
**'7

* * END OF MODULE 1 * *
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

I-B-14

What is Due Rejard for the Safety of Others?

Must be based on circumstances, Guidelines:

A. "Enough" notice of approach, before collision is inevitable.

"Enough" is difficult to define, If motorists have windows

up, heater or air conditioner and radio on, it may take them
a long time to respond.

'Notice is given by using appropriate signaling equipment
(i.e., lights and siren) in accordance with statutes.

In judging due regard in use of signaling equipment, courts
will consider:

1. Was it necessary to use it?

2. Was it used?

3. Was signal audible and/or visible to motorists and

pedestrians?

Use of signaling equipment must be accompanied by caution.

An accepted definition of,due regard is: '

A reasonably careful
man, performing similar duties and

under similar circumstances, would act in the same manner.

A Second Case History

-Allow the trainees a few minutes to read over Figure 1-2 on the
following page. Raise the following questions (page I-R-16):

* * * BEGIN MODULE 2 * * *

TSG 1-B-8

TSG 1-B-9
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

L

'Did this situation appear to be a true emergency?

'Did the operator exercise due regard for the safety of others?

'Why do you think the ,court reached the decision it reached?

Summarize the ease:

'The situation does appear to be a true emergency. The court pro!

bably came to its decisidn on the Insis of lack of due regard for

the safety of others.

TSG I-B-9
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TITLE

SUMMARY

SOME LEGAL.ASPECTS OF EMEgENCY'VEH1 OPERATION

id

UNIT'

PAGE
I-B-17

INSTRUCTIONAL ,CONTENT PRESENUTIOP INES

f

Guidelines to minimise negligelfce

A. True emergency mus exist before exercising exemptions.

1. High probability of death -'or serious injury.

2. Property is imperiled.

3. Action on operator's part could reduce severity.

B. Under any and all circumstances, exercise due regard.

Practice

-Describe the first situation you developed in your preparation.
Call upon a trainee and let him tell whether or not he feels the
situation was a true emergency and whether or not due regard was
exercised.

-Repeat for the two remaining situations.

Situation 1:

Situation 2:

Situation 3:

r

CtIALKB4

CHALKBOARD

TSG I-B-11

* * END OF MODULE 2 * *
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Review Exercises.

1. For each of the toitcal areas listed below, write a brief description of the relevant

points of your state statute,

a. Proceeding past red lights and stop signals:

Violating traffic flag and turn regulations:

c. Parking at the scene of an emergency:

2. From the info oration available, which of the following situations should be treated as

a true emergeicy by an EV operator? Explain why.

a. Three-car collision, injuries (severity unknown). No other EVs at the scene.

True emergency (yes or no)? Yes

Why? Primarily because tyre are injuries. Because so little information is given

about the injuries or about any other circumstances (e.g., road blocked?) the
4

operator must assume a true emergency.
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b. The dispatcher reports that a dog, possikly rabid, is threatening child en.n a nearby
neighborhood.

True emergency (yes or no)? Yes

Why? A rabid dog would represent a real threat to human life, Since there is no way

to determine, for certain, whether or not the dog is rabid without the aid of a

veterinarian, someone should arrive at the scene quickly to, 'restrain the animal,

c. The dispatcher reports that a man phoned, requesting aid. He thinks his son may have
broken his ankle; there is some pain and swelling.

True emergency (yes or no)? No

'Why? Unless local policy' dictates otherwise, a broken bone is generally not consid-

ered a threat to human life.

From the information available, which of the following situations seem to represent "due
regard for the safety of others" and which do'not? Why?

a. An EV operator, enroute to a true emergency, traveling 70 mph on an asphalt road in
the rain (posted limit ,is 45 mph).

Due regard (yes or no)? No

Why? Road and weather conditions are poor; the EV is traveling 25 miles OVER

posted limit; loss of control is not only possible, but likely.

77 73
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b. Proceeding th4ough a red light, after slowing to 10 mph when returning to the station
at the end of irun.

Due regard (yes or no)? No

Why? There is no indication of a true emergency. Under that circumstance, proceeding

through a red light not only represents a lack of due regard, but it is illegal.

c. Traveling the wrong way down a one-way street, whileenroUte to a

fire at a large apartment complex, using all signaling equipment.

Due regard (yes or no)? Yes

Why? A true emergency does exist. The EV operator is complying with the statute

(using signaling equipment) normal direction of movement. With

out more information to indicate why traveling the wrong way n this street

might be unsafe, it would seem that thq 'ope'rator is exercising due regard.

'Co
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1.

UNIT

PAGE

Description of $nit

This unit covers the factors to be considered when selecting (or preplanning) routes, as well
as the techniques and procedures for reporting emergency veh4le operation.

Module 1 30 Minutes

1. SELECTING ROUTES.

2, Advantages of Preselection. Brief overview,

3. Factors to Consider. Presentation of factors to be considered in route planning, in-
luding: Location of Facilities, Events Affecting Traffic Flow, Characteristics of,

cal Roft44,---and Streets, and Road Conditions.

ummary. Includes review of advantages and
1 R:L(7e.

Module 2 30 Minutes

I. REPORTING EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS,

2, Introduction, Provides a general overvie of techniques and procedures for both routine
and mission -related communications.

3. Routine Communications. Provides specific'techniques and procedures; includes Practice,

Mission-Related
4

Communications. Provides specific techniques md procedures; includes
Practice.
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SELECTING Rt 1TES AND RETOT" EMERGENCY ICLE

n.0

IONS
UNIT

PAGE I-C-2

Review eIcisesq,015 Minutes

DesCriptiongAn,it (Continued)

Written review questions on mal ial pre ent d in 4e two modules of this unit, Time estimate

allows for discu$sion and explan tion a nees have completed exercises,

c
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4

Trainees' Knowledge ObflctLies

d

Moduli 1

1

the end of this module, the trainees:

1, 'Win be able to state two advantages of careful route preselection.

2. Will be able to fist three examples of the kinds of facilities whose location could be
essential to route planning.

Module 2

By the end of this module, the trainees:

a

61"

1. Given a list of several statements relating to communications techniques-and p

will be able to identify which are correct,

2. Will *able to state the three items of information that must be obtainedfroth the
patchebefore responding to an emergeity call,, . -to

85 )
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ND REPORTI4 EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION ONIT
I-C-4
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;---------7-----------

i

Instructor Preparation Activities

1.,,,Preseptation for I-C-10, Obtain a local map. Select a section of the map (about 8" x 10")

that most trainees shqpd be familiar with', Prepare a list of 'factors that would. have to

be taken into;consideration when planning a route, Look at the example map that follows

these Instrucfor Preparation pages to help you in preparing your own. When,you have com-

pleted the map and list of conditions; make enough paper copies for all trainees, Its

addition, make a, transparency of the map for use with the overhead projectOr, to facilitate

class discussion.

Equipment:rt Chalkboard and, chalk; overhead projector.

Materials: 'Enoughcopies of preparedhmap for all trainees; transpa ncy !T;c1, 1,
Ifrr

Mjule 2

Presentation4o0=C1A. If communications codes are used in the area where the trainees

will be wor44, obtain any materials you will need to teach them to the trainees,',

Presentation for I-C-14. Ifipriority.cddes are used in the area where the trainees will

be workiwbtain any materials you will need to teach them to the trainees..

Tre.serion for I-C'14, Prepare three descriptions ,of emeuency.s.ituatioio for

(; "transmission" to trainees... 1pcii codes, if app6priate. Only the dIpatcher's in-

4itia1,transmission need be'prepai*d; In the initial transmission, leave out some critical

*fiformation to allow the trainees an opportdnity to solicit it ,Focus these transmissions
bri. the ,three, items.of information 'that shoul0e*obtained for any emergency. You may

write these on page 19 C-15, in the space provided,
A ,

At.
,

A Ax
a. 414,

1

88
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PAGE
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Instructor PreparaSion Activities (Continued)

Equipment: Chalkboafd and chalk.

Materials: None.

Review Exercises

Question 3.a. No answer appears beside this question, because the answer is largely de-
pendent on local polity, Find out the answer to the question ib,,tha,t, you can give the
trainees the correct.answer after they'have completed the Reviv Exercises.1

4 4

Addition Resi#e Documents:

Bikli9graphy sand reference no.:

a

S9

i

A

tti
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O

Conduct an emergency run from the North Allegheny

School (A) to St. Johns General Hospital (B).,

The conditions are as follows:

a. The entrance to the high school is on McKnight

Road,

b. The entrance to the hospital is on California

Avenue,

C. Perrysville Avenue (Rt. 19) is closed i

vicinity of Riverview Park,

d. McKnight Road is a heavily-trav with

'Did 0,6

Ivo%
Naa

several shopping cenirrs,

e, It is 4:30 pm.

WO Viol
Amvalliont

Pori

nsworth /

op

0011 lgHI

r--

vlY

on \A,

:0"
°/ °

i_Ess;

a
()Res
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UNIT

TITLE

1- ,

SELECTING ROUTES AND REPORTING ERRGENCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS

SELECTING ROUTES

-Allow a coOle of minutes forAisInv'es ;04ralid.

Advantages/.

TENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

Advantages of Preselection

441. Travel time cut to minimum,

B. :ilinimi45 ammit'li "accident exposure,"

C. iDriverlan devote full attention to riving.

Factors to be Considered

Four factors:

war

UNIT
1-C-7

PAGE

NOTES

A. Location of Facilities (and their entrances and exits).

-Have,trainees assist in developing the lilt of facilities.

'Make sure that at least the following are included:

'Schools

*Factories
#

,

Shong centers

'Large apartment comple s,

dig,

qiigh-dens .ty work ar dustr.ial parks, downtown work
areas)

'Hospitals

'Churches

PO

,41

l

EIEGIN MODULE 1 *

TSG I-C-2:

ti

CHALKBOARD



SE CTING ROUT; AND REPORTING EMERGENCY VEAICLE OPERATIONS
At

Sg.

UNIT

PAGE

TRUCTIONAL C SENTATION GUIDELINES

*Civic tludiitoriums, conce !'pa''ls, stadiums, etc.

Events Affecting Traffic

-Have trainee? assist in developing the list of events. Make sure

that at least the following are inc uded:

Beginning and end of normal work day.

, *Shift-chalue t,idsfor large, factories'

*Beginning and end of normal school da

. 1

i*Special eve4ts. This' category is not dictable as the

others An EV operator must Aialr a ip effort to keep

informed of special events.
. ' I__,

t ,,,,?,,,,-

-Ask the,,tiees to think of some ways W )'nformed of
spe;:ia7 events. Make sure.that at leas 'flowing are

spittls, etc.

included:

6

*Departmental bulletins.

Newspaper, other media.'

*School4alendars.

Characteristics ofocal Roads .and Streets.

1. Mips are essential to "new" EV operators,, or ,those who

haVe been transferred to.a new location.

-Ask the traihees\to think Of the kinds of inforniation likely to

found on detailed area maps. Make sure at least the following

are included: '

be,

TSG I-C-2

CHALKBOA4

CHALINOARD

TSG I-C-3

CHALKBOARD
o

NOTES

0



UNIT

TITLE SELECTING ROUTE$ AN RTING EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS
UNIT

RAGE
,C79

r-

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

*Road size (number pf lanes) .

fpividedloads,

*Limitd-acce'Ss roads.

*Large facilities (e,g., hospitals).

NOTES

Useful information not on maps can be added (pencOed in).

'Areas with a high incidence of accidents.

'Very steep

*Roads or lanes on roads that change direction according

to the traffic flow or'time,of day.

Road Conditions, Operator must keep informed; can be noted
on laps,

*Damaged roads (potholes, badly rutted),,,,

*Detours or. closed roads. 0

*Roads ot sections of roads that are difficult to travel in
bad weather.

*Accumulated water areas.

SpeOd breakers (dips or bumps).

TSG, I -C- 3

1

CHALKBOARD

9



4ECTING ROUTES AND REPORTING EMERGENCY VEHICLE, OPERAINS

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/ PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

, 4\

UNIT,
1-c-10

PAGE

,4161ES

Summary

4 ,

Advantages:

A. Travel or,:transport time Minimized.

"Accident exposure" minimized.

C. Driver can devote full attention to driving,

Practice

Pass out copies of the Map a 'list of conditions you prepared.

-Use the projector to,shori the transparency'you'prepared earlier.

rSelect a trainee to deScribe a good route'to the destination. .

Use the,trailde's route selection as the basis for discussion.

if there is:disagreement about the chosen, mite, allow other

'trainees to present their viewpoints.

a -Present these Cbnclusions:
.

many cases there is no "single best route."

f

/The shortest mutelin terms of miles) may not be the fastest

route (in terms of time).

al

ofamiliarity 'with the'area is 'a tremendous advantage in.selecting

routes.:

0' a)
,

IJ

a

151,6,7 -C-4

'o

It,

SENT TRANSPARENa(1-'\.

structor prepared

* * END OF MODULE l

1.

1
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UNIT

TITLE SELECTING ROUTES AND REPORTING EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS UNIT i.c.11

P4GE

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

REPORTING EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS

Lroduction

Routine and mission-related communications.

A. In-vehicle communications equipmentiko communicate with dis-
patcher, A

B; Standard 'codes 10- codes) that speed ,up communications,

- Ask the trainees to look at the example listing of communications
codes (figure 1-3); the listing of 10=codes is meant as an'examgle
onl,

- if dt,ij necessary for you to teach the trainees any cOdes"rele
vant to their` service, this

is,the apprOpriate time to do so.

C. General techniques for all communications:

oThe goal of (good communications techniques is to communicate all,
necessary information with minimal disruption of the driving
,tasks.

1. Brief and concise.

2. Codes, if appropriate.

3. Weigh urgency of communicating against difficulty of ,

driving--don't compromise'safety.

,
4. Drop mike into lap to avoid tanglimi.

S. Have partner conduct communications (if pos 416),.
').

Finish communications before starting run (if poSsible

'

* * * BEGIN MODULE2 * **

TSG I-C-5

TSG i-C-6

TSG
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SELECTING ROUTES AND REPORTING EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS
UNIT

PAGE
I-C-12

10,1 Signal, Weak

10-2 Signal Good

10-3 Stop' Transmitting

:10-4 Affitmative (OK)
A

,10-5 Relay (T9)

10-6 Busy

10 -7 Out of Service

10-8 Inlervicel

10.9 Say Again (Repeat)

10-10 Negative

10-11 On Duty

10-12 Stand By (Stop)

10-13 Existing Cond

10-14 Message/In

10-15 Message De

10.16 Reply to Mes a e

10-17 Enroute

10-18 Urgent (Quickly)

10 -19, (In) Contact ,

10-20 Location

10-2i, Call ( ) br Phew--

10.22 Disregard

10-23 Arrived at Scene

10-24 Assignment'Completed

10-25 Report to (Meet)

0-26 Estimated Arrival Time

27 License/Permit Information

8 Ownership Information

0 -29 Records Check

'10-30 Danger/Caution

10-31 Pick-Up

10-32 Units Needed (Specify)

10-33 Help Me Quick (Emergency),

10-34 Time .

10-35 4 -Reserved-.

10-36 -Reserved-
/

10-37 r -Reserved-

1048 Reserved,

10-39 -Reserved-'

*5

Figure 1-3. Official List of Ten-Codes.*



/UNIT

TIME SELECTING ROUTES AND REPORTING EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT I PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

Routine Communications

A. Operator must inform dispatcher before leaving the vehicle.

1. ,It provid6 protection for the operator.

2, Saves time--dispatcher will not waste time trying to con-
tact,

Report arrival at destination. Provides opportunity to:

1. Ask dispatther to alert other organizations needed (e.g.,
hospital, highway maintenance).

2.' Receive information that might alter route or next desti-
nation.

3. Tell the dispatcher you will be away from vehicle.

Report any major condition likely to cause disruption to emer-
gency service, or ones other EVs probably don't know about.

Practice

-Describe the conditions listed below to the class.

-Ask one of the trainees, to explain why (or why not) that con-
dition should be reported to the dispatcher.

@Broken traffic light at major intersection.

@Disabled vehicle blocking traffic.

@A new detour.

@Section of missing guard rail ,on freeway,

TSG I-C-7

TSG -C-8



UNIT

TITLE
SELECTING ROUTES AND REPORTING EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS

UNIT

PAGE

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

Mission- Related Communications

A. The three items that must be obtained for every call:

1, Description of emergency.

2, Address (location) and other identifiers.

3. Indication of priority.

-If priority codes are used locally, this is the appropriate place

to present them to the class. If trainees will be using priority

codes and communications Codes, make sure they have a clear under-

standing of the difference between the types of codes, '\

B. Other information that might be obtained (depending on type of

call):

1. Roadway blocked?

2. Other EVs on the way or on st,ene?

3.- Hazardous materials (e.g., ga'soline spillage)?

Items 2 and 3 can have bearing On route planning and

parking for any emergency,

Fo'r example, if gasoline spillage were involved, it might

be wise to approach from the direction that, represented

the least risk of danger.

Practice

-Select a trainee and "transmit" one of the messages youjprepared

earlier. -Allow the trainee to solicit additional infoimation.

TSG I-C-8

103
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TITLE SELECTING ROUTES AND REPORTING EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS UNIT

PAGE
I-C-15

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

- Be sure to point out any of the three items of information, the

trainee forgot to obtain, and the,reason why that information is

iMportant.

- Repeat for all of the "transmissions",yoU prepared.

Message

Message 2:

Message 3:

TSG I'C -8

* * END OF MODULE 2 * *



SELECTING ROUTES AND REPORTING EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATIONS UNIT

PAGE

4

Review Exercises

List two advantages of caref9 route planning.

Travel time can be cut to a minimum.

A

NI

Careful route planning minimizes the amount of "accident exposure." 7.

The driver can devote his full attention t the driving tasks.

List three examples of the kinds of facilities whose location could be essential to

route planning,

Schools High-density work areas Civic auditoriums, concert halls

Factories Hospitals

Shopping centers Chbrches

3. Indicate which of the following statements are true and h are false;

a. All communications with the dispatcher should be conducted using

10-codes.

Communications should be completed before starting a run, if

possible.

c. The EV operator should always inform the dispatcher if he will

be leaving the whicle.
1Po

T F

Local. Policy
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UNIT

TITLE SELECTING ROUTES,AND'kEPORTING*EMERGENCY VEHICtE 'OPEAATIONS.
.1

9

UNIT..

PAGE
1-C-f7

I

d. 'If a second.crew member.is present, htsbbp16'dohduct cpmmUni-
r)

cations.

e. The microphone should ,.always be placed on its cl mp by, the re-

ceiver as soon as, communications are ended.

F,

X

4. List the three items of information that must be obtained from ple dispatcher before

responding to any emergency cal I .

Description of%emergency.

Addressjlocation). v'

Indication o6riority..

0'

r.

I



UNIT

1'

FORt,YOU,,DRIVE.

rt

I

r I lion of Unit , 4144

,
N:4- "'6 ,:,# ., ' ,,e

This unit prhides* the traine,es liththe'knOwlenenetessry to p4pare tileirkbef they
',4ilr' .rit'deScribes).64fly; how a mOtorVehic e. works. ..It alp includes inspectio 1*
4du egf, Gist of,symptOms of malfUnttion, and a 'clescripcon of pre-start for

,

tlie.o0rator,', It.cOnatides with a module' proViding practical experience pl, inspee' g''EV

.

,, . ..

practical
.anst applying pre start,

:

:

. ; \' _ A

Mbdule:1.- 0-.60 Minutes , j
fi ,,' :

, VEHICLE JNSPECtION--THE 0 ',BATOR'S. RESPONSIBILITY; 'Introduction, rview of
the operator'srespOnsibality,re:

, insOctionand maintenhce,,

.,.t

Major Components of a 'vehicle. .Brief7explanation'of the

Material can be expanded If instructor. desires, to more

the taiget audience. k
0, .

' , '

.'e;.1.

I, if

3: The Ph ical and Visual,InsTection. Explanation ,of w and A
specte 'using a checklist .(included in unit)

o

MAINTEVNCE OF THE 'EMERGENCY VEHICLE. FhVides generalguid
repair performed; provideg Mortunity'for inIftructorftoOc

f
r veh'cle.

he n eds of

ehicle 'should be in-
,

neS for Edving .Maintenance/

odatesPecific department

\ 3

5j, Key Indica.tor Chart.. Provides specific symptoms or "Rey 'inSicator# of malfunctions.

Also provides an opporthnity for instrictorp'indicate,actly whet trainees' responsi-
,4ility for performinglaintena4Ce is.

Module 2 .30 M' tes

PREPARING' TO DRIVE, Includes General 'Procedures to Increase kivint Ease and Safety,

Making Safety Checks and Adjustment's', Start-up, prbpdures, and Precautions, Before

gOing.

19114411
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TITLE
BEFORE YOU DRIVE UNIT

PAGE
I-D-2

Description of Unit ,(Continued)

Module, 3 . 60 Minutes {variable, according to, class size)

J. PRACTICE IN INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE, AND PRE-START PROCEDURES. Instructor demonstration
and trainee performance of inspection, maintenance, and pre-start procedures;

Review Exercises 20 Minutes

Written review questions on material presented in Modules 1 acid 2. Time estimate allows
for discussion and explanation:after trainees have completed exercises.

us



UNIT
BEtORE YOU DRIVETM.E UNIT

POE 1.1)-3

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives

Nodule l

By the end of this module, the trainees:

1. Given a list of several statements relating to vehicle inspection and maintenance, will
be able to identify those statements, that are correct.

Given a list of vehicle
components, will be able to list two indicators (symptoms) of

problem/malfunction for each.

Module 2

By the end of this module, the trainees:

1. Will know the criteria for proper adjustment of:

a. Seat position.

b. Head restraint.

c. Lap belt.

d, Shoulder harness.

e. All miirors.

Trainees will demonstrate application of this knowledge in Module 3.



BEFORE YOU DRIVE UNIT
PAGE I-D-4

Trainees' Knowledge Obejctives (Contipued)

le 3

he end of this module, the trainees:

Given'a copy of the Inspection Checklist, will be able to perform-a thorough inspection
of a.motor vehicle, and correctly identify any symptoms of malfunctions or items requir-
ing repair.

Will be able to perforrany minor maintenance required..

Will be able to demonstrate proper adjustment of:

a. Seat position.

b. Headrestraint.

c. Lap belt.

J. Shoulder harness.

All mirrors.

4

1 9 0
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UNIT

PAGE

Instructor Preparation Activities

Module 1

1. Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials.

2. Preparation for I-D-10. Determine whether or not the amount of information provided in

Major Components of a Vehicle is suitable for your specific group. If you determine

that trainees need more explanation, (based on specific job requirements) prepare a

lecture using some of the documents on the reference list at the end of this section.

You should use the chalkboard to illustrate the material.

3. Preparation for I-D-18. Find out exactly what the trainees' responsibilities for EL-

formi4 maintenance are. Be prepared to tell them exactly what kinds of maintenance ,

they will be expected to perform.

4. Preparation for I-D-18. Find out exactly how the trainees go about scheduling or re-

porting the need for maintenance in their specific locale, Be prepared to explain in

class.

S. Preparation for I-D-19. Read over the material on the Key Indicator Chart. Look at

the example (completed) copy of this chart which follows these Instructor Preparation

Activities, pages I-D-8 and I-D-9. Fill out the blank chart which begins on page I-D-20

so that it accurately reflectS local or departmental policy. Be prepared to present the

information in class, so that the trainees can fill out the blank charts in their

Study Guide.

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk, overhead projector.

Materials: Enough copies for all trainees of any local or departmental policies re: in

spection and maintenance, Transparency No, 2,

123
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PAGE
I-D-6

Instructor Preparation Activities (Continued)

Module 2

1, Read over the entire module and be prepared to discuss each of the procedures in class,

2, Preparation for I-D-26, Be prepared to discuss pre-start and starting procedures used
for the particular type(s) of EVs represented in your class. You may need to modify
the process on pages I-D-26 and I-D-27 to conform to the specific procedures.

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk, overhead projector.

Materials: Copies of EV operators manuals if pre-start or starting procedures differ
significantly from those in the text. Transparency No. 3,

Module

1, Preparation for 1.D.28. Arrange to, have several vehicles available for trainees' in-
spection. The exact number will be dependent upon class size, but a ratio of three
trainees to one vehicle is suitable, It is not absolutely necessary that the trainees
inspect the exact type of vehicle they will be operating on the job, but it is desirable.

Before class begins, inspect all of the vehicles thoroughly, noting any symptoms of mal-
function or need for repair that the trainees should identify in their inspection. This
will allow you to grade the trainees' Inspection Checklists if you choose to do so.

If the trainees are required to perform any minor maintenance
or repair work on the job,

be prepared to demonstrate the correct procedures.

3, Preparation for I-D-29. Check over EVs to be used for demonstration of pre-start
procedures, be sure:

126
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(

Instructor Preparation Activities (Continued]

a; Seat position can be adjusted and that seat locks into position.

b. Mirrors are workinglikoperly and will hold adjustment.

c. Seat belts and shoulder harnesses are accessible, clean, and can be adjusted.

Equipment: Any tools or parts required to demonstrate maintenance or repair (if relevant),

EVs (ideally, 1 EV per 3 trainees) in which pre-start procedures can be demon-

strated and practiced.

Materials: Extra, blank copies of the Inspection Checklist, Copies of operator's manuals

or valid manufacturer's descriptions of special starting procedures or other

pre-start procedures relevant to the specific EV.

Additional Resource Documents:

Bibliography and reference nos.: 50, 60.

12i



KEY INDICATOR CHART

ITEM

APPROACH VEHICLE

Attitude

-V* torsion bars, tires

Bgt

CIRCLE VEHICLE

Li is

-:Eiergency lights

-Head, parking, brake, backup

Tires

Tied
-Sidewalls

-Pressure

Wheels

Doors

4VV
KEY INDICA

sidepslants.

Light does not go on; dirty lenses; cracked
lenses;

lights noticeably dim,

Tread-wear indicator visible, uneven tread wear.

Breaks, cracks, bubbles.

Does not net vehicle manufacturer's
specifications.

Cracked, bent rim, loose lug nuts.

Do not close squarely or totally.

UNSAFE FOR

EMERGENCY OPERATION

OPERATOR

MAINTENANCE

I
a
a

I
I

I
I
I
a

a

0
a

a

a
a
a

a

a

UNDER HOOD

Fluid Levels

-Radiator

-Oil

-Windshield washer

-Hydraulic

-Battery

-Power Steering

-Autostic Transmission

Engine Block

Hoses

Belts

411=0 11111
rlimMat

Fluid not visible in radiator.

More than one quart low.

Less than half full.

Below add mark.

Water not visible in cells.

Below add mark.

Below add ark.

Check for evidence of oil or other fluid leak.

Cracked, loose connections.

Cracked; loose: depresses more than one inch at

center; tight: glazed surface. .
Figure 1-6. /Key Indicator Chart

'

a to

I a
a aI a

a a

a 0
_

.180

4
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MNIMMINIMMMIRIMIMMIMIMMIIN10001111M11110.111011.1111W

- ,III .... .1. - IIMW

ITEM KEVINDICATOR
UNSAFE FOR

EMERGENCY OPERATION

OPERATOR

MAINTENANCE

ENTER VEHICLE

Cleanliness Dirt or loose objects.

,

1

.

Seat Belt Not bolted to floor; bad not

adjust properly or l o

to

I

Gaul and Display Indicators

-4s Low (below LI 0
-011 Pressure

-Alternator/ammeter

Low indi A
47

Char. .4v,,es discharging; light on.

1
I

0

0
-Brake Warni .;.11, skid control unit nelfunction. I 0
-Temperature Warning 17".n; rises into danger zone. 1 0
-Air Pressure Does not . cate proper pressure. I 0

Turn Signals Fast blinker; no blinker. 0 0

Windshield Wipers Do not make contact with windshield; do not cleir

windshield properly. 0 0

Windshield Washers Fluid does not come out; fluid does not come out

with sufficient pressure; improperly aimed. 0 0

Communications Equipment Cannot send or receive; channel drifts out. I 0

Mirrors Missing; will not hold adjustment. I ` 0

Siren Not audible.
, I 0

Seat Adjustment Will not lock into place. I 0

. PA System Coes not work; distorts. 0 0

Interior Lights Do not light. 0 0

Cleanliness of Windows'

Engine Will not start; stalls.
,

I 0

VEHICLE IN MOTIO

Steering

N,

Wheel turns more than 1/8 turn without response;

vehicle wanders; unusual noise; jerky on turn.

.

I 0

Brakes Grab; pull to left or right; spongey; squealing. I 0

Suspension Unusual noise; too bouncy, not stable; noticeable

vibration:

I 0

Acceleration Rough, uneven, hesitates; cuts out. 1 0

Figure 1-6. Key Indicator Chart (Continued)

131
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TITLE
BEFORE YOU DRIVE UNIT

(N. PAGE
1-1)-10

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

VEHICLE INSPECTIONTHE OPERATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY

Introduction

A, Many accidents could be prevented by a five-minute physical

and visual inspection.

Responsibility for the mechanical safety of the vehicle rests
with the operator.

-Tell the trainees what their responsibilities are:

'Inspect vehicle every day (preferably at the beginning

of shift).

'Ensure that maintenance/repair will be performed.

'Recheck the vehicle after maintenance.

'Determine if and when EV is unsafe (or potentially unsafe)

for emergency operation.

Major Components of a Vehicle

Basic understanding of how vehicle components work will help
operator perform the inspection.

NOTES

-Your Vehicle Components Chart appears on the next page. Have the
trainees refer to their Vehicle Components Chart. Explain each

system of components to the trainees.

* * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *

TSG 1-D-3

TSG I-D-4, 1-D-5, 1-D-6

CHALKBOARD
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Braking System

Drum Brakes

Disc Brakes

I I MI I I I I I I I 1 I MI I I I Im I III 1 IM 1==.i=11.1MallilliMIMII I I 1 I NO IN I I I I M, I

Vehicle Components

Pressure on brake pedal causes fluid or air to flow into brake c

linder. Cylinder moves brake shoe outward against brake drum

(inner surface of metal wheel), This pressure of shoe against

drum cause's wheel to slow and stop.

A disc brake consists of a rotor and caliper assembly. The rotor

is the disc. It is attached tb the wheel axle, When'the brake

pedal is depressed, a hydraulic piston in the caliper causes the

caliper to squeeze together, bringing a pir of brake shoes into

contact with the rotor, The friction of the opposing brake pads

as they squeeze the rotor slows the rotor rotation and causes the

wheel to slow and stop.

4

135 13;
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TITLE
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PE I-D-12

....111,11111111

Engine (gasoline)

Carburetor

Combustion Chambers

Pistons

Crankshaft

Camshaft

Engine (diesel)

Combustion Chambers

Pistons

Crankshaft

Transmission and Drive-

shaft

Clutch Pedal

Steerin_g Assembly

Electrical System

Generator

Alternator

Battery

Vehicle Components (Continued)

Taker fuel in gas tank, mixes .it with air in carburetor. Mixture is

fed into combustion' chamber where it is ignited by spark plugs. The
exploding mixture, causes pistons to move. The motion of the pistons

causes the crankshaft to turn. The rotating cranks aft connects the
final power from the engine to the transmission. The power is then
carried to the driveshaft, the differential, the rear axles, and the
rear wheels.

High compression of air charge in cylinder creates great heat. Fuel
charge is injected into cylinder and is ignited by hot air. The ex-
ploding mixture causes pistons to move. The motion of the pistons

causes crankshaft to turn.

A system of gears which allows you to change the ratio of number of

engine revolutions to number of wheel revolutions. For example, in
low gear, the engine might turn 100 times for one wheel turn. In a
higher gear, the engine might' turn ten times for one wheel turn, The
driveshaft connects the transmission to the rear wheels, making them
turn.

When depressed, disconnects engine from transmission so you can change
transmission gears.'

'teering wheel and column connects to gears and linkage mechanism

which changes direction of front wheels.

Supplies power for primary and auxiliary functions.

1W
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PAGE

:tions:

.ary

:tions:

Vehicle Components (Continued)

Power generation and storage (battery, generator/alternator, and
voltage regulatot).
Power distribution (engine wiring). a.

Timing (distributor).
Spark generation (spark plugs and coil).

Inside/outside lighting (headlights, amber/red/blue signal or warning
lights; turn signals, instrument panel lights, etc.).
Air/heat circulation (heater,, defroster, blowers).
Horn, siren, PA system.

on Springs, shock absorbers, wheels, and tires which enable the driver to
handle the vehicle properly on rough terrain and sharp curves, etc.
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TITLE
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

The Physical and Visual Inspection

A. Inspection uses a simple checklist; takes a few minutes.

Operator should:

1. Inspect vehicle when engine is cold.

'For accurate readings (e.g., tire pressure) and to avoid

burns.

2. Inspect when interruptions are unlikely.

-Ask the trainees to look at the Inspection Checklist, Figure 1-4.

B. Checklist,

-Explain the purpose of the five "events."

'Approach Vehicle. This event is visual, conducted while the

operator is walking towards the vehicle. Purpose: Check ve-

hicle attitude, body damage.

'Circle Vehicle. Purpose: Check all exterior vehicle equip-

ment.

'Under Hood, Purpose: Check fluid levels, belts, hoses, etc.

Visual check for leaks or seepage.

-For further clarification of the under hood part of the inspec-

tion, discuss Figure J-5 (Transparency 2).

'Enter Vehicle, Purpose: Check all interior equipment includ-

ing control switches, gauges, indicator lights, mirror, safe-

ty equipment, etc.

UNIT
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/Vehicle in Notion. Purpose: Check all equipment and func-

tions that cannt be checked in a stationary vehicle (e.g.,

brakes, steering).

TSG I-D-8

14



Name:

EMERGENCY VEHICLE INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Date: Time:
Vehicle Identification No.: Location:

APPROACH Vehicle Attitude
VEHICLE

Remarks:

CIRCLE Ileadlights,
VEHICLE

Runnirii Lights

Brake Lights

Four-Way Flasher

Tires

,- Doors

Remarks:

OK ' FIX

Body Damage

OK FIX

0

Beacon

Flood

. Body

Wheels

Windshield

UNDER Hosef
HOOD

Fluids: *Radiator

Windshield

Battery

Remarks:

ENTER
VEHICLE

Belts

Oil

Hydraulic

S teering/Brake

Cleanliness

Gas Gauge

Alternator

Temperature

Windshield Wipers

Inner Mirrors

Outer Mirrors

Oil Pressure

Seat Adjustment

Remarks:

Interior Lights

Seat Belt

Brake Indicator

Air Pressure

Turn Signals

Communications

Siren/Audibles

PA System

VEHICLE Steering /Smoothness BrakesIN MOTION
Unusual Noises Suspension
Remarks:

*Radiator must be cool to avoid injury and to make accurate inspection.

Figure 1-4. Inspection Checklist.

I-D-16
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Figure 1-5. Engine Components.
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MAINTENANCE OF THE EMERGENCY VEHICLE

A. Operator safety is dependent on vehicle condition. Well-

maintained vehicles have fewer malfunctions, are easier to

control. Part of the operator's job is to:

1. Perform any required maintenance.

-Operator responsibility in this area varies greatly, depend,ing on

locale, size of department, etc. As specifically as possible,

tell, the trainees what kinds of minor maintenance they are ex-

pected to perform themselves (if any).

2. Schedule maintenance, or notify those responsible for

scheduling maintenance.

3. Recheck vehicle after maintenance/repair has been per-

formed to verify correction.

-Explain the specific departmental structure for having main-

tenance performed in the trainees' locality. Copies of any

departmental forms regarding maintenance and/or inspection can

be presented at this time.

B. No matter who performs. maintenance, it is the operator's

responsibility to see that it is performed. Three ways to

do this:

Operator schedules maintenance, verifies upon completion.

Operator reports problem to those responsible for scheduling

maintenance, and verifies upon completion of maintenance.

Operator performs maintenance himself.

NOTES
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Key Indicator Chart

-The Key Indicator Chart, Figure 1-6, begins on the following

page. Ask the trainees to turn to their copylof the chart and
follow along as you explain what the column headings mean. Keep
in mind that the trainees' chart does not have the last two col-
umns filled in.

Column headings:

A, "Items." Items correspond directly with the listing on the

Inspection Checklist.

"Key Indicators." Descriptions or indications of conditions

that require corrective maintenance.

"Unsafe for Emergency Operation." Malfunction of items checked

in this column could mile a vehicle unAfe for emergency opera-

tion.

"Operator Maintenance." Items checked under this heading are

those that, according to local Cr departmental policy, should

be corrected by the operator himself,

-Go over each key indicator for the trainees. Tel: the trainees

that as you do so', you will tell them which items should be

checked in the last two columns.

I

TSG I-D-10

TSG I-D-11
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KEY INDICATOR CHART

ITEM

--,
KEY INDICATOR

UNSAFE FOR

EMERGENCY OPERATION

OPERATOR

MAINTENANCE

APPROACH VEHICLE

Attitude

"Iiiiiii, torsion bars, tires Vehicle lists, sags to one side, slants. 0 0

MY Dents or other damage. 0 0
I Oil on quarter panel. 0 0

CIRCLE VEHICLE

ililli

-tirergency lights
Light does not go on; dirty lenses; cracked lenses; 0 0

-Head, parking, brake, back-up'
lights noticeably dim. 0 ,0

Tires

dread
, Tread-wear indicator visible, uneven, tread wear.

.,

0 0
-Sidewalls

Breaks, cracks, bubbles. 0 , 0
-Pressure

Does not meet vehicle manufacturer's specifications. 0 0 ,

Wheels \
Cracked, bent rim, loose lug puts. 0 0

Doors

1
Do. not close squarely or totally. 0 0

.

UNDER HOOD

Fluid Levels

- Radiator
Fluid not visible in radiator, 0 0

-Oil More than one quart low. 0 0
-Windthield washer Less than half full, 0 0
-Hydraulic Below add mark. 0 0
-Battery Water not visible iri cells. 0 0
-Power Steering Below add mark. 0 0
-Automatic Transmission Below add mark. 0. 0

Engine Block Check for evidence of oil or other fluid leak. 0 0

Hoses

r'

Cracked, loose connections.

Cracked; loose: depresses more than one inch at

0
,

.

Belts

center; tight: glazed surface. 0 0
...... _ .. ..... ..... ..p owril m.... r ail wnw ammbm somm. Noway arra ars M.110

Figure 1-6. Key Indicator Chart
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....ma .... war ff.

ITEM

...me wm... wmam mmm. wiry M.A. =MEM wimM .1.411 MINIMIO

KEY INDICATOR

1111. MEW. .11111 IIIMIM1 ....11.

UNSAFE FOR '

. EMERGENCY OPERATIL
,

........0 =IMMD

OPERATOR'

MAINTENANCE

ENTER VEHICLE ,

Cleanliness Dirt or loose objects.

Not bolted to floor; badly frayed; will not
adjust properly or pull out fully.

Lovi (below 3/4),

Low indication.

Charging excessively; discharging; light.on. ,.

Warning light on; skid control unit malfunction. :4'1
Warning light on; rises into danger zone.

Does not indicate proper pressure.,

Fast blinker; no blinker. ( ',, .

Do not make contact with windshield; do not clear

windshield properly, , : 1 ''

Flpifi 'does,noit come oat; 'fltiid doe?'nOt Com; out '.7

with s'uffteient pressure; improperly aimed..
,1

sendCanna send 6r,receive; chailne1( drifts out,
.

d adjustment.; °Nissing; 41 not hoi
ai (

'Not.audibit, c ` \
`

will not ,wi into, pla'ced

Does not kift distorts -,.. ,. , '
1' i

/Do t light.. ''.,,;' /
9, . ,. 9,

..
" iiTI riot tart;.1staLls:--,
,

,

0

0
n.

.

.);.
, ..,

"'. .

0 ,

),

,..,
4. ,.

0 ' .

0'

0 .',
0
0

I:1

-,

' i

,,

0,;

Seat Belt

Gauge and Display Indicators

-Gas

-Oil Pressure

- Alternator /ammeter

-Brake

-Temperature

-Air Pressure

Turn Signals

Windshield Wipers

Windshield Washers

Communications Equipment

Mirrors
,

Siren

Seat Adjustment 1. ,

PA System

Interior Lights . '
I i

Cleanliness ol,Windows- . \
Engine .4' ', '

-\ , ,

VEHICLE IN, MOTION-,.1,1:0;',i,

, ; 1Steerin' . 4 I "

i , 4i
Wheel totilslore than VII OH, without response;'

vehicle windy , unusual noise; jerky,,bn t 11.°A,-R". ,°7
Grab; pull to, eft or right; svngv; squeal rig..o'',

'1,Unusual noise; too bouncy, not stabii;.°A lceable

,,Vibration .

/ ei:
t

n, hesitates; uts att.unev
.

,, Rough, uneven, ,9' , '
. I. i .

0 :

0

0

0

''..\

,

!!

4

i

,,

..

q,.

e

0

,' 0

(0

0

\ ,

. .,

.,Brakes A

. Suspension ,

Acceleration

4 ' .

,Figure 141y IndiCat4 rt (Continued
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PREPARING TO DRIVE

General Procedures to Increase Driving Ease and Safety

4, Safety checkland adjustments.

D. Appropriate starting procedures,

C. Precautions before moving.

Making Safety Checks and Adjustments

A. Safety belts and shoulder harnesses.

1. Why wear them?

a. Restraints reduce the likelihood of serious injury or

death,

'Nine to twelve .thousand lives could be saved every

year if all drivers conscientiously buckled up. 1

'Occupants who are thrown from vehicles during colli-

sions have an extremely high fatality rate. Occu-

a pants wearing restraints are almost,never thrown

from the vehicle,

b. Restraints improve operator's abilit; to control the

vehicle.

-Ask the trainees liOw properly adjusted restraints can improve ve-

hicle control. Lead them to the following conclusions:

'Restraints keep the driver in position during sharp

turns, etc.

NOTES

* * * BEGIN MODULE 2 * * *
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.4
'Restraints will keep the driver from being thrown

from the vehicle in the event of a collision,

2. Proper adjustment. for occupant restraints:

a. Lap belt: snug across lower pelvis--not across stomach.

b. Shoulder harness: loOse enough that a fist can fit

between harness and chest.

Head restraints.

1. Why use them?

a. Help prevent neck and spinal injuries.

b. Ifelp the operator stay in position in a collision.

2. Proper adjutment for head restraints: center of re-
straint positioned at the back of the skull--NOT at the
base of the neck where it could serve as a fulcrum and

snap the neck if the vehicle is struck from the rear.

'If the head restraint is too low, the neck could be

broken (when head snaps back) if force of impact is

great.

UNIT
I-D-23

PAGE
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Seat position--when properly adjusted:

1. Brake and accelerator can be applied without fully ex-

tending the leg,

2. Steering wheeel can be held with only a slight bend at the

elbows.

3. The seat is fully locked into position.

'A seat that slips out of position due to faulty mechanism

or faulty adjustment can cause the operator to lose con-

trol.

Mirrors. The drawing/ on the next page illustrates the follow-

ing points:

1. Proper adjustment:

a. InSide, rear -view mirror:

1) Entire rear window visible with head in normal

driving position.

2) Vehicle directly behind EV should be centered in

mirror.

b. Outside, side-view mirror:

1) Edge of EV's rear fender and side lanes visible,

2) Before a passing vehicle's image leaves rear-view

mirror, it would be visible in side-view mirror.

44. =+,
1:C(
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2. Blind spots.

vehicle's the most dangerous blind spots are by

the rear quarter panels.

'In larger vehicles (yans and trucks) there are generally

blind spots below the rear window.

Start-up Procedures

r

-If trainees will all be driving (the 'same type of EV on the job,

go over the starting proceduresACcprding to the operator's

manual.

-If trainees will be driving more than one type of vehicle, use

the start-up procedures A-F below. Explain to the trainees that

there may be minor differences between these procedures and the

specific ones for their particular vehicle--they should check the

operator's manual once on the job.

A. Transmission in "neutral" ("park" on automatic transmissions).

B. Depress clutch if manual transmission.

$This.facilitates turning engine over on cold days and keeps

the vehicle from lurching forward if not in "neutral."

C. Start engine per manufacturer's recommendations for setting

choke/starting aids on hot or cold engine.

D. If engine sputters, or won't start right away, avoid reengag-

ing starter until engine is completely stopped.

-For diesels and heavy gasoline engines, a variety of starting

aids exist. If many trainees will be operating such vehicles,

use operator's manual to explain uses and prOcedures.

!A
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Once engine starts, check:

IChargingsystem,

'Oil pressure.

Da'sh indicator lights (out in five seconds?)
,

/Gauges (stabilizeii in sailsfactory range?) ,

NOTES

Release parking brake before attempting to move vehicle,

Precautions Before Moving

A. Standard, audible signal from last crew member to ensure all
are aboard,

Only one other person (besides operator) in front seat or con-
trol cab,

Station doors opened, no obstacles in vehicle's path.

-if station doors are set on timers, trainees should find out what
the timing intervals are. Point out the dangers of timed doors.

t.

)

TSG I-D-17
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PRACTICE. IN INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE Ali PRE-nIST

N. Instructor demonstration of ihspecti n .1+(

B. Trainee performance of inspection prOcedurei.
' #

UNIT

PAGE
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pilICEDURES,

A.

NOTES

"

C. Instructor demonstration, of mainienance/repair.procedures (if,

relevant).

Trainee performance of maintenance/repair procedures (if

relevant).

Instructor demonstration of pre-start procedures,

Trainee performance of pre-start procedures.

.:0

* * * BiGIN MODULE 3 * * *
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Guidelines ,For Demonstrating Inspection, Maintenance, and Pre-Start Procedures

Inspection.

1. Use the Inspection Checklist and go over every item,

2. For every item, point out the key indicators whether. or not they represent a problem

on that particular vehicle.

13.
Keep the trainees directly involved in'the demonstration. Some ways to do this are:

a, For any given item, ask the trainees what,the key indicators are.

b. Ask the trainees to make judgments about the key indicators (e.g., tread depth).

Maintenance. Any maintenance activity likely to be performed by an emergency vehicle op-

erator can be proceduralized (e.g.rchanging a tire). Before demonstrating, you should

have the procedure in mind (preferably written down) and broken into logical steps. Be

particularly sure to point out any safety precautions (e.g., placing chocks before changing

a tire).

'Preparing tO Drive. 'Using the criteria outlined in this unit, demonstrate the proper ad-
justment of the following:

1. Seat position (trainees have not done it properly unless seat is locked into position).

2. Head restraint (center of skull).

3. Lap belt (snug across lower pelvis--NOT stomach).

4. Shoulder harness (fist between harness and chest?).

5, All mirrors (per pictures in text and specific vehicle requirements).

* * END OF MODULE 3 * *
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Review Exercises

Answer the following true/false questions:

1. You should inspect your vehicle once a week, at the end of a shift,

2. Loose objects such as paper cups, newspapers, flashlights, etc,

should be removed from the passenger compartment or secured.

Springs and shock absorbers are part of the suspension system.

If the gas gauge indicates below 3/4 full, it is a good idea.to

have the tank filled,

5. If you are working a daylight shift, it is not necessary to have a

vehicle with a burned-out headlamp serviced,

6. When a vehicle tends to wander due to sieering problems, it is safe

for emergency operation.

7. A tire with a bubble by the rim 'does not have to be replaced as

long as the tread-wear indicator is not showing.

If your lights are dim, the vehicle is safe for emergency operation.

If the vehicle swerves when you apply the brakes, it could mean that

the wheels are not braking evenly.

x

x

x

F

x

x
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10. List two key indicators of problem/malfunction for each of the following items:

a. Tires

- Tread-wear indicator visible

- Uneven tread wear

-Breaks, cracks, bubbles in sidewalls

-Pressure does not meet manufacturer's specifications

b. Steering

-Wheel turns more than 1/8 turn without response

-Vehicle wanders

-Unusual noises

- Jerky on wheel turn

c. Belts

-Cracked, frayed

-Loose, depresses more than one inch at center

- Tight, glazed surface, frayed

d. Seat belt

-Not bolted to floor

-Badly frayed

-Will not hold adjustment

-Will not pull out fully

e. Brakes

-Grab

-Pull to one side

-Spongy

-Squeal, scream

171



IMPORTANT PHYSICAL FORCES AND EV CONTROL
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UNIT

PAGE I-E-1

Description of Unit

Thjunit 'contains one module which presents knowledge about the physical forces that influence

vehicle control.

Module 1 60 Minutes

'INTRODUCTION. A brief overview of unit content.

10

2. MAJOR PHYSICAL FORCES. ,Physical forces covered here include friction, inertia and momen-

tum, and centrifugal force as'they telate to vehicle handling.

3. Wt TRANSFER. The concept of "weight transfer" as it relates to speed and directional,

lillc is prtITITtial in this section.
,

Review Exercises 20 Minutes

Written review questions on materials presented in thk unit. Time estimate allows for dis-

cussion and explanation after trainees have completed the exercises.
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,

,Trainees'',Knowledke Objectives

P":0 ,

Module 1 4-

By te,end of this module, the trainfe

t,

1,. 'Will be able to write a brief descr4.tIon o

a. Velocity

llowing terms:
)

,
+

11, Centrifugal force.

. Inefa

,
- ,

,
i, ,' k,',( : ,,i'v ': ,,

d.:, FrictioA. ) t, , ,,., 4,,. - ; ,t
.7 ,

1

2.',,t., Will,be ablOto ina,cate,611( a d e effects of,acceleration, deceleration,
-turning on '4 Vehicle!s weight diesttl . ion.

,,,,,,_,;,
'4

11

Y.

3. W 11 be able' to itatew,Vii 11B ,vcose of brake fade.
,

4 i;

IP

i;`'
' .

4.
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Instructor Preparation Activities

.
.

Module k,

'

1,\,Read Aver the entire. module and be preited to lead a class discussion based on those
materials.

2, Preparation for I-E-8. Look over the description of brake fade for drum and disc brakes,

If you2tanTfind out,w1lat kind of vehicles the trainees will drive on the job, relate the
disc4Ssion to their particular vehicles.

ment: Chalkboard and chalk. Overhead projector,

Materials: Transparency Nos, 4 and S.

Additional Resource Documents:

liography and reference nos.: 8, 1S,

6 , o

"1J r

R.
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NOTES

INTRODUCTION

A. Whife driving, operator can control velocity'and direction

2111Y.

Velocity control is control of the EV's rate of motion or

speed.,

@Acceleration, decelerftiOn braking.

2. Directional control is the control of.the direction the

EVwill'travel.

Steering, turning, "tracking" curves in the road.

Several physical forces influence the amount of control the

operator has. If the limits created by the physical force are

not exceeded, the operator can fully control both flue EV's

velocity and ditection. If they are *retied; control will be

lost.

LHave the trainees think of examples whert4 the operator could ex'

ceed their limits and lost

@Driving too fast jot weather, road, or tire conditions.

Accelerating too hard.

tOaking inappOloriately.

anging direction too abruptly.

4.

elticiit0 curve at ,too high a speed:

r

.

C. :Plie,kevfotIV ope,rafou is to know the conditiens'under which

G' .t8lese limits re reached ay, thus, when' ability to: Control
olb ''the vehicle wi I be lost. .:1k,,4 1

S 141,4,
0.

1W,
\,,, 1, % 4 , 4

ffi

I-E-4

* * * BEGIf MODULE 1 * A A
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MAJOR PHYSICAL FORS

The most important physical forces for EV Control are friction,

momentum and inertia, and centrifugal force.

f,

Friction

A. What friction?

1. Friction is the resitance lo slipping.

2. Friction occurs whenever two surfaces "rub" together.

Friction occurs throughout the EV.

-Have trainees think of examples.

Operatik's halids and the steering wheel.

'Engine parts rubbing together.

'Gears meshing.

'Tires and the

oBiake alits oro.

,

urface. ,It

V, '
r i's

'crs rubbing on'drum or disc.

4

-Point out that'tiit f,fiction, vehicle co*ol would be in,

possible. Friction' enab.es th&EV to stop,, accelerate, and

'change direction.

C. For vehicle c6iltrol, the magVoliportant areas of friction
lr

are:

vi" 0

1. Between tires and road.

1!.4,4

44
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NOTES

2. Between the brakes and the wheels.

Friction between the tires and the road.

1. If there ere no friction between the tires and the road,

the EV would slide all offer the.place. Vehicle control

would be impossible.

The amount, of friction between the tires and road depends

on many things, some of which the EV operator can control.

a. Tire size, tread, type, inflation, etc.

'Best to follow vehicle lanufacturers' speci tons

here,

b. Amount of rolling he tires 4., Friction is:

1) Greatest--when: the wheels arievehicle are 40

stationary.'

2I Very .good--when the wheel* rblling on a dry,

smooth road surface. 4'

3) Least--when the wheel is locked or spinning,

Friction at the brakes.

1. The shoes pressing on the, drums (or the pads clamping the

disc) create friction and slow the wheel.

2, The friction at the brake surfaces generates heat.

'Like rubbing stickstogether to make a fire.

\,

Rubhitig your hands-together to warm them up.

TSG 4
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As heat increases braking ability, goes down.
.

Brake fade is one of the 10? t (enseqoanCes

excessive,,,hatd braking;

a. When sustained' (hard) brake ,heits up the brakes

sufficiently; the penal-force requi,rements go up

dramatically. In extreme sases, during har4

-,Cation,:ofbtalies, the. bralA.may.suddenly "disappeP."

Theyehici01111 continue forward as if no biakes were

belpg,applied, At best it's a sciry situation,' at

wort it's deadly;

Brake fade, can occur in a variety of ways. In all

cases, however, the cause is excessive heat.

'If the heat reaches 700°F or more, the bonding mate-

the,brake lining melts and acts like a lubri-

cant.

'For some brake lining materials a :gas is generated

under high heat conditions. The gas, can also act as
a lubricant.

'40r,sliAe brakeiluid b4omes too hot it will expand and

reduce braking effectiveness, -,

41
Wen the brake lining materials are more than one

gone, the metal frame holding the lining mate-

rial heats si.e

lly

and transfers the heat to the

fluid,

AOr

lc]
I
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1)

4

Drum brakes--almost 9rptrcet

surface is in contact with h t

ime. Thus, only about 10 p

c n be cooing off at one ti

can heat of and expand to lh

impossible for the Oho6s to

the dpms,

too

e total drum

-k'hoe at one
,,ewe,:

surface

4-14;brake drums

tHwhere it is

good contact with

2) Disc brakes--sinpe the pad makes contact with only

about 1S prcent.of the clisc surf ace, about 85

percent of the disc surface is cooling, Disc

tyke design permits.much more cooling. Even if

the disc wire to get hot, it.usually expands and

makes better contact with; the disc padS.

The biggest cause of brake fade in disc brakes

is. worn pads which allow heat to transfer to

,the hydraulic fluid.' Disc pads lhat'are SO Ter-

cent 'orn have a 300 percent greater chance of

cau5in fade.

TS S
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

'In extreme cages, the heat Can cause the disc to
warp, leading/ to uneven baking.

NOTES

city control and friction.

Accelerating.

a. Spinning' the wheels reduces ,friction. Acceleration i9
slowed.

b. Spinning the wheels smooths, the tires. The frictioni
between the tires. and road surface will be 1ess in the
future.

Braking.

a. Shortest stopping distance is achieved by braking: so
that wheels do not lock up and skid.

'Best braking point is just short of otking the
wheels.

DiffiCult to hit exactly that point.

May have to pump or jab the brakes.

). Locking the wheels. One of the reasons locked
wheels have less friction than rolling wheels is
illustrated on the following page.

T$G

TSG 6
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(Remo
uf FACE

Little beads of rubber come off the locked,
skidding tires and'act,as ball bearings for
the.vehi,cle to slide,on.

mging direction and friction.

Friction between the tires and road surface is'required,
if the Opernfor is to control. the EV'S direction.

Tires must be rolling to aflame the EV's'direction.--7.

If brakes lOck the front wheels, turning the sAeering
wheel willre noimpaCt on the direction the EV travels.

. P.'i
:

.

'*Directional 'Control is possible only after' brakes are let
off and. the front Wheels 'begin to roll again.

,
,

TSG-
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WITS

size that,direational Control is impossible ik the front
s are locked. This applies oft any ;road surface, but
ses may have noted it on icy roads:..

im and Inertia

nentum is the product of a vehi$e's mass (weight) times its
Locity (Speed): 4,

;rtia.is theJorge that makes a moving EV tend to stay in
:don in the slte direction.

momentum increases, it is harder tp overcome the effetts of

Ln how' larger (heavier) EVs, having greater mass, will have
?r momentum at a given :speed. Ask, the trainees what this
in terms of velocity and directional control.

and inertia affect velocity-control.

.th increased momentum, stopping- distanct_increases.

th increased momentum, brakes must work harder, friction
A heat must increase.

lentum and inertia affect directional control.

.,6

th increased momentum, inertia'will be harder io.overcome.
trefore, changing directiOn is more difficult.

momentum increases, the track the TV will folloW must be,
der.

ourved road on the ,chalkboard. illustrat thefway'the'
must widen as speed ihcreases: t

.1

TSG 7
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UNIT
PAGE

NOTES

atrifugal force is the iorce that tends tv push a vehicle
aveling around a, curve away from the center of the turning
liu.

he child twirling a bucket full of water around his head
Ilustrates this force: The water stays in the bucket.

4

fivers can feel the centrifugal force when the vehicle ne-
Itiates a curve.

, It is a "push" from the insid, of the
trve,'outward.

fie trainep what other physical force makes the vehicle tend
straight as in the illustration abive.

inertia..) ,

trifugal force is influenced by both speed and the radius
the curve.

Higher veed, greater centrifugal force.

TS I-E-8

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 5a
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oCentrifugal.force .increases four-fold as speed doubles.
For example: given a 3,000-pound vehicle entering a
500-foot radius curve:

*AC mph, centrifugal force equals 350 pounds.

' At 60 mph, centrifpgal force equals 1,40.0 .pounds.

Tighter curve, greater centrifugal force.

'As the curve's radius is decreased, the centrifugal force
at a given speed is greater and greater. Thus, the above
500-foot curve can be traveled at more than 60 mph. But
control will be lost in a 250-foot curve at leSsthan
50 mph.

trainees what force helps overcome 'centrifugal force.
: friction. Also, gravity.I

,e7

TSG - 1-E-8
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

TRANSFER

.t ion

eery time an EV accelerates-, decelerates, or changes direc-
.on, the weight distribution of the vehicle shifts.

pis shift of weight is called weight transfer.

fective use of weight transfer is critical for safe handling
an EV.

(eight transfer wins or loes on the race track.

(eight transfer will keep you alive on the road.

n a moving vehicle if the EV operator changes the velocity,
he direction, or both, weiglit can transfer to the front or
ear, either side, or to any corner.

pecifically where the weight transfers ta, depends on the
ind of change the operator makes.

s of Changing Velocity on Weight Transfer

he trainees to predict what will happen to the downward
of(the vehicle for each of these actions.

TSG I-E-9 /

2 (i.3Aft
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Imagine a fulcrum under the vehicle's
center of gravity.

Aerating.

inward force at B (rear) is increased.

e weight and traction at rear tires (unless wheels are
nning).

ing or decelerating.

nward force at A (front) is increased.

e weight on the front tires.

sibly better steering control due to increased "bite"
front tires.

.11

TSG

I - E- 15

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY Sb
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

s of Changing Direction on Weight Trans.fer
f.

are all familiar with the way a vehicle leans in d Curve.
is lean is because, of increased downward force on one side
the vehicle.

he trainees to predict what will happen to the downward
in the vehicle during ,right and left turns.

lk
ght-hand turns.

ownward force at D (left side) is greater.

ft-hand turns.

ownward force at C (right side) is greater.

he trainees to describe the forces which make the vehicle
left in a right turn and lean right in a left turn.

entrifugal force and inertia "push" the vehicle away from
he center of the curve.

hus, the vehicle leans to the outside of the curve.

propriate for this group of trainees, explain the special
derations applying to vehicles with a high center of gravity
th "live" loads.

ith a high center of gravity the "lean" is more pronounced
nd the possibility of-rolling over increased.

ehicles with "live" loads, such as pumpers with,unbaffled
ater, can be pushed from the intended track as weight
hifts.

TSG I-E-10
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he trainees what happeni in a high speed sharp, right-hand
if,the.brakes are suddenly applied:: '

ecause of the centrifugal force; most of theweikbt is on
he left -side tires.

1

hen brakes are applied still more of the vehicle's' weight
ransfers to the front.

hus, most of the weight is on the front left tire.

wo possibilities'are: (1) The left front,tire can tear off
he rim and (2) the front left tire will act like a pivot and
he vehicle will spin out of control around that tire.

spe,12,sion and Weight Transfer

EV's suspension, works to balance the forces (during a
Inge in ditp4ion or velocity).

Rooth out weight' transfer, (make it more gradual).
+a'

ep all four wheels firmly on the ground,

ep the vehicle levek,

m changing the vehicle direction, good drivers work with
suspension, not against it.

(ey slow up or widen the track if the vehicle is leaning
o much.

ey avoid abrupt changes in direction 'or velocity which could
ift vehicle's weight suddenly and cause the suspension to
'er7eact (possible loss of control).

SSG

TS

0'
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Y' Review Exercises

v
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rsi
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, ,, .

Irjte A br*ef ae tription of each of .the Illwing terms:), .

. .
''' .r.' .

,

,,,

ya: 'VelpCit:

Rate of njotion or speed. .,.,,
..o,

.4

b. 'Cent.rifug,a1 force:' .

The force.thut pushes an obj ciivehide) away frdm thtcenter of itsturning radius -

. .

, ,,,

, ',

c, Inertial:,

Inertia is the physics that causes a moving object(vehicle)tend to s ! i:,

1

./

i ,'

ii.;,,;,1

,i

-,,,,

,,

rection
. ...

Grr
r,

' ,, 0, I 41.
:

d. 'Friction: 4 j''''''Y'l .

e
A .

The resistance to.slipping; or the rubbing together of two surfaces.
y

,

' 0. $

/

,

.

".,.

ki

.
.

.),.

.

. ..

.>

A

.

.

.,_.
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t the drawing below:

Put an "X" 911. the pkacp that the downward force would be greatest if you were

acceleratinvthrough a right turn.

Put a "0" on the place that the downward force would be greatest if you were

.baking.

state the primary cause of brake fade.

Heat, due to extended, hard braking.

f
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OPERATION

Description of Unit;

unit is the longest of *the course. It covers all aspects of the actual operation of

gency vehicles.

le 1 20-30 Minutes

CONTENT/STRUCTURE OF THIS UNIT. A brief outline of unit content.

USE OF LIGHTS AND SIREN. Including legal aspects and techniques for use of lights and

siren.

le 2 30 Minutes

BASIC CONTROL TASKS. The two topics covered in this module are backing up and parking.

le 3 20 -30 Minutes

URBAN DRIVING. This module covers urban driving, with heavy emphasis on urban driving

in/the emergency mode.

de 4 40,-60 Minutes

NEGOTIATING INTERSECTIONS. This module emphasizes the procedure for and importance of

negotiating intersections, particularly when traveling in the emergency mode. The end

of the. module consists of several pages of practice.

215



\ OPERATION

Description of Unit (Continued)

lie 5 -.20-30 Minutes

TURNING AROUND TO REVERSE DIRECTION. This module includes procedures and cautions forthree separate categories of turnabouts: U-turns, two-point turnabouts, and three-pointturnabouts.

Ile 6 30-40 Minutes

a

FOLLOWING ANOTHER VEHICLE. This module provides standards and procedures for estimatingfollowing distance. It also includes a discussion of stopping distance and practiceexercises.

lc. 7 45 Minutes

PASSING ANOTHER VEHICLE.' Includes judgments to make before passing, exact procedure forFxecuting a passing maneuver, tips to avoid mishap, and some considetions that apply:en being passed.

lc 8 45 Minutes

EXPRESSWAY OPERATION. Includes entering/exiting
expressways, cloverleafs, acceleration/deceleration lanes, beltways, and "driving at the limit."

le 9 60 Minutes

DRIVING AT HIGH SPEED. Coverage in this module is geared to emergency mode operation-=techniques for operation at speeds in excess of thelimit.

A 2
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UNIT
PAGE I-F-3

. ,

Description of Unit (Continued)

Exercises 45 Minutes

n review questions on material presented in the nine modules of this ,knit. Time
to allows for discussion and explanation after trainees have completed exercises.

2



rLE OPERATION

r

)dule 1

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives

r the end of this module,, the trainees:

Will be able to state the purpose of emergency signaling equipment.

Given a list of statements relating to use of emergency signaling equipment, will be ableto identify those statements that are correct.

dule 2

the end of this module, the trainees:

Will be able to state the correct wheel position for a vehicle that is parked on a slope.
0Given a description of a backing mishap, will be able to describe actions that might have

been taken to avoid the accident.

dule 3

the end of this Module, the trainees:

Will be able to describe the provisions of their state's statute that deals with motorists'
responsibilities for clearing a path for emergency vehicles.

Will be able to select the appropriate siren-use technique for negotiating through heax.y.-//orblocked traffic.

As 221
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Trainees' Knowledge Objectives (Continued)

de 4

le 'end of this module, the trainees:

Will be able to identify the correct percentage of emergency vehicle accidents that occur
at intersections.

Will be able to select the appropriate method for checking traffic before attempting t
cross an intersection.

Will be able to state the kind of turn (left or right) which requires a larger gap in
cross-traffic and explain why.

de 5

he end of this module, the trainees:

Will be able to name the safest type of turnabout.

Given three illustrations, will be able to illustrate the correct path for a vehicle mak-
ing a U-turn.

Given an illustration of each, will be able to illustrate the correct path for a vehicle
making a left and a right side-road turnabout.

N
2"
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Trainees' Knowledge Objecaves ontinued)

1166

:he end of this module, the trainees:

Will be able to'd'escribe two methods of estimating following distance.

Given a list of several conditions, will be able to select those that indicate follow-
ing distance should be increased.

Given a list of several statements relating to following distance, will be able toidentify those that are correct.

le 7

he end of this module, the trainees:

Will be able to state two types pf road configuration that indicate it is unsafe to%pass.

Given a list of several conditicos, will be able to select those that would indicate itis unsafe to pass.

le 8

he end of this module, the trainees:

gill be able to give an accurate explanation of what a "Yield" sign means.

Will be able to select the correct siren-use technique for entering/exiting expressways.



OPERATION I-F-7

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives (Continued)

Ile 9

the end of this module, the trainees:

Given two drawings,will be able to select the one that illustrates a properly banked
road.

Given a listing of several 'Ilcomplete sentences relating to driving curved roads, will
be able to insert the word that best completes the sentence.

Given an illustration of two vehicles' path of travel through a curve, will be able to
select the vehicle that has chosen the safest path.

2
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OPERATION us

Instructor Preparation Activities

Ile 1

Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials.

Preparation for I-F-l3. Bring a copy of the state statutes you prepared for Unit I-B to
class so you will be prepared to provide information to trainees on emergency signaling
equipment.

Preparation for I-F-l4. If possible, obtain information on the, type pf emergency lights
and siren the trainees' on-the-job vehicles will have.,,Also, obtain instructions fortheir operation and be prepared to discuss their operation in class.

pment: Chalkboard and chalk.

rials: None

le 2

Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials;
no additional preparation is required.

pment: Chalkboard and chalk. Overhead projector.

rials: transparency Nos.6, 7, 8.

229



'OPERATION

Instructor Preparation Activities (Continued)

le 3

Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials.

Preparatiori for 1-F-26. Find out what your state's statutes say about motorists yield-
ing the right-of-way to EVs (e.g., pull to curb). Be prepared to present this informa-
tion in class.

pment: Chalkboard and chalk.

rials: None

le 4

Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials;
no additional preparation is required.

?ment: Chalkboard and chalk. Overhead projector.

rials: ,Transparency Nos. 9, 10, 11.

le 5

lead over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials.



OPERATION UNIT
PAGE

Instructor Preparation Activities (Continued)

Preparation for I-F-41. Find out the approximate turning radius of the EVs the trainees
will operate on the job, and figure out how many 12' lanes those vehicles would require
for a U-turn. Be prepared to present this information in class.

Lpment: Chalkboard and chalk. Overhead projector.

q-ials: Transparency Nos. 12, 13, 14, 15.

ile 6=

Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials;
no additional preparation is required.

pment: Chalkboard and chalk. Overhead projector.

rials: Transparency No. 16.

le 7

Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials;
no additional preparation is required.

pment: Chalkboard and chalk.

rials: None.

Aii 233
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Instructor Preparation Activities (Continued)

le 8

Read over the entire module and be pjepared to present a lecture on those,materials;
no additional preparation is required.

pment: Chalkboard and chalk. Overhead projector.

rials: Transparency Nos. 17, 18.

le 9

Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials.

Preparation for I-F-84. Find out the local or departmental policy regarding high-speed
EV operation. Be preparedcto present this information in class.

pment: Chalkboard and chalk. Overhead projector.

rials: Transparency No. 19.

n.1 Exercises

tion 5. The answer to this question does not appear in your copy of the Review Exercises.
Ise it is dependent on your state's statutes. Find the answer in your State Motor Vehicle
and note it on your copy of the Review Exercises so that you can present it in class.

tional Resource Documents:

Bibliography and reference nos.: 3, 8, 15, 21, 38, 39,65.

2.5
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INSTRUCT' CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

/STRUCTURE OF THIS UN T

it, Operation, is the longest unit in the course. It

all aspects of the actual operation of Emergency Vehicles.
tructurtd in terms of operating tasks.

tha module titles (use Unit,Description page) with the
es. Mention:

avy coverage in the proper way to accomplish each task un-
routine conditions is provided.

4

'Most EV:Ncidents do not occur when EV is in emergency
iaai.

ncluding-section of each module (except the last) is di-
cted to special considerations for performing the operating
sk'S' in the emergency mode.

st module (no. 9) covers operation at speeds in excess of
e speed limit. The entire module applies, therefore, to
eration in emergency mode.

* * * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *

TSG - I-F-S
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I -F -13

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

LIGHTS AND SIREN

,spects

hts and sirens are used tb inform traffic of an EV's pre=
ce and thus, to aid in clearing a path for the EV.

e regard must always be exercised, even in the most serious
emergencies.

t state laws require the EV to use emergency signaling
ipment whenever any of the exemptions are exercised.

he trainees exactly what the laws in this state say. Be
o point out:

is does not mean that every time there is an emergency,
gnaling equipment must b'e used.

Whenever there is an emergency, if exemptions are not
being exercised use of signaling equipment is at tETop-
erator's discretion.

r instance, all signaling equipment would not be required
an ambulance were transporting a patient to a medical fa-

lity if the ambulance were traveling below the speed limit
d obeying all other traffic laws. Patients having a heart
tack should not be transported with siren operating.

If traffic were moving slowly the operator might elect to
use emergency signaling equipment.

of signaling equipment doesn't guarantee operator safety,
does it free him from the possibility of civil or criminal
)ility if a mishap does occur.

218
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1-F-14

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTAT1011 GUIDELINES .NOTES

TSG I-F-6

rticular type and configuration of emergency lights is set
law and local policy.

C)

w the locally applile,specific light arrangements and
y fot use of various configurations of emergency lights.

erating procedUrei.

operating procedures; controls, options, etc.

me limitations on emergency light usage.

Low sun or glare can greatly reduce effectiveness.

At nidlt red beacons can be confused with traffic lights
and noons.

Lights on high EVs may pass over motorists if EV is close
to rear of vehicle ahead.

TSG 1-F-7

rticular type and siren options are set by law and local
Licy.

7 the capabillkries of the specific type of siren the
?es will use.

'rating procedures.

r operating procedures; controls, options, etc.

litations on siren usage.

2r?
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I-F-15

INSTRUCTIONAL CON t PRESENTATbt GUIDELINES

ally siren sound ravels forward fr4p the vehicle in
one shape.

e
P

,

The higher t equency, the narrower the cone.

SP
The higher,the,frequency, the gfeater the distance
the siren can be heard.

NOTES

The physical parameters that establish the effective-
ness of sirens are: sound level and spectral content,
directiirity, propagation losses, vehicle insertion,
loss, and vehicle background noise level.

iese terms:

0

Vehicle insertion loss is the difference in sound
level observed at the drivers position in a vehicle
from that observed at the same location without the
vehicle, for the same external noise source.

v

High frequency siren is better for alerting motorists
at some distance ahead.

t

A study has shown that existing sirens are effective
only tovehicles traveling in the same direction ahead of
the emergency vehicle, to vehicles weaving slowly through
dense stationary traffit and to pedestrians.

The mode of operation of the siren is not relevant to
detection.

!ns do not travel around buildings or corners very well.

Turn off siren at intersections.

I-F-7
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

At high speeds it is possible to "out run" the siren.

This means that vehicles in front of EV won't hear
the siren before EV reaches them.

Even at fairly close range, the.sireff may not be heard by
a motorist with windows up, radio and air conditioner on.



OPERATION

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

UNIT
PAGE

Guidelines for Using Lights and Siren

e with driver's window partly open at all times.

ables operator to hear other EVs, trains, approaching
affic, etc.

rticularly important at intersections and railroad cross-
gs.

general, when activating siren, let up slightly on acceler-
r.

torists respond in strange ways to a sudden siren. This
ves the operator a bit more time and room to take appropriate
tion. Do not rely on the siren to clear the traffic.

tch for the reaction of other vehicles to the siren and be
epared to maneuver accordingly.

her drivers often have difficulty in determining the loca-
on of the siren.

esume that other drivers cannot hear the siren and maneuver
:ordingly.

rticularly important in high- density traffic areas.

1 siren off in high noise environments.

Jim communication will be more difficult.

operator won't hear anything else with his own siren fully

216
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

To be effective, a siren must be about 10dB higher
than background noise in the other vehicles. /441 high
noise environments, a siren is only adding4to'the pro-
blem because other drivers are not apt to, hear the signal
anyway.

Vary the siren to avoid hypnotic effects.

trainees the impotmacfkunMgto recognize the

of hyponosis

"Hypnotized" EV operators' sometimes become vague and in-
attentive.

"Hypnotized" EV operators tend to'take unnecessary risks.

reclude hypnosis by allowing short periods of siren
silence.

reclude hypnosis by varying the intensity of the siren.

Do not use the siren when it is unlikely to be effective.

When a road is lightly traveled, there is no reason to
leave the siren operating.

Use for warning pedestrians.

Use in slowspeed, low- background noise situations.

NOTES

* * END OF MODULE 1 * *

2 4, 3
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

UNIT
PAGE

NOTES

CONTRO TASKS

rectional and velocity control are accomplished by steering,
celerating, and braking.

.

ese basic control tasks are all present in two slow-speed
tivities--backing and parking.

Relatively simple tasks.

Good performance requires practice.

the trainees that they will have the opportunity to practice
uild skill in these tasks later in the courge (.in Part
on that this module provides some pointers and.tipe for
plishing these tasks safely.

g Up

.. :

g mishaps account for a lar
Ooge,,pottinn.pfIV,ae.8idents.,
'''''' '77 ) .

Est backing,eccide ts are relatr*fly illino q Even,. MinOr Y2
:cidents, htweVer canhaye.,:widv.anO,ng ;cohseci4enceS: ''

'Keep EVE hit.
1;,

.A, , , .

J,,, . 1 .'
,,- ;_,,,

\
ii,

*Cause (heoper,atora:lot .0,f aper ork (time).
1'

)1.

ervIce'lbyhi ''rvpairts are mate).

'Cost taxp4er m y--EV npirator s art tocpayers tool
-,...

..). .- . i'. , . .

'-'..':*Create a .hatjublic image. .

k
J.

,
i(

ir.',
. ., .

;.... ,-.,
: ..

[ties to )*1i ize,ba(king acCidentso,reouire. mmon.senSe.-
.1-few extra seconds; we'll,, ;

l,worth it:t ,

* * * BEGIN. MODULE 2

TSG
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDEUNES NOTES

rk so backing is minimized or eliminated. To do this, the
!rater must plan ahead:

e trainees what kinds of planning they could do. Include
ist the Allowing points:

)n't park head-in if departure will be hurried.

elect places that require least backing.

gore entering a vehicle to be backed, survey intended path
E vehicle.

)n vehicle must be backed:

Station a crewmember outside vehicle to direct, if pos-
sible.

Crewmember should be to left rear of vehicle.

Check for pedestrians and obstacles.

Back SLOWLY (as if you expected to hit something).

Constantly check mirrors for changes in the traffic sit-
uation or obstacles in EV's path.

When backing out of an alley, hidden diveway, etc., sound
horn or "back-up alarm" for warning. 1

',Points 4 and 5 are especially important for larger EVs.
1V

When turning while backing, check front fender to avoid
front collision.

'About 90 percent of the time operator should be looking
to the rear.

TSG 1-F-9

CHALKBOARD

TSG I-F-10

ti
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I-F-19

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTEIMPRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

lvex mirrors are legal in your state, tell the trainees:

roperly positioned and adjusted, convex mirrors can be help-
11 in eliminating blind spots.

2

types: angle, perpendicular, and parallel.

irking is a basic control task, but requires many driving
Ans.

irking, when performed under stress can be difficult and
me consuming.

lures for performing these parking maneuvers do not appear
TSG. Suggest notetaking.

;le Parking

TSG I-F-10

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 6*
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rocedure: TSG I-F-10

"Slow to no more than 10 mph.

r ..../

"Keep sedan 5 to 6 feet from rear of other cars; appro-'`
priate distance for larger EVs is approximately 1/3 the.-../----1
length.

"Begin turning wheels when EV's front wheels haVe cleared
vehicle beside intended space.

'REMEMBER: Front bumper and rear quarter panel will ex-
tend beyond the track of the wheels; the larger the EV
the further the extension.

rpendicular Parking.

Sedans and vans.

rocedure:

"Slow to no more than 10 mph.

Keep EV 7 to 8 feet from rear of parked vehicles.

TSG I-F-11

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 7a
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Begin turning wheels when EV's front bumper is in line
with edge of vehicle closest to intended parking space.

REMEMBER: Rear wheel's track to the inside of front
wheels, so to avoid mishap, enter the space straight, not
at an angle.

Long wheel-base vehicles. ( Large EVs such as fire appara-
tus almost never have to perform this maneuver.)

irge vehicles usually are backed into perpendicular space.

TSG - 14-11

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 7b
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rallel Parking. Parallel parking requires a space at least
percent longer than EV. Operator must learn when to turn
e whAels.

Tocedures shown in the transparency (illustrated on) the next
work best for ordinary sedans, but by extension can be ap-
to larger EVs. Use tAe transparency to explain the paral-

arking procedure.

rallel Parking on Slopes (Special Considerations

r

Set brake.

Leave vehicle in gear (if Manual transmission).

If EV is large or heavy, place chocks.

Always position the front wheels so that if the vehicle
starts to roll:

a. Wheels will hit the curb (and prevent rolling).

b. Vehicle cannot roll through traffic lanes.

erations: Backing and Parking in the Emergency Mode

cking or parking in emergency mode must be done quickly.

quires skill to do it fast without mishap.

rai'nees what they can do to back or park most safely in
ency mode.

of push themselves beyond their own levelopf skill. Also,
ake time to do it properly; avoid the chance of a mishap
'rich would greatly delay performing their mission.

TSG I-F-12

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 8
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0

Stop 1 1/2' to 2' orl,
away from parked
vehicle both
vehicles even.
Turn wheels right
and aim left tail
light towards right
headlight of parked \
vehicle, while backing. \

When passenger
door is even with
rear bumper of
parked vehicle,
turn wheels left and
guide into space.

Turn wheels right and
align vehicle in space.

Final position

Figure 1-7. Parallel Parking.
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DRIVING

uction

en in normal, non-emergency conditions, operating an EV in
ban areas requires a high degree of skill.

V operators, public servants, must present good examples to
ther motorists and pedestrians.

t any time EV may be called into emergency service. Acci-
ents or delays could make EV unavailable for service.

ys to successful urban driving:

Keep alert..

Children.

Alleys.

Exhaust from parked cars.

Cross walks.

Don't anticipate other motorists' actions.

a. Motorists sometimes signal turns or lane changes when
they don't mean to.

'In spite of how they signal, note direction orist
looks, way vehicle is pointing, whether they slow
properly, etc.

b. Motorists may enter or cross traffic without suffi-
cient gap.

NOTES

* * BEGIN MODULE 3 * * *
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

c. Motorists may try to beat a light, going through as
it changes.

: out to the trainees that effective drivers are constantly
:ing "What,if..." They have a general action plan in mind
-e a child pops out or a motorists pulls a crazy or unexpect-
:unt.

Eerations: Urban Driving in the Emergency Mode

,eeds in excess of limit are rarely justified--only in the
)st extreme emergency.

'oo much chance of unexpected motorist or pedestrian action
hat could lead to an accident.

.easonable speed allows more time to react to such actions
nd more opportunity to control the EV if evasive action is
equired.

ban driving in emergency mode requires effective use of
ghts and sirens to:

Warn motorists and pedestrians of the approaching EV.

Clear traffic and/or help the operator negotiate through
heavy or blocked traffic.

pical motoriests' reactions to lights and sirens in urban
eas:

Generally, motorists will try to pull to the right and
slow down or stop when they detect an approacWing EV.

Most motorists are more than willing to pull over to miss
a light or save a life.

TSG

TSG I-F-15
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES
fig the state's requirements for motorists, to yield the right
y to EVs.

Some newerstatutes require motorists to'pull to the
curb. Many divided main roads (or one-way streets) have
crabs on both sides. Consequently, in some states
motorists may pull to the left.

S motorists, however, will do senseless, unexpected
tfirgs, A good EV operator is always aware of these possi-
bilities.

he trainees what kinds of unexpected things motorists might
Have them note at least the following:

top dead in the middle of a lane, blocking the EV's forward
rogress.

ry to compete (race) with the EV, or beat the EV through an
ntersectiow.

othing at all. They will keep traveling at the same speed,
pparently unaware of the EV's presence.

d the trainees that these persons may be truly unaware of
V'S presence; radio or air conditioner on; and failure to
the rear-view mirror can contribute to this.
C-4

a. Confused motorists:

'The best way to handle confused drivers is to lay off
the siren, give them a chance to thriiia.

'Tap horn or flash lights to try
tact.

TSG I-F-15
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Once eye contact has been established, give hand or
verbal signal in1icating what action motorist should'
take, Be cautious -you can't totally depend on
motorists undemtanding hand signals.

MaY need to yell out instructions.

ainees will be driving ambulances, point out that if the
is not being used lto avoid patient stress) it is unwise
11, as this could also cause patient stress.

b. Unaware motorists:

Beware of startling unsuspecting motorists; they
could respond hazardously.

Vary siren pitch and duration.

Use headlights, horn, or spot to get attention.

llave partner use P.A. to get attention.

Be patient, keep signaling!

Avoid passing on the right, unless it's the only way.

In extreme cases, it may be necessary for a crew-
member (never the driver) to get out of the vehicle'
and direct traffic.

traffic is blocked:

in that traffic blockages are often unavoidable, partic.ular-
ring rush hours. Ask the trainees what can be done to re-
the chances of encountering blocked traffic. (Answer: Route
ing, including alternate rush-hour routes.)

3

TSG 1-F-15
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. Slow down before reaching blockage.

/ Gives a better view.

Easier to detect what effect the signaling equipment is
having.

Use siren intermittently.

Be patient.

If traffic is unahiPto move, it does no good to keep the
siren wailing constantly.

It could do some harm. Everyone involved is likely to
become irritable and impatient.

Don't travel in opposing traffic lanes unless you know
traffic is cleared for at least one block.

TSG I-F-15

* * END OF MODULE 3 * *
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:ATING INTERSECTIONS,

luctiop

;ections are thiinost accidentrnkeiy areas

tire,folloWintatistics op t.120cna1.1cf

idents at intersections:'

. .'

All .!otor Vehicles ,40Wricy Vehicles
, n .

37% .:' (Y%

in w4g over 14.41W of all EVccai,40A4 occur at intersections.
. .

'adneej to think of, po,,ib 'r6.0A*';. Jnc1u4 the following:

[any inrsectifn8 res rtFtivil,,Lh0qty,

!,11 oper4oxs can M4jucIgep, and, clearance.

:mergency

A -

Some iotbdSteume,0166sed,a't multi -lane or crowded
rater(especiarly:,,wherCthey ave to respond. to

*Many seethe approaching
Their 'respos thgrecirO, are often totally unpre-
Tici41)le.

kTIA0 or'lmore EVs, responding to the same call; often
"meet at intersections.

UNIT
AGE

I. -F -29

NOTES
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iques for Negotiating Intersections

gore crossing an intersection EV operator mut make sure
'ere is an adequate` gap in traffic.

From a full stop, E needs about four seconds
Q
to cross an

40,intersection 30 fee ide (2 lanes).

For larger vehicles time varies according to size,
4 accelerative capability, etc.

Cars. approaching from either direction should be about
six second from ,intersection.

Operator should look left, then right, then left again
before crossing an intersection.

/
fin

>.
300: stC.Giir

I

/ 6 SECGN

i//7/2
EV

TSG 1-F-16
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ght turns atian intersection.

From ,a stop it takes about. six seconds to turn right sand
accelerate to 30 mph:

:When the operator begins the turn, any vehicle approach'-
-ing the intersection from the left should be at least
seven to eight seconds away fromthe intersection,

lIf a right turn is started with.an eight-seconilgap, the
vehicle approaching from the left will be a safe two se-
conds behind the EV once the turn.and acceleration are
completed.

In faster cross traffic, a larger gap is required for
safety.

i/ / /
/V/ ,/ Jf, sec,GraP ;,

7*

E

*I
SEC. rot.L.0.4.1114 DISTANCE.

L.L

, LEV )

9,4(//,/

fI

NOTES

TSG I-F-i7
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t turns at intersections.

ft turns .;fetiluire a larger gap than right turns because of

e need to'Lcross traffic lanes.

///)/// C,' GAP /.//

s for Aurning at various cross- traffic speed's.

0,,
the following table, presEnt the informatiOn that is

o this partic4lar class of trainees':
Atiffr

peed of
:11', :,.

Stdan ' A' Van e Tr4ck
ss Tritffit at

i 4 L RA L R ,I, R
--, - vs,

30 --A 90 8: 10 11 10
6 ;

40 10 9 lir 10 12 ,11

50 . 12 11 413 4 T2 14 13

'MA
55 13, 12 ;' 14 -- 13 , 15 14

ti ,,...'

rele-

TSG I-F-18
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erations: Negotiating Intersections in the Emergency Mode

ren should be turned off for a short period, just before
tering an4intersectton. This will:

Allow operator to heariOther

Lessen the chances of a "panic" reaction by motorists at
the intersection.

ovide as much inforMation as p9ssible to other motorists.

LV operator should use all means of signalin luding:

a. Lights.

h. Siren.

trainees why lights and siren alone may not be sufficient
ig for motorists.

indowsup, air conditioner, radio en, etc.

Irens don't carry around corners very well.

)w sun or glare can make emergency lights uselesS.

c. Turn signals.

d. Lane position.

e. Eye contact or hand,signals.

Signal intent at ast 106,feet in advance of an urban
intersection (200 601 in he country).

TSG I-F-18

TSG I-F-19
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3ck for Traffic con,trol*.indicators in advance of inte-

:tion.

ane markings.

ignals.

top-dr yield sign.

ro'Nalks. y
4

Erck forlazards well in advance of intersection.

Make 'sure'driveA window is partly openthis wi,11 enable
detection of ,other EVs, if in the vicinity. 04

Stay especially alert -- search for:

a. XCtual hazards.

he trainees to think of examples of acttal hazards.

Bad road surface.

UNIT
PAGE

I-F-34

NOTES

*Motorists i,n your lane.

b. Potential hazards.

rainees to think of examples of potential hazards.
v

Bicyclists, pede TiJans.

r

a

"-4441,4 40, 0,
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ractice--you 1ecide.

. That afire the hazards in the following situation?

Two moving vehicles are petentialards.

'Pedestrian 'Rd bicyclist are potential hazards.

t

NOTES

FSG
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;. What'are the effects of fallowing too close4 when

approaching an intersection? ,

/

Im Ws WNW. wi mow= iimr= 011

....= " P"'"-

TOM

"WM Norm

7

MOW

ma.

mow Nowill wwwwe

'Top picture: EV operator has limited his field of,

vision--he cannot see any of the potential hazards:

bicyclist, pedestrian, or either vehicle that will,

cross the intersection

Bottom picture: All potential hazards and one of the

stop signs can be seen'by this EV operator who is

following at a safer distance.

TSG 1-F-20
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Vehicle "A" is
(,)

a large'truck. Why is this EV operator
-in, trouble ?' What problems does the building create?

,=ouit.vit/G-

I. 10-//7(//,
J

Vehic,le,B'does ,not see'or hear EV. (The building blocks
'lost of the siren sound.)'

)/

4he EV. does not slow down almost toa stop at thejn-
ii

1

tersettion, a collision is probable.

410ne,useful. trick is for:the EV operator to look under the
wheels of,tDuck A. Hemight'see B time to take
aPubpriateaCtion

.

TSG' I-F-21

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY lOb'
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4. Driver "A" looks left before. turning right. He doesn't

expect any oncoming traffic from the right. How. can the

EV Operator avoid-such.problems?

4.

.111.00 Immo

P

mum ams% Oftm annws =NM* fimorm

D

TSG - 4F-22

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY ,11

fW

3

Sirens help here.
7

',Never pull into an oncoming

lane at an intersection.

*Stay far enough behind the

vehicle in front of the EV

to permit a good view of ,

intersection.

1,1

?'?
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How'wouldeio6 handle this situationdiscussion:

Situation:

4can be hazardous When one, EV operator follows another
EV through an interse'ction. A motorist who has waited at
t intersection and. yielded to the first EV Will, in many

s--

case proceed to drive through the intersection when the
fir Vla5 pagsed, not expecting the second EV to be so
c behip4ror perhaps not expecting it to be there at

iNt'SHOULD AN EV OPERATOR, WHO IS FOLLOWING' ANOTHER

7

A t e intersection, or slow until youare sure of other

I

ieactions.

ifferent siren pitch or warble than the lead EV is using.

444

TSG I-F-2

g

ray

t

* * END OF MODULE 4 * *
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IG AROUND TO REVERSE DIRECTION

'Outs

NOTES

about is the fastest way to turn around to the reverse
ion.

y kind of turnabout can create a hazardous situation when
rformed on a street.

urpabouts are illegal in some states unless the EV is in the
mergency mode,

n congested areas, going around the block may not only be
afer, but also faster.

oosing a safe loca ion for a turnabout is important; choose
area with good vi ibility. You should have a clear view
the entire path f. travel and all traffic lanes.

void h lls, curves, and blind intersections.

pes o turnabouts (in order of increased hazard.patential)

U-turns.

Two-point turns".-

Three, -point turns.

'The Y-turn and bootleg turn should be avoidedthey are
hazardous.

* * * BEGIN MOD= 5 * * *

TSG I-F-24
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IS

-turn is the least hazardous type of turnabout.

-turn is easiest to perform but requires a wide roadway and
)od visibility.

-turn is illegal in any areas. EVs are not exempt. from this
iw unless they are in the emergency. mode.

r the approximate turning radius of the EVs the ,rafnees will
ite on the job, indicate the number of 12' lanes required for
:urn. For example, about 40' is required for a U-turn in a

this point to the trainees:

'he fewer traffic lanes crossed, the safer the U-turn.

-41
NOTES

I-F-24TSG
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Dint Turnabouts

ltse turns are made when the road is too narrow, or restricted
isibility won't permit a U-turn.

the type of turnaboutmade depends on whether there is a' side
road or alley on the right or left side of the road

,--

)riveways are:privite property. Don't use theM. ,(They may
lot support the weight of larger vehicles.)

fight side-road turnabout:

Good Not Good

Right side-road turn4out.
/

he trainees Why one method is good and one is y'ot good.
er: Backing into side-road Aliminates necessity for backing
s two lanes of traffic.)

UNIT
PAGE

NOTES

.PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 14a
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q -, i ide- rod turnabout:
,..

/[1,/,

ei
lk , e %6. . "I

,lai

, tTside-road is ikore ,h7alardous thO 00. Tight
iiple-road turnaboutf', :t."

\,..,
.

tin turn. ::Alot? that 'At poXiAicip 3,the EV ,t*AitattTaIly of

oaid.. .This mizinaze't,Yho h/?zard of liaCking Apo traffic.'
< r

,

a ' 64'1 \\'').

'I
1 \

°: ///
k 1 /

I

4E'7*

41%

I: I%
/7

Left side-road tuitabout.

Point Turnabouts
. 1 4

ese are the rnost hazardbUs turnabouts.
4

z

ey sh4uid bq used only when':
;1

The road is too narrow far a U-turn.

TSG IT F-

'44.,-
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There are no alleys or side 'roads on either side.

.

Traffic is 1.-ight.

turnabout, The front and rear of theEV will extend over
curb during the maneuver.

s,
,

curb is high, it could damage undercarriage.

Lg disadvantage is that traffic is crossed three times.

(

Y-turnabout.

TSG

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 15a
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otlegrturnabOut. This is faster than the Y-turnabout, but'
rder to perform well.

he EV only crosses traffic once in a bootleg-turnabout.

Bootleg-turnabout.

erations: Turnabouts in the Emergency Mode

emergency mode, if any exemptions: are being exercised (e.g.,
turn where illegal) emergency sigpaling equipment must be
tivated.

ergency mode may dictate perforbing more hazardous types of
rnabouts.

lways use regular turn signaling equipment, as well as
nergency signaling equipment.

TSG

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 15b

TSG I-F-30

* * END OF MODULE 5 * *
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ING ANOTHER VEHICLE

4, approximately 150,000 disabling injuries and 500 deaths
ed from accidents caused by vehicles that were following
osely.* Three things the operator must learn, to be 'able
low at appropriate, safe distances: #

at is a safe following distance?

chniques to help judge or estimate following distance.

en to increase following distance.

s a Safe Following Distance?

operator is following at a safe distance if he can:

op without mishap if the vehicle in front comes to a sudden
op, or

ke evasive action (steer around) to avoid mishap if the
licle in front comes to a sudden stop.

the trainees that evasive actions will be covered more fully
Later unit (Unit G).

Ling Following Distance

rainees what information they need to estimate appropriate
ring distance.

)14 stopping distance relates to vehicle speed (and weight).

.lationship between stopping distance and following distance.

* * * BEGIN MODULE 6 * * *

TSG 1-F-31
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uidelines to make judgment of the appropriate following
istance easier.

at is stopping distance?

the following equation on the chalkboard:

action Distance

aking Distance

opping Distance

Reaction distance is the distance a vehicle travels from
The time the driver recognizes the need to stop until
brake pedal movement begins.

a. Average drivers require about 3/4 second to react.

*Factors. influencing reaction time are:

Driver alertness (fatigue, drugs, allergies, etc.).

Driver capability (vision, performance under stress
etc.).

b. Distance traveled in 3/4 second will be greater as
vehicle speed is increased.

Braking distance is the distance traveled from the first
brake pedal movement until the vehicle comes to a full
stop.

There is no "average" braking distance. Braking distance
varies greatly according to:

Vehicle speed (higher speed--greater braking dis-
tance).

TSG I-F-31

CHALKBOARD
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Vehicle weight (heavier vehicles tend to require
greater stopping distances).

Vehicle condition (brakes, tire tread).

Road surface, both composition (asphalt, concrete,
etc.) and condition (icy, rutted, etc.).

Stopping distances for various types of vehicles at var-
ious speeds are shown in the chart on the next page.

a. All stopping distances on the chart assume driver uses
3/4 second', to react.

b. All stopping distances on the chart are based on
dry surfaces."

he trainees to use the chart to estimate the total stopping
nces for each type of vehicle at 70 mph.

edans--about 530 feet

ight trucks--about 560 feet

eavy 2-axle--about 610 feet

-axle--about 680 feet.(more than 1/8 mile)

rize as follows:

he heavier the vehicle; the longer it will take to stop.

he higher the speed, the longer it will take to stop.

TSG I-F-32
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ping Distance*
by the Numbers

h Bar

An Basal on
Ones

STOPPIN DISTANCES AT VARIOUS HIGHWAY SPEEDS

P1001I1601 CN 14.4 TNA* 'WINN

Feel* Sec. 15 a , 44 59 , 73

Miles Per Hr. 10 20 i 39 40 50

161 15 29 44

00

vas Reaction Distance Is shown by
number the line on

is bar, This distance Is bated/on
Ilion time of % mond, which is a
leaf reaction for moot drivert under
it traffic conditions.

Rile Stopping Distance Is shown by
number Wigs the 111w In each

he Uniform Vehicie Code or 20.mph,
This distmcs Is bead

sled when necessary at h speeds
onform with studies of the U.S. Bureau
ubilc Roads.

355 FT.

from Employers-Commercial

nipanies

10 20 30

SlagTimAtie Tads it balm Three4sle Inch & Combinations

111111111111
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d17
100 FT.

44
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225

260 FT.

36C

426 FT.
436 FT.

Figure 1-8. Stopping Distances at Various Highway Speeds.
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oarRipnomaxampn SENTATION GUIDELINES

)w to tell when the EV is far enough behind.

Following at the full stopping distance (as shown on the
chart) is not only unnecessary, it is also impossible!

If an EV were traveling that fa behind a vehiCle in
front, other vehicles would con tantly pass the EV.

/ Mr /OAF 1/AM
.

100- 00 II The APPROWATE LLowiN pls114-0 AI . M.P.H._

ifs' f i 1410' 11110

P:rvAe Ar, $5' is INEXACT,
TIME DISTAIJCG AT

50 OIPH

243' IS THE STOPPING DirTAWS rots!'

1

An appropriate following distance ill allow enough time
to come to a complete stop if lead vehicle panic sops

as fast as possible by brak ng).

NOTES

Therefore, safe following distance is greater than the
distance required for reaction time, but less than total

4 stopping distance.

the general rule for calculating following distances (for
Is) on the chalkboard.

(Vehicle speed)

2

nimum following distance (in feet).

TSG - I-F-32
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s to judge following distance:

in that it is hard io judge when a vehicle is 125' away.

much easier to appro'ximate the distance in terms of car
hs or in terms of the number of seconds apart the vehicles

a. Estimate carslengths--one car length for every 10 mph.
A full-sized car is approximately 20 feet long-
estimating car lengths provides minimum following dis-
tance.

b. Two-second rule--keep a separation of at least two
seconds between the EV and the vehicle being followed.

Three seconds is a lot safer.

Three seconds recommended for larger vehicles,

le transparency to explain the two-second techni

Begin counting (1001, 1002, etc.) when the vehicle iri
front passes a marker on or beside the road.

A pole, sign or tree would be a good marker.

Stop counting when the EV reaches the same marker.

in hoW using the two-second method willfutomatically in-
a the following distance as speed is increased. (Two -

I technique is illustrated on the next page.)

;s the merits of each method of judging following distance;,
7e to provide the following information:

a- length method--focus of eyes stays constant, but proper
Aimates are difficult for many people.

TSG
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

wo-second method--once learned, allows more precise est-
mates of adequate following distance, but the need to shift
he focus of eyes can reduce operator's ability to detect
azards.

t is a good idea for every operator to try both methods and
elect the one that works best for him. The two methods can
e "checked" against each othel,;-,to get a feel for appropriate
ollowing distance.

Start Count

>
Fixed Object()

"One-Thousand-One"

>

"One-Thousand-Two"

TSG 1-F-34
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lould Following Distance Be Increased?

:rease following distance by 50 percent: if vehicle ahead
unusual, EV is large and/or heavy, EV is not adequately
intained.

ire apparatus would safely use a thrill-second rule or one
)paratus length for every 10 mph. 9

able following distance: if road surface is loose or slip-
57/wet, dirt, gravel) vision is obscured (rain, fog, dust,
)g) or driver is not fully alert.

iple following distance: if road surface is packed snow or

:e

: two trainees and give some time to answer each of the
ring questions. hake sure the answers that appear below
)vered. Encourage class participation and discussion.

)olice officer is driving to the station at the end of a
.ft. He is very tired and the road is covered with hard
)w. By how much should he increase his following distance?

Le fact that the officer is tired, and perhaps not fully
ert, would indicate that pollowing distance should be
Idled. Since the road is covered with snow, however,
dlowing distance should be tripled.

TSG - I-F-35
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large fire apparatus (elevated platform) is being driven on
high-speed express'way. The operator is taking the apparatus
the city garage for service; some difficulties in the ve-

cle's braking system have been observed. By how much should
e driver increase following distance?

n this instance, since the vehicle is a large, heavy appara-
us, normal following distance would be 3 seconds or 1 appa-
atus length for every 10 mph. Since the vehicle is not in
ood condition, following distance should be increased by 50
ercent (to approximately 5 seconds or 1-1/2 apparatus
engths for each 10 mph).

erations: Following Distance in the Emergency Mode

spite of the stress and urgency of an emergency run, the
ws of physics do not change. It still takes 243 feet to
op a sedan from 50 mph, and longer for larger vehicles!

ould following distance be decreased when traveling in the
ergency mode?

ss the following points. The key realization the trainees
d reach is that they don't gain anything by reducing follow-
istance in the emergency mode.

any operators' reactions and performance get worse under
tress. Each operator must learn his own individual capabil-
ty to respond to stress.

otorists may react in crazy ways to lights and sirens. If

hey stop or slow drastically, the EV operator needs the full,
mount of following distance to respond.

greater following distance permits the EV operator to get
he "big picture" of the traffic situation.

TSG I-F-35

TSG I-F-36
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3 ANOTHER VEHICLE

ig Does It Take to Pass?

highway speeds (40 to 60 mph) in a sedan, a safe pass can
completed in 10 seconds.

in how passing time varies for different types of vehicles
;.e of the variation in vehicle's accelerative capabilities.

Figures assume the EV's starting speed is approximately
the same as that of the vehicle to be passed.

Figures allow a complete pass (including smooth return to
the right lane).

terms of distance, a 10-second pass requires 1/6 mile at
mph. Due to the possibility of an oncoming vehicle, oper-
)r must allow 1/3 mile of visible roadway before initiating,
)ass.

60 mph 60 mph

X1 /6 mile in 10 seconds 1/6 mile in 10 seconds C:3

1/3 mile

total distance used in 10 seconds by vehicles ap-

proaching each other at 60 mph

* * BEGIN MODULE 7 * * *
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

in how the EV on the right needs a clear path of nearly 1/3
for a safe pass.

nt in general terms, the passing., distance and visible road-
istance requirements for various speeds.

rting Speed

30 mph

35 mph

45 mph

55 mph

60 mph

the trainees:

Passing Distance Visible Roadway

450 ft:

525 ft.

675 ft.

825 ft.

900 ft.

900 ft.

1,050 ft.(1/5 mile)

1,350 ft.

1,650 ft.

1,800 ft.(1/3 mile)

ome drivers hali.0`;Touble building a "mental picture" of
istances. :4e

ne way to learn to perCeiVe these,4ista4ces' is to ,maim a
ental note of vehicle size and road Convergenceat express-
ay exit points when the signs indicate the mileage to the
xit.

/10 mile markers are also useful in learning to judge dis-
ances.

erations Before Passing

e beginning discussion of this topic, list on the chalkboard,
hree items to be considered before passing.

TSG I-F-37
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ehicle Characterists.

oad Information.

raffic Situation.

hicle Characteristics: Operator should be familiar with spe-
fic vehicle. If operator drives different vehicles daily,
must check out and familiarize himself with the specific

ndling characteristics of each vehicle.

amiliarity with a vehicle can be enhanced by a thorough in-
pection every day.

Accelerative capacity?

Steering precision?

Braking capability?

'Braking capability can become tremendously important
should the operator unexpectedly have to abort a pass.

ad Information: Critical to successful passing. Kind of in-
rmation to ltok for:

Informational signs: "No Passing," "Intersection Ahead,"
etc.

Road markings: solid center-line, broken center-line,etc.

Road configuration: hills, blind curves in intended pass-
ing area, intersecting roads, etc.

:313

TSG 1-F-38
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size the following4points:

lany road markings and signs forbid passing for no apparent
eason. Usually, however, there is a good reason: hidden
riveway, school, damaged road surface, poor oad design, etc:

4e good way for an EV operator to become a safer driver is
o become familiar with his area. eit is especially important
p be alert for new road markings and signs:

pass should never be attempted on a stretch of road where
here are intersecting roads, even driveways.

these points about the above illustration.

wer pass stopped car .(or line of cars) without first deter-
'ming why it is stopped.

TSG I-F-38
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he EV did not take the time to determine
as stopped. Had he done so, he never wo ate attempted.
o pass.

f the operator were very familiar with the area, he might
ave known why the truck was stopped.

'the truck (B)

affic Situation:

Speed of traffic flow.

a. Passing a vehicle that is traveling at the maxilum
posted limit is ILLEGAL unless EV is in emergency mode.

b. On two- and three-lane roads, when traffic flow is
heavy but moving at a constant speed, there is little
to gain by passing.

Distance of oncoming t How,much of the oncoming
lane of traffic is visi

the trainees the following kinds of things .can limit
ility:

lind*curves.

illcrests.

Id weather (fog, heavy rain, etc.).

size the following points:

wer pull abreast of another vehicle unless you are sure the
iss can be completed safely.

two and three-lane roads, never pass stopped traffic
certain there is space ahead to return to right lane.

. TSG'- I-F-38

TSG 1-F-39
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

Then deciding to pass a larger vehicle, it is sometimes

tecessary to pull slightly left (straddle the lane) in order
:o determine the traffic situation ahead.

Ang a Passing Maneuver

taneuver assumes starting from a.safe following distance.

led traffic--mirrors, blind spot.

gnal before lane change.

celerate while changing lanes.

'gnal before returning to right lane.

turn to right lane when all of passed vehicle is visible in
ar-view mirror.

ncel directional signal, resume cruising speed.

Passed

e passed less often than other vehicles. When being passed
n courtesies should be extended:

not change speed while being passed. 1)

perator should keep constantly aware of the position of
urrounding vehicles.

ften drivers speed up (unintentionally) as the passing ve-
icle speeds up.

TSG I-F-39

TSG I-F-40
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the passing driver-gets into a dangerous situation, try to
sist.

lull as far to the right as possible.

ccelerate or decelerate as necessary.

or Avoiding Mishaps When Passing

decision has been made to pass, and conditions are okay,
N'T HESITATE--conditions could worsen.

ay in passing lane shortest time possible.

nstantly scan roadway for unmarked, intersecting roads.

n many states it is illegal to FiNss if the pass will be in
rocess when a side-road intersects from the left.

hether or not it is illegal, it is dangerous!

prepared to abwprt if conditions worsen:

Dst vehicles can slow up much more quickly than the: can
:celerate.

iless fully abreast of another vehicle, it is often safer to
all behind than to'try to accelerate.

'rations: Passing in the Emergency Mode

ice motorists will attempt to pull over, the need to pass
be reduced.

11
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES C,4

aluation of risk vs. gain.

Many passing situations are potentially hazardous, involv-
ing some risk. In the emergency mode, the gain (e.g.,
save.a life) may justify increased risk.

When conditions are ideal, very little risk.

Ideal conditions:

Vehicle in good shape.

Road information okay.

Traffic situation light (or okay for pass).

When one or more conditions are questionable, risk in-
creases.

le trainees the following questions and discuss.

a. How important is saving time?

Out-of-control fire in apartment building vs. brush
fire in an isolated field?

'Armed robbery in progres's vs. day-old vandalism?

Childbirth with complications vs. epileptic seizure.?

b. How much time will really be saves by passing? (How
much faster will the EV be able to, travel after the
pass?)

c If passing is delayed .for a few moments, might con-
ditions improve?

TSG -

TSG -
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Lane markings change.

'Traffic thins mite

'Road configuration improves (e.g., from curves to
straight).

may be necessary to execute a "running pass."

in how a "running pass" works.

day pulling into left lane.

Ind up speed in the right lane; activate turn signal.

all out and pass at a higher rate of speed.

mplete pass normally.

:rainees determine advantages and disadvantages.

,s

[vantages: Time in left (oncoming trafficYlarte. is reAuce6.

.sadvantages: If EV operator decides not:to ass, EV ,will.:
following closely--a dangerous n Until/ reiiti2;''

.ed. r
V

1.

TSG I-F741
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MY OPERATION

term expressway as used here includes interstates, free-
's, turnpikes, or any other type 41 limited-access multi-
Le highway.

:h of expressway operation is routine,requiring \ittle or no
:ision making.

'iving on long stretches of flat, straight road often re-
iires the operator to make a special effort to stay alert.

:ering and exiting expressways are maneuvers that place a
; demand on the operator to make fast, accurate decisions
rapid succession.

ving at the speed limit requires constant awareness of the
Ld and traffic environment.

Lg and Exiting Expressways

merleaf intersections can be one,of the biggest problems
m entering or exiting expressways (see illustration on the
:t page).

a

e group of cars is slowing to exit while another group is
:celerating to enter.

e two groups must cross in the right- most'lane.

* * * BEGIN MODULE 8 * * *
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DEcCARATING

ACC6LERATIO

ering an expressway.

When on the entry ramp, stay well behind the vehicle
ahead. Be prepared to stop should the vehicle in front
come to a sudden stop due to traffic conditions.

While on the ramp, activate feTt-turn signal.

Before entering traffic, watch the traffic for a gap that
is large enough to permit entry.

349
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'Car ahead may stop while EV operator is looking back.

Adjust speed for merging into the selected gap.

'Try to avoid coming to a complete stop, if possible.

'Adjusting speed, even slowing greatly, is much safer.

n that if there is no acceleration lane, or if the accelera-
ane is very short, a "Yield" sign will probably be at the
where the ramp joins the road.

,Yield signs.

e of the trainees to explain what a "Yield" sign means. Be

11 trainees are clear on the correct definition.

A Yield sign requires the right-of-way to be given (come
to a full stop, if necessary) to any traff4c that is
close enough to be a hazard.

'The Yield sign does not necessarily require a full stop-
often slowing down will be sufficient to allow any traf-
fic which could be a hazard to pass.

A Yield sign at an expressway entrance should cue the op-
erator to the following:

'The expressway probably has a short acceleration
lane or no acceleration lane.

'The driver behind the EV may not be alert to the fact
that the EV may come to a complete stop.

e trainees what can be done to avoid being rear-ended.

TSG - I-F-44
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lea rear-view mirror frequently.

rake gradually to allow following driver as much time as
)ssible to slow.

Imp brakes so-brake lights flash on and off.

iting an expressway_. It is important to position the EV in
correct lane. well in advance of the exit.

If lanes must be changed to position the EV for the exit
ramp, move over one lane at a time, making sure to signal
each time.

If the same traffic lane is used for both deceleration and
acceleration, the operator may have to slow or accelerate
quickly to get through and onto the exit ramp.

Once in the deceleration laneor exit lane, signal in-
tention to exit.

Begin decelerating.

Once on the ramp, make sure speed does not exceed the re-
commended speed.

Because they are often curved and narrow, the speed on
exit ramps will generally be 20 to 30 mph below highway

ifpeed.

*Check speedometer. After traveling at high speed,
drivers often think they are going much slower than they
really are.

53
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view of entry/exit considerations.

ss each key point on transparncy 18 (Figure I-9).

ransparency 18 (Figure 1-9):

Signal intentions in advance, for entry and exit.

Accele ate or decelerate in proper lane.

Watch speed on exit ramps:

Many exit ramps are tight or changing radius
curves. OBSERVE CAUTIONARY RAMP SPEEDS.

*Check speedometer; after traveling at highway speeds,
it is difficult to judge slow speeds.

ss the situation illustrated on page I-F-72.

TSG I-F-44

TSG I-F-45
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PAGUE

T

ENTERING AND EXITING FREEWAYS

Signal And Move
Carefully Into
Freeway Lane

Slow Down
When Approaching
Merging Area

djust To Freeway Speed ,Do Not Enter Freeway
TInhe Acceleration Lane Here At Sharp Angle

C

)

ACCILIRTION LAN114 ill..drpor 1...p..... -4---M IMMO
MiRGINU AREA

4 -11tAffIC now

Do Note low Down Slow Down After Turning
Here On Freeway Into Deceleration Lane

Don't Make Check The
Last Minute Posted Safe Speed
Turno! For The Ramp

Figure 1-9. Entering and Exiting Freeways.
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DISCUSSION' QUESTIONS

You are driving the EV marked "U." You 'want 'to leave the expressway

a. Circle the main things you should be observing.

b. How would you communicate that you want to leave the expressway?

Answer:

at 'this exit', 4:1:

a. Car No. 3, because it is in your path; Car No. 2, because it could suddenly move
toward the exit; Car No. 5, because it is close behind you.

Communicate by putting on your right turn signal and pulling into the deceleration
lane as soon as possible.

WIN
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4 at the Limit on Expressways

the trainees a few minutes to read over the tips for driving
zsively (A-E) . Then go over each point and enciprage dis-
:on. Be sure to emphasize the importance of maintaining dt
: a two-second following distance on expressways.

)f the high-speed roads in America have been so well designed
lilt that it is safer to travel at high speed on these roads,
it low speed on less modern roads. Some hints for safer

)0k far ahead. Keep in mind that stopping distance at SS mph
over 300 feet (for sedans).

Operator should learn to spot potential trouble as early
as possible.-

LOOK beyond the car in front.

Watch for brake lights or a puff of dust or any other sign
of trouble ahead.

I The earlier the EV operator can begin td react to trouble,
the more likely it is that trouble can be avoided.

tch.EV's speed to the cars around. Don't go over the limit,
t don't go too slow either. Both can be dangerous.

t away from the "pack." When a cluster of cars goes down
e highway together, each driver depends on all of the others
drive carefully. Defensive driving means assuming the

rs't about the others on the road, and being ready forany-
ing. If a cluster of cars is ahead, stay behind until it
eaks up. If a cluster of cars comes up from 'behind, slow
wn enough to let them go by.

TSG
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

e mirrors ever' few seconds. The EV operator needs to be
are of all vehicles surrounding the EV.

final line changes well in advance. Change lanes only when
re the other lane is clear. Remember, turn signals do not
ant the right to move over. Some drivers act as if they did.

erations: Expressway Operation in the Emergency Mode

e of lights and Siren,,

Avoid use of emergency signaling equipment on entrance
ramps.

Motorists will become confused. Should they move right-
into the EV's entrance lane?

a. Make a normal entry.

b. Assess traffic-flow conditions and choose lane for
emergency run or high-speed operation before activat-
ing lights and siren.

Avoid weaving from lane to lane with lights and siren on.

Again, mo4r,ists can become confused. They will tend to
pull right; perhaps into the EV's path.

Motorists may be unaware that EV is in emergency mode if:

a. EV is traveling fast (EV may be driving "ahead of
siren").

b. There is low sun or glare (may obliterate lights).

4
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ltway: A continuous-loop freeway or expressway, generally
rrounding a large, metropolitan area,

mbarassingly, EV operators often go the wrong way on belt-
ay

eltwayS are often identified as inner/outer loop.

lear communications with dispatcher required!

Determine proper entrance to use.

Determine if destination is East or West (:iorh or 4uth)
of a given exit.

If accident, in East or Westbound (North or Southbound)
traffic flow?

What are the local conventions for designating direction
on beltways? (e.g., When does West change to North?)

cal expressways.

ss local expressway configurations.

re there any local names used for expressways (e.g., "Park-
ay West")? Are the names misleading? (Does "Parkway West"
efer to a direction on the expressway or to a section of the
xpressway?)

re there any limited entrance/exit points (e.g., interl-
hanges where EV operallr could not get on and off in both
irections)?

re there places where turnabout can be made?

hat are the best exits for emergency facilities (e. ., hos-
itals)?

re there rush hour pecularities (e.g., bottlenecks, changes
n lane usage)?

TSG 7 1-F-48

TSG 1-F-49

* * END OF MODULE 8
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G AT HIGH SPEED

verage in this, the final module in the Operation Unit, is
to operation of the EV in the emergency mode at speeds in
of the limit. The t chniques presented are useful at any
however. In fact, ItNey can and should) be practiced at
.speeds (during low traffic times) as part of an on-going
I for developing the necessary skill for applying them at
Peed.

uction

me emergencies may require high-speed EV operation.

is greatly dependent on local policy. The following, how-
should be noted for the trainees:

n ambulance or rescue lie with a stabilized patient
board should NEVER trave er the posted limit.

iirge, heavy fire apparatus are especially difficult to con
rol at high speed. Thus, operation at speeds over the posted
imit requires a high degree of skill and sound judgment.

is module provides knowledge and techniques needed for:

Driving on curved and winding roads at the highest possi-
ble safe speed.

Slowing down from high speed.

primary rules are:

the rules on the chalkboard. Circle "know" in rule 2.

Yon't try to negotiate a curve faster than you, kno you can
Observe posted speed limits and allow for conditiois which
make lower speeds necessary, i.e. wet pavement, icu etc.

* * * BEGIN MODULE 9 * * *
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NOTES

and Limits Imposed by the Laws o Physics

turns., centrifugal fprce quadres as *Peed doubles :Val
e centrifug4 force is high enough (0.8A vehicle carindtt
11ow curve, ofi the i*ended track.

ko

r any cureL(thert, is a maximum speed for traveling throligh
e curve sussfialy.

isc 1-F-50
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ainees will be driving EVth with a high center oePgravity
hing other than a sedan or station wagon) indicate that the
on the chart does not apply to those vehicles., A correct
for those vehicles would be somewhat.below (depending on the
fic vehicle) but parallel, to the existing line.

f.
e tighter the curve, ;he slower the EV must go.

is operator's job to control. speed. If speed in a curve
too great, physics will minq,'

trainees:

Ow fast cana sedan go around a curve 120 feet in radius?
hswer: about 40 mph.)

ow fast around a city intersection with an effective radius
f 50 feet? (Answer: abot), 24 mph.)

in the Local Area

in familiarity with all road conditions and layouts in the
EV operators iliould look fott

Bank of the\ curve.

. 'The road*hould slant down toward the inside'of the curve.

Some older roads are banked the opposite Ay.

in to trainees the problems with roads having a high croIn.

?.the bank of the curve t& the effects of centrifugal force.

TSG I-F:51
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PROPER

KIND
OF

- BANK

Road surface.

Narrower?

Ruts, cracks?

41

solid edges?

ge intsUrface

C/ehicles don'thalie

WATCH OUT
FOR THIS
KIND OF BANK

4,

tetial (e.g.)Abncrete to blacktop)?

as much traction

as lheyhaveon
A!

Buippy roads reduce the amount of time fires, are in Con-

tact with the road'sOrface..
11
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Curves leading to potentially dangerous situations:

*Curves that crest hills.

Curves that lead to intersections.

*Curves that lead to population pockets ttowns, schools,
factories, etc.).

Curves having a decreasing Tadius.

Because of land availability or restrictions, highway
deSigners often lay out curves in a decre ng radius
pattern.

.Such turn$ start out with a relatively la'ge radius which
tightens as the vehicle penetrates the curve.

4e trainees where they might commonly expect to firredecreas-
adius curves. (Answer: entrvand exit'z'amps on expressways
n oldet roads.)

'DOE RATA us Ar "8" Is

MUCH St 4olti;f1 TIIONTHE

RADIUS AT "A'.'

TSG I-F-52
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

a. On decreasing-radius curves the maximum entry speed is
too fast for the later (tighter) portion of the curve.

If speediis too high for the4,tighter pprtion of the
curve, physics will win, and vehicle control will he
impossible.

Decreasini-radius curves can sometimes be identified
by the series of black, greasy tire tracks at that

flp point in the curve where other vehicles have left 'the
desired track in panic brake lockups. -"

b. When approaching a decreasing-radius curve, ope'rator
should select an appropriate entry speed for the. en-
tire curve.

You can't select an appropriate speed, un ss you
.know the road configuration in advance. /how the
are

1 operator mist know about the road, in advance, if'he
)es o be able to n'egotiate 'any curve at highest possible ;.

:e speed. ,

ed idea to practice'negotiating curves in the area during
irly morAing (9r other low traffic) hours.:

to techniques outlined on the next several pages can be
)plied- at moderate speeds at first, until the dynamics
scribed are'fully understood.

02 to trainees that the practical exercises that will be pre-
f in Part III are designed to provide the first level of
,ce.

377

NOTES

TSG I-F-53
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINESt
ques for'Negotiating Curves at High Speed

tire curve must be conscdered. Followingirre the three -:
'which are critical when negotiating curves:

Proper speed and vehicle position' fdr entry to curvy

Maintaining speed in curve.

Proper speed and veticWPOsition forieti t from.the

NOTES

t_

Brake or decelerate to the prer entry ;peed befoye
entering the curve.

per

TSG I-F-53

Pr4er speed is different for every curve.

Forany !I've, the entry speed can be increased somewhat
by entr ng the curve on the "high" or outside of the
curve.

Enter the curve as/far to the outside as possible.

Entering on thelutside of the curve effectively in-
creass0 the radius ofie,trAck,for the.EV. Thopgreater
the radius, the fast1r the turn can be safely negotiated.

Begin turn as early as poss./Pie.

Inexperienced drivers.idVariably go "too deep" into
curve before starting to corner vehicle.

Establish an apex (when beginning Ahe turn) p'art o

inside road edge (or center line) that,can be seen from
the entry point.'

TSG
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The. apex is the. point on. the inside of curve'whereIe-
'hicle comes closest to road ediiTi'center line.*

"Generally, the further along tliV curve the apex is, the 1'
better.

re trainees understand illustration. Key points:

ehiclele assuied speed and the radius of v tat for both
and B are identical.

has started eniy:

Early.

0n the high (out) side-.,

)ex for A is further along thetrve than apex for

is going to have a serious accident.

TSG 14-54
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

In the curve.

1. If the maximum safe speed fo a curve has been aftained,

the EV will fee7Comfortabl " Experienced drivers say

such vehicles are "in the gr ove."' This- feeling can only

be learned by experience, T ainee5 will begin to develop

this feeling in Parlt III of .e .course,,,

The maximum "safe" speed for traveling any curve is not

the maximum "possible!' speed,

'At the maximum possible speed,; the "feeling" will not be

comfortable, It, will Teel as, though the suspension
straining.

'The maximum possible speed is not safe. At that .speed'
vehicle control becomes so. critical that a relatively

small event (e.g., some sand or gravel on the road) can

cause complete loss of control,

EV should be,in the groove by the time the apex is.reached.'

The EV's suspension is set for cornering in a constant

radius turn.

The EV,is close to,the inside edge of the curve,
A a

-Ask the trainees how they will know if they are going too fast

and have missed the groove.

'IlVehicle will be close to spithling out (again, detecting

that point can only be learned with practice).

-Ask the 4,ainees what you do if you miss the groove.

'STAY OFF the accelerator and brake.

TSG - 1-F-55
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NOTES

iScrubbing 4tion of tires.' will slow vehicle.

*EV will have ppm to drift from inside to outside of

3. ,Once in the groove, apply sought power in curve to main-

tain speed:,
2 . .1

'Scrubbing actloliof tires will Slow EV'unleSs power is

applied.. e

"Apply'powei' carefully:. Too much power can (1) re It in

.loss of steering control or .(2) cause rear wheels TO spin

1, and looSe rear-end traction.
.

,

/

Never try' ,to gain speed beyond the esitablished maximum,

safe speed for the curve.
.

,.,

'For most combinations of vehTcle:+racteristics, road

conditions, radius of curves, and speed, an increase of.

jus0;mph over thesafe speed will' cause complete loss

'oftontrol.' .

,

, 1 0.

,,

anOth'er curve.

,t

"k Keep ,it slow and steady.

trift to farthest (outside) portion of, lane.
.

f
Adi6Wspeed fOr.ne24 curve.

. 0

14.*.radius for the nett part, of the curve ,is

:tighter (shorter than the radius being, traveled ty

;!the vehicle, operator Must slow .down before tighten-.

ing the EV's turning radius,

TSG I-F-55
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I =F -86

'If possible, let scrubbing action of tires do slowing

down, ,Avoid hard braking if at all possible.

d. Establish an apex for the next curve.

To a straight.

a. Establish the Widest (outside) position and the latest

possible apex.

b. Accelerate out of the curve after the apex has been

reached.

'Proper exit from a curve to a straight is whexe good

drivers gain time.

Slowing. From High Speed

A. king distance increases 'dramatislly with increased speed.

When speed is doubled, braking distance more then quadruples.

-The purpose of this chart is not to hall trainees learn these dis-

.

iance$. It is to show the relationship.between speed and stop-

ping distances.

.4:

pping Distance at High Speed

Distance in feet
in mph

lood brakes, dry concrete, sedan)

40 W

'1
149

50
\

243

60 366

70.
1

497

80
!'', 708

A

G

TSG I-F-5i

TSG I-F-56
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B. Techniques for stop] ng from high speed.

-Point out that br kes,,.being mechanica). devices, thould not be
abused,

'Laws of 0:yiics, particularly generation of heat in reducing
speed, ate *rating on them.'

Ovetdb it ab1 he PhsSs, will make EV's brakes useless,

Be particu utibus of long down-hill grades. It is far
tetterlt lower gear to hold speed down than to risk
brake,f

1. P4 1",.,i,gh-spee4 braking technique depends' on the kind,of
br es'AelEV has. For either disc or drum brakes, it is
notAdqsable to lock up the wheels,

ke

4' iStopping,distance may be increased with locked wheels,

control till be lost. (Remember the little
,bea .0( rubber that act like ball bearings.)

-Disc ts::' So e drivers'advocate locking the wheels if directional
can rois not ritiCal, Theirargument is that 16st drivers; are
notsk.11.4ed 'lough/to reach the optimum braking point short of
locking the f!tee4,.

2. Use the right foot for braking.' when a stop is imminent,

"cover" the brake with right foot. Don',\t risk brake fade
. by riding the brake.

-Emphalsizethat this is a controversial point. Left-foot braking
is fractionally faster, but right-foot braking eliminates' the
chance of inadvertantly jamming on the accelerator' during a panic
stop, and reduces the likelihood of brake'fade.

\ftmmril

TSG I=F-56

TSG I-F-S7
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INSTRUCtIONAL CONTENT /PREcsENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

3. If EV has disc brakes, to stop as fhst as poSsible:

a. Always use a smooth braking motion.

b. Apply maximum pressure short of locking the wheels.

c. Keep the pressure on until the EV has slowed to the

desired speed.
A

Even with' good disc brakes, excessive braking in this

fashion can lead to brake fade. If pedal pressure

must be increased to maintain constant rate of decel-
,

eration, 4,ake fade may be occurring. EV operator

should switch to the technique Ised for drum brakes.

NOTE: Air brakes should notlbe.pumped.

4. If EV has drum brake to stop as fast as 'possible:

a. Smooth braking action.

b. Pumping the brakes is mandatory. The goal is to

allow the brakes time to cool.

c. Smooth, Tapid pumping to the point just before, the

wheels lbck is the best bet,

d. The pumping action should be of sufficient duration

and force to transfer the vehicle weight to the front

wheels without locking up the wheels.

TSG I-F-57
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* * END OF MODULE 9 * *
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Review Exercises

1. Write a btief description of the purpose of emergency signaling equipment.

The purpose of emergency! signaling equipment is to infoim traffic (and the public

in general) of the presence of an emergency vehicle and thus, to aid in clearing a

path for the EV.

2. Circle ,the letter in front 'of the statements that are correct:

YOU are required to use emergency signaling equipment whenever any of, the exemp-
tions to the state law are exercised.

b. An ambulance with a patient aboard shbuld use emergency signaling equipment at
all times,

(i) At high speeds, it is possible to "out-run" the siren sound.

When siren is on, it is a good idea to leave driver's window partly open.

e. It is especially important to turn the siren on at railroad crossings.

f. It is especially important to turn the sirenton at intersections.

3. When parallel parking on a slope, how should the vehicle's wheels be, positioned?

So that the wheels will hit the'curb and prevent rolling, or so that the vehicle,

cannot roll through traffic lanes.

393
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Sam (the operator) and Joe are in the control cab on a,van ambulance. As Sam is back-
ing out 'of a paiking stall, a sudden jolt and a tinkling sound tell them they have hit
something. Sam was monitoring the left outside mirror as well, as the center rear-view
mirror and Joe was monitoring the right outside mirrbr. 'What more might have been done
to avoid this accident?

Sam should have assigned Joe to direct the backing operation from the rear, outside

=-

>

.,

,

of the vehicle.

Briefly describe the provisions of the state statute that deals with motorists' respon-
sibilities for clearing a path for emergency vehicles.

-Localize

Circle the letter in front of the statement which describes the best siren-use ,technique
for negotiating through heavy or blocked traffic:

a. Low-pitch (growl) constant siren.

b. No siren.

c. High-pitch constant siren.

d) Intermittent siren.

Circle the number that represents the percentage of emergency vehicle accidents that
occur at intersections. .

35 percent 50 percent 65 percent

PO
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8. Circle the letter in front of the method appropriate for checking traffic before

crossing an intersection,

a. Look right, then left, then' right again.

(9 Look left, then right, then left again.

c. Look left, then right.

d. Look right then left.,

9. State which type of turn, a right or left, requires a larger gap in cross traffic.

Explain your answer.

Left. Because traffic lanes must be crossed.

10. What is the,safest type of turnabout?

U-turn.

3a7
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11. , On the illustrWons below, draw'the/coirect path for a_ vehicle makin

e
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12. On the iMustratiabefOli, dralitlide correct path for .a vehicle .making left ,and

4
.

'.right side-road tufnabot:.

13. Wri,t0 a brief desOiption of t11.e. met}hods1 off .estina4ng fdllowing ..distance.

,) 4

ESt1Mate Far lengths:' One car lengthlor every 10 mph.

516-second.rule: Maintain a separatibn of at least two seconds beIween th6 RV,a4d-..-....m...
4) ,

1

the vehicle beingfollowed.

401
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14. Of the items that appear below, some are cues to increase following distance. Circle

the letter in front of those items.

When follOwing a-vehicle that is being driven erratically.

When operating in the emergency mode,

) When weather conditions are poor.

d. When following a late-model sports car.

When traveling on dalaged road surfaces.

f, When traveling during rush hour.

g. ,When fallowing another EV.

15. below are several statements relating to following distance. Circle the letter in front

of those, that are correct.

Following at the full stopping distance as unnecessary.

Not all vehicles, have the same stopping, distance for a given speed.

(i) Vehiclp condition can have an effect on stopping distance.

d. In general, large, heavy vehicles require less distance to stop.

e., Following distance should be decreased when traveling in the emergency mode.



16. Name two types of road configuration (not lane markings or signs) that indicate it is
unsafe to pass.

-Hillcrests.

-Curves.

-Intersections.

J:. In a 45 mph zone, the EV is traveling 45 mph. Circle the letter, n front of any of

the following statements that indicate it is unsafe for the EV to pass,

Four-lane divided highway, heavy traffic, in all lanes,

Vehicle to be passed is traveling he posted limit,

c. Two-lane road, broken center line, illcrest approximately 1/4 mile ahead.

Straight two-lane road, broken center line, small driveway intersecting to the left

approximately one block ahead.

18. Write a brief definition of the meaning of ,a "Yield" sign.

Yield sign requires that the right-of-way be given to any traffic that is close

enough to be a hazard.

41)5 406
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19. Select the siren-use technique most appropriate for entering and exiting expressways.
Circle the letter in front of that item.

a, Intermittent siren.

b. Low-pitch (growl) siren.

No siren.

d. High-pitch siren.

20. Circle the drawing below that illustrates a properly banked road.





OPERATION I-F-97

For each of the sentences relating to driving curved roads at high speedyinsert the
word(s) that best completes that sentence.

a. On a decreasing radius curve the maxithum possible entry speed is too fast or high
for the later (tighter) portion of the curve.

b. The tighter the curve, the slower the EV must go.

c. Brake or decelerate to the proper entry speed before entering
a curve.

d. Entry speed.for any curve can be increased somewhat by entering the curve on the
high side.

On a decreasing radius curve, if the speed is too high for the tighter portion of
the curve, vehicle control will be lost or impossible

Dn the drawing below, the two vehicles are just beginning their turn. Circle the, vehicle
that has chosen the correct entry position for the curve. Give reasons why the position
A the vehicle you chose is correct.

- On the high or outside of the curve.

- Turn was begun earlier.

- Vehicle B will, end up,in opposing

lanes of traffic.

7A_ _



HANDLING UNUSUAL SITUATIONS UNIT

AWE 1-G-1

Description of Unit

This unit covers various adverse conditions (e.g., rainy weather) and includes specific pre

cautions and procedures for driving in those Conditions. This unit also provides a descrip-

tion of the more common "contingency situations" and the specific procedures that should be

followed should such a contingency arise. Me unit concludes with a module on appropriate

procedures for pulling off .the road.

Module 1 40.50 Minutes

1. INTRODUCTION. A brief overview of the unit content.

2. DRIVING IN ADVERSE CONDITIONS, Includes knowledge about, and procedures for, driving lt
night and driving in wet, snowy, icy, or foggy weather.

Module 2 40-S0 Minutes

1. HANDLING CONTINGENCY SITUATIONS. Precautions to Help Prevent Contingencies. Presents

the primary causes of contingency situations, and precautions that can be taken to minimize

the likelihood of their occurrence,

2. General Techniques for Handling Contingencies. Presents general techniques, including

evasive maneuvers, for handling many contingency situations.

3. What Would You Do?--Practice. Presents practice exercises for taking evasive actions

to avoid an accident,

Handlin Skids. Provides knowledge about skids inieneral and describes four basic types
o skids including hydroplaning). Procedures for correcting and/or avoiding skids are

also presented,

Handling Other Specific Contingencies. This part of the module presents recommended

procedures for handling specific contingencies (e.g., brakellailure),

41,1
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11

Module 3 - 30 inutes

UNIT

PAGE,
I,G2

Description of Unit (Continued)

1. IF YOU M T PULL OFF ,DIE ROAD. Describes procedures to be followed when an operator must

pull off/ the road unexpectedly, or when a vehicle is stopped on the road due to a mal-

functiO. Includes use of lights to sighal surrounding traffic, and use and placement of

emergency warning devices (e.g., flares, reflectors).

Review Exercises 20 Minutes

'Written review questions on material presented in Modules 1, 2, and 3. Time estimate allows

for discussion and explanation after the trainees have completed the exercises.

4.
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HANDLING, UNUSUAL SITUATIONS

a

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives

Module 1'7--
By the end of this module, the trainees:

1. Given a list of statements relating to driving under adverse conditions, will be able to

identify those that are correct.

0

41

Module 2

By the end of this module, the trainees:

1. Given a list of several items, will be able to determine which of the items are impact

absorbing ,(if struck with a moving vehicle) and which are not.( f s

i Will be able to state the three primary steps that should be taken in controlling any
type of skid.

Given several statements relating to off-road recovery, will be able to distinguish those
that are correct from those that are not.

4. Given a list of vehicle malfunctions, will be able to describe the appropriate driver

response(s) for handling the malfunction.

415
416



HANDLING UNUSUAL SITUATIONS

Module 3

Trainees' Knowledge Objectives (Continued)

By the end of this module, the trainees:

1, Given a list of several emergency vehicle light arrangements that could be used to warn

other motorists, will be able to rate them in order of effectiveness,

Given two drawings of a disabled vehicle (off-road and on-road), will be able to indicate

proper placement of warning devices (e,g., flares, reflectors).

1

\ 417
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Instructor Preparation Activities,

Module 1

1, Read 'over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials.

2. Preparation for 1-G-11. Determine which of the adverse weather conditions discussed is
most relevant for the class, given the terrain and climate in which the trainees will be
working. You may want to consult the references and expand the material for any that are
particularly relevant.

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk.

Materials: None,

Module 2

1, Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials.

2. Preparation for 1-G-22. If possible, find out what kind of braking systems are on the
vehicles that the trainees will be driving on the job. Be prepared to present the infor-
mation in class.

Equipent: Chalkboard and chalk. Overhead projector.

Materials:. Transparency Nos. 21, 22, 23,

20



Instructor Preparation Activities (Continued)

Module 3

1. Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials.

2. Preparation for I-G-43. Find out if there sTe local or departmenta,1 policies re: using

lights as emergency warning devices that conflict with those presented in this module.

If there tre any such policies, be prepared to present them to the trainees in the class.

3. Obtain some flares or fusees and demonstrate their use (outdoors), if trainees will be

using them onf the job.

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk.

Materials: Flares, fusees. Transparency Nos. 24 and 25.

Additional Resource Documents:

Bibliography and reference no.: 39.

A 422
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NOTES

INTRODUCTION

This unit is divided into three modules, Driving in Adverse Con-
ditions, Handling Contingency Situations, and If You Must Pull Off
the Road.

-Ask the trainees if they can think of the "adverse conditions"

that might be covered in that part of the unit.

Night driving.

Weather conditions (leading to poor road condition, decreased

traction, etc.).

'Poor visibility conditions (including smog, fog, mist, etc.).

-Ask the trainees what they think the word "contingency" as used
in this unit means.

IA sudden or unexpected occurrence or condition that is

potentially dangerous.

-Ask the trainees what kind of information the last module,

you must pull off the road," might contain.

'Procedures and techniques for protecting the EV and the
operator.

"rf

'Procedures for using emergency warning, devices (e.g., flares,

reflectors).

* * * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *

TSG I-G-3
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

DRIVING IN ADVERSE CONDITIONS

Driving techniques must be adjusted for all adverse conditions:

A. Slow down.

Drive at a speed appropriate for conditions,

Increase following distance.

Night Driving

-Write the following statistics* on the chalkboard:

pLr. Night

Percentage of accidents 70 30

Percentage of fatalities 53 47

-Ask the trainees what conclusions they can draw frdm these

statistics.

/Nearly, one-half of all fatalities occur at night;' but less

than one-third of all accidents occur at night,

/Thus, a much higher proportion of night-time accidents result

in fatalities.

39

TSG - I-G-4

CHALKBOARD
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
NOTES

A. Causes of accidents (more likely to occur at night):

1. Less light to see by. Vision is restricted. Some facts
to remember:

a. Night-vision varies considerably among persons.

b. Older people's night vision is not usually as good as

younger people's.

c. Eye-straining activities (during the, day) can reduce

night-vision.

d Sunglasses reduce eye-strain in bright sun, but they

should NEVER be worn after sunset,

e. Bright flashes9fYlight (lightning, high-beam glare)

can cause moment; blindness.
ePt ,

2. Drunk drivers:

a. Search for indications of drunk drivers.

'Weaving across lanes.

'Delayed start at a stop sign or traffic light.

Erratic speed.

b. Be especially alert between 11 and 3,

3. Tired drivers:

a. Allow extra space and time for other drivers to react.

b. Don't be a tired driver--begin shift well rested.

TSG I-G-4

TSG -G-S
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

Using headlights and high beams:

1. Headlights:

a. Use headlights at all times between first signs of

dusk and full daylight.

Many drivers have developed the habit of putting on

parking lights at dusk. This is a bad practice. As

soon as daylight is noticeably diminished, headlights

should be turned on.

b. Keep headlights clean and properly aimed.

c. Replace burned-out lights immediately,

2. High beams:

a, Dim high beams within SOO feet of approaching vehicle.

b. Dim hiih beams within 300 feet of overtaking or fol-

lowing other vehicles.

c. Avoid high beams on right curves--they tend to blind

the oncoming driver.

10

d. Don't stare directly into high beams. Guide the ve-

hicle by using the right edge of the road.

Flicking high beams up and down to signal a motorist

to lower his beams can be dangerous; it can momen-

tarily blind the other driver.

C. Tips to improve visibility at night:

1. Keep windshield clean, inside and out.

TSG I-G-5

(

TSG I-G-6
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
NOTES

Kigar6tte smoke builds a film on the inside of windows,

'Dirty windshields make lights "sparkle." The pupils con-
tinuously expand and contract, fusing eyestralp and
headaches.

Keep instrument panel lights dim.

3. Slow considerably on curves or when turning.

'Headlights light up less of the roadway on curves or when
turning.

4. Keep eyes moving.

'Moving eyes can pick out dim objeci's better than tightly
focused eyes.

Adverse Weather Conditions

The chart on the follOwing page provides an indication of relative
stopping distances at different speeds and in different weather
conditions.

-P,aint out these facts to the trainees:

'Stopping on wet pavement takes
approxitmtely'Atwice tht dis-

tance as stopping on dry pavement.

'Stopping on ice or sleet takes about five
times the distance

as stopping on dry pavement.

'Coming to a complete stop, on ice or sleet from 30 mph re-
quires as much distance as coming to,a complete stop from
65 mph on dry pavement.

TSG I-G-6
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20

30

a.

50-

60-

70-

._ DRY CONCRETE

GRAVEL._ WET PAVEMENT-- PACKED SNOW

ICE OR SLEET

IrrIJ i 1 1 1 I I I I

0 too 40o coo 60o l000 i oo 140o lip° 1800

51'01)46' DISTANCE IN FEET

-Ask the trainees what conclusions they can draw aboutfollowing.

distances, based on the facts presented in the chart,

0In any adverse weather condition, following/ distance MUST

BE INCREASED.

*Following distance should be increased proportionately to the

severity of the prevailing weather condition.

TSG l-G-7
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Wet or rainy weather:

1. Approximately six times more people are killed on wet

roads than on snowy sand icy roads combined.*

2. When it first begins to rain, roads are especially slip-

pery.

When it first starts to rain, water mixes with oil and

dust to form a slippery mixture. This mixture will wash

away in a while, if the rain is hard and/or prolonged.

3. When possible, avoid making sudden moves 46 the steering

wheel, brakes, or accelerator in rainy weather.

4. Driving through large areas of water can affect brake per-

formance and the vehicle's electrical system. Precautions:

a. Slow down before hitting water.

b. Turn wipers on before hitting water.

c. Tap brakes as you exit.

/If vehicle pulls to one side, make several light

brake applications to help dry the brakes.

5. Double-check mirrors; rain on rear window or mirrors can

distort or obliterate images.

B. Winter Driving (including sleet, freezing rain, packed snow,

and ice).

These conditions are especially hazardous. Sometimes loss of

control due to,skidding cannot be prevented.

*39

TSG I-G-6
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1. Advance preparation;

a. Engine tuned.

b. Heater/defroster in good working order.

c. Battery charged.

d. Emergency weather equipment.

Chains.

'Shovel.,

Sand.

Snow tires and/or chains.

/Snow tires are good; studded tires (if legal) are

better; chains are best.

f. Brakes adjusted.

-Emphasize the importance of evenly adjusted brakes. Ask the

trainees what might happen on slippery roads if the brakes piled

to one side,

/Skidding and loss of control' could result.

2. Tips for driving on ice and snow:

a. Stay aware of temperature. "Wet" ice and freezing

rain are the most' treacherous Aof all driving con-

ditions.

Wet ice and freezing rain occur when the temperature

hovers around the freezing point (28°F to 40°F).

TSG 1-G-8
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Bridges freeze several degrees before Toad surface,

Don't make any sudden moves with the steering wheel,

brakes, or accelerator unless absolutely necessary.

-Tell the trainees that the procedures f';) correcting skids will

be covered in the Contingency portion of this unit.

C. Poor visibility conditions, including fog, mist, smog, etc.

1, Drive slowly, but keep, moving.

2. Turn lights (low beams only) and wipers on.

3. Use four-way flashers if traveling 15 mph or more below

speed limit.

Watch for cars ahead that are moving very slowly.

Watch the rear-view mirror carefully.

6. Avoid decelerating suddenly.

7. If you must pull off the road, use four-way flashers.

8. Do not pass.

9. Use defroster to minimize fogging on inside of window.

-Point out to the trainees that patches of fog, etc., are extra

hazardous.

0scu ence of patches of fog and their density are

uripre table.,'

NOTES

/Vehicles ahead entering a patch of heavy fog may brake hard

and suddenly,

TSG I-G-8

TSG -.I-G-9

* * END OF MODULE 1 * *
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I-G-16

HANDLING CONTINGENCY SITUATIONS

A. Contingency situations can arise at any ime. When they

arise, normal traffic flow may lwe suddenly interrupted and the

safety of all persons in the general area diminished.

It is a good policy to be familiar with the contingency situa-

tions that occur most often, and to understand the actions

that can be taken to minimize the likelihood of death of in-

jury.

The four primary causes of contingency situations:

-Ask the trainees if they can figure out what the four primary

causes might be:

Vehicle malfpnction or failure.

IA sudden change or deterioration in the road,

The appearance of an obstacle in the roadway.

* * BEGIN MODULE 2 * * *

TSG I-G-1O

/DRIVER ERROR; clearly a contributing. factor in most.

accidents.

Precautions to Help PrellOt
c,/0,

*
This section addresses precautions the operator scan tate to mini

mize the changes of a contingency occurring.
.\,.;,,,', vp

A. Vehicle malfunction or failure:

1. Inspect the EV at the inning

''-)

every sift.

I.
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2. Correct/repair malfunctions/problems promptly,

3. Monitor to detect:

a, Noises,

Clunks in steering.

*Dragging muffler.

*Squealing brakes,

b. New or changed vibrations.

*Alignment.

*Worn bearings.

c. Odors,

Brake linings,

Gas leakage.

Fire.

d. Changes in handling characteristics,

*Too much play in steering.

*EV pulls to one side when braking:'

Brakes rab.

A sudden change or deterioration in the road (weather, damage,

construction, etc.).

443
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1. Remain alert,

2. Scan well 411.

3. Look for cues.

/Construction signs.

/Skid marks ton the road surface.

4. Know the area!

/Which roads become slippery when wet.

Which roads are in poor repair, etc.

/Which roads have tight (decreasing radius) curves.

The appearance of an obstacle in the roadway (includes pedes-

trians, other vehicles, etc.).

1. Maintain a safe speed; one which allows maximum vehicle

control,

2. Search for obvious cues.

"Watch Children" and "School" signs'.

/Heavy pedestrian traffic.

3, Learn to spot subtle cues.

/Toys, bikes on lawns (even though no children are

/Vapor from exhaust of parked cars.

Back-up lights on parked cars.

visible

TSG I-G-11

TSG I-G-12

NOT
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ver error.

Begin shift well-rested, with no unusual physical or men-
tal impairment.

Personal problems resulting in mental or emotional strain
can affect driver's performance.

Remain alert.

Avoid unnecessary risks.

Don't panic.

nder the most favorable conditions, when all precaution
een taken, contingencies will arise. Knowing what to do
hey arise will miniipize the risk of death, injury, and
s property damage: v.

Techniques for Handling Contingencies,

s of "possible"'contingencies could arise. Since EV op-
may spend many hours driving (and travel many thousands of
it is probable that sooner or later a contingency will oc-

ollowing are general techniques that can be applied to deal,
ny of the possible situations:

sive steering, or a sudden or extreme change in the ve-
le's direction, isoften used to avoid pedestrians, vehi-
s, or other obstacles. This action is usually taken be-
se it is too late to brake to a stop.

TSG I-G-12

TSG I -G-13.
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/Animals in tIvoadway are often a problem--especially in

rural or suburban areas. If a large animal (e.g., deer, bear)

appears on the road it is usually best to avoid colliding with

the animal--serious damage and injury often occur,

When small animals are in the roadway, however, it isipiten

safer to collide with the animal rather than risk loss of con-

trol due to a sudden steering or braking maneuver.

1. Scan the roadway and nearby areas for escape routes. Con-

sider:

a. Can the vehicle be safely steered off the right side

of the road?

b. Off the left side of the road?

'The right side of the road is usually far safer than

the left, although there are exceptions (e.g., di-

, vided highways with wide, level median).

t

c. Any obstacles on the roadside?

d. Any oncoming vehicles?

e. How stable is the road surface (e.g., gravel Vs, con-

crete); is it likely to contribute to loss of control?

2. Scan especially carefully when approaching the -crest of a,

hillifounding a curve, and when approaching intersections.

These situations minimize possible escape routes. 4

3. Evasive steering maneuvers are performed in the following

way:

TSG 1-0-13
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4

a, Hands should be at 3 and 9 o'clock on the steering

.wheel--this will allow the largest possible turn with-

out moving the hands.

The 2 and 10 o'clock position is a little more com-

fortable, but the 3 and 9 o'clock position allows

maximal directional control.

b. Turn the steering wheel sharply. in the difection of

escape route.

c. Countersteer- as soon as vehicle is clear of obstacle.

d. Although it may be necessary to brake somewhat, 'hard

braking should be avoided.

Card braking can lock the wheels--locked wheels won't
steer!

e. ,Slow down anOaintain vehicle control.

TSG I-G-13

TSG I-G-14
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-Explain that the abruptness with which an evasive steering maneu-

ver can be made safely depends, somewhat, on the type of vehicle.

Sedan-=very abrupt maneuvers are possible unless wheels will

ETFEurb, rut, etc.

'Vandepending on type. Some may be "top heavy" and could

xoll if maneuver is excessively Abrupt.

Lar e truck--steering ratio usually precludes excessiv9tly

a rapt maneuver.

-Explain that trainees will have a chance to practice evasive

Steering later. They will develop a "feel" for their EV's han-

dling characteristics.

Emergency braking. If there is enough room to stop, or if no

escape route is available, emergency braking may be one way

to avoid a collision or minimize the consequences. Goal: pro-

duce shortest possible stopping distance with5it locked wheels

or loss of control. The best method for accomplishing this is:

1. Hard pressure to brake pedal without locking wheels:

a. Quick, firm jabs.

P

b. Short, steady pressure; release; repeat.

2. If wheels lock RREASE BRAKE PEDAL. Reapply with less

pressureer

The best braking method is somewhat dependant on whether(

the vehicle is equipped with drum or disc brakes.

-If you have information about the kinds of brakes the trainees

on-job EVs are equipped with, go into a little, detail about bra-

king ;methods for tOose particular vehicles.

TSG I-G-14
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Disc brakes c41 take more sustained hard braking since )
they cool off more effectively and are less likely ,t,

fade.

Rapid deceleration could cause a rear-end collision.

In some cases a rear-end collision is preferableto the

alternative (e.g., hitting a pedestrian). Each case must
be judged independently.

Evasive acceleration simply means a quick burst of speed. Can
be used to avoid collision with side-approaching or merging
vehicles.

Drivers often don't think of this evasive maneuver.

When a vehicle is approaching from the side or merging, in
creasing :,pLod often can avoid collision.

Unavoidable collisi?ns,; When collision is unavoidable, choose
object to collide with, Considerations are:

1, Choose course least likely to cause death or injury, or

the course that will cause the fewest injuries.

2. Head-on collisions are the most damaging in terms of both
life and property.

a. Steer so that EV sideswipes or hits the other' 4ject

at an angle.

Avoid hitting large, immobile objects in favor of

"impact-absorbing" objects. 4

Ask the trainees if they can think of some examples of impact-

absorbing objects and immobile (nonimpact-absorbing objects).

Have them help develop this list:
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'IMPACT ABSORBING:

'Parked cars.

'Low bushes and shrubs.

'Small Signs (e.g., stop sign, speed limit).

'NONIMPACT- ABSORBING:

NOTES

'Concrete bridge abutments (just about anything made

of concrete.

'Buildings.

'Large trees.

'Utility poles (also pose the hazard of power lines).

What Would You Do?--Practice

A. Each of the draWings in this practice section illustrates a

potential accident.

The ngs that could be done to avoid an accident include:

1. ergency braking,

2. Evasive steering.

3. Evasive'acceiiration,

4. NO action.
4,

-Lead a short discussion about each of the illustrations. Call on

a trainee to tell which action,or combination of actions seems

most appropriate for each drawing. Present the correct answer,if

the class is 'unable to fi ure it out.

457
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The EV is traveling on a four-lane road with no median.

GraVel berms ale on both sides of the road. The only other
vehicle in the immedilte vicinity is the car that appears to

be out of control--it is crossing the center line and headed
for the EV,

\\\\\\\\\\ \\
mow a:plem MIN= MI=, =mime .M.MI

N==.
ilvasive steering. A

Steering to the right berm is probably best, since More

traffic could be in the oncoming lanes. Also, the driver

of the out-of-control vehicle may suddenly straighten out

and pull back into his lane.

444

4

NOTES
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The EV is traveling' at about 25 mph down a narrow, one -way

alley. On either side of the alley are buildings set very

close to the street. A large truck begins to'back out of an

intersecting alley to the left.

1m. me woo III
0. /BY NOM

II

II

110

it

011

IIII

III

'Emergency braking and, perhaps, evasive steering.

'The operator could sound'his horn to alert the truck driver,

but a collision is probably unavoidable. Evasive steering

alone is inappropriate, since it would be unwise to strike

large buildings--they are The truck

11might stop, allowing the o steer around it,

TSG I-G-17
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The EV is traveling at about 30 mph on a busy, urban street.
A car is behind the LV, following closely, Another car is
approaching in the opposing lane'of traffic. Parked cars are
in the lane' immediately to tke EV',s right, A sall dog runs
out into the roadway.

10

01111

No action,

Lither braking or steering will certainly cause an accident,
There is some chance the animal will clear the EV if no
action is taken.

TSG I-G I;
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G

TheS 'is VaVeling 55 mph in the right-most lane of afour-

lane divided Two cars are in.the left41ape beside

the EV. A 'car is about to. enter the expressway' fr*the en-.

trance ramp;it'is traVelitg approximate,ly 45 mph.'

(

su

^ry of

0 rir,
sEvaslve acceleration.

TSG

t,

.' 5

'Braking would probably increase he c10411ce...of Collisibn,

with. the merging .car and would en'the'PdOsibilityof b44,

rear ended,
,c

.i..,, .

4./'

.

"No action would probably tOsu1t in a co14§4.0;k-';
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The EV is traveling on a two-lane rural road, There is a car
1...in the opposing lane. On both sides of the road is a heavy
lrOwth of low bushes and shrubs, A small child runs out into

?J the road.

HandlirPg Aids ,

E as ve steering and emergency
b king,

eBrakinolone will not allow the op-

erator to avoid' hitting the child,
Since the low bushes and,,shrubs are

impact-absorbing,it would be wise to

steer towards the right side of the
road and collide with them at an
angle.

Skidding means loss of steehne and braking *trol.

,

A. The primary causes of all skids:

A too-sudden chthge of speed or direction.

2, Any change of speed or direction under conditiou.of poor
traction,

13; To help regain control no matter hat type of skid is occur-
ring:

1, Stay OFF the brake,

2. Stay OFF the accelerator.

447
, 4
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teer; steer in ,the direction'to thi rear end

cj)4cle is. Skidding. Two pqints about counter-,

.

111.

-Explain the illustration of countersteering that appears on the

next page.
,

'C. Specific,skids:

14, Braking skid. This kind of skid occurs when, 411e to sud'-

den, hard brake pressure, one or more of the vehicle',s

wheels lock. If .brakes are evenly adjusted ail:wheeIS,
).

tee. 10a, does not have to be turned Violently to

corfe a slid.

(This is a common "panic reaction, and furthero

trouble often arises because the car tends to skid

back and forth (fishtailing).

b. Once the wheel has been turned to countersteer, it

may te.netessary to immediately countersteer in the

other direction.

?t,

will lock at the same time. -,

IA 0 treason to keep brakes properly adjusted--an'all-

Wkeef: ocked skibis easier to control.

llega Less of 01,41 many heels lock, pi. how evenly,

steering controlAiin, lost. -A WHEEL THAT IS NOT.

TURNING CANNOT BE STEERED
'4

.

'a. If all wheels lock .evenlyr if just the' front wheel's

lotk, the vehicle w441 move Stra4ght ahead, 'unless

influenced by some other force (e4.,

roafd).

TSG I-G-19

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 22
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6. To control fishtailing in the 'apposite

direction, you'd countersteer remit to

help you get back of course.

S. The back end fishtails to the right.

3. You'd steer left,- in the,direction'you

want die vehicle to io Telallave to the

way ring.

)rye be end of.the .vehicle ski,ds around

to theleft (the vehicle is still moving

forward at an tingle).
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If just the rear wheels' lock, their reduced traction

will cause them to move forward faster than the front

wheels.

*The vehicle y spin 180° (depending on speed, road

surface, etc.). The vehicle may 'actually dhd up

traveling in the opposite direction,

c. Ac'tions.to take if a braking skid occurs:

1) Release brakes immediately; it should th6n be

possible to steer.

'Releasing the brakes allow the wheels to turn.

) If braking is still necessary (to reduce speed or

avoid an obstacle) , apply with less pressure so

that wheels don't lock again,

-Ask the trainees to' ink ofisome expples of a situation where a

braking sk, ight our.- Some examples ire;

'Hard braing on wet, snowy, icy, or debris covered roads.

412'

'Hardy brafking at high spe
tfi

, 2. Power skid. This kind of skid occurs.due to sudden; hard

acceleration, ' A

'Since power is delivered only to the rear wheels, sudden

celeration Can cause the rear wheels to lose traction,

n though the cause is differentoa power skid is very

to a hraking skid,

TSG

h.

.4,
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It

a. The back end of the EV may skid to one se,.trying
to overtake the front end,

*The tendency for the rear end to(slide will be gr
est if the front wheels are turned.

.

b., The vehicle may spin all the way around.'

,

c. Actions to take if a poWe skid occurs;.

41,

1) Ease off' the accelerator.;:

2) Countersteer in the direction towards which the

rear end of the vehicle is skidding.

-Ask the trainees11 to tlink of an example of a situation where a
per skid might occ Some examples axe:

*Accelerating on et, icy, snowy or debris covered roads.

"Jack ra#bit" starts.

Cornering' skid. Thikind of skid ccurs when speed is
too great or traction is reged, (due to.poqr, road/Weither

conditionsrsuch that the v tiecannot stay on the !n-,
! tended track around a cur$.

*Ttle cornering skid can occur 4Ven at normal driving speed
if traction is reduced by tire or road surface condition.

a: The vehic e may continue to travel straight

in thednibnded path, of rtravel around the tu

*This is sometimes.calqd'ploughin

175 This N a full lirnerin skid--all four wheels lose
traction.

not

TSG

Ai(, .
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b. The rear end of the vehicle may try. co. overtake *00

irpnt 04, if just the rear wheels lose tracfion,

This is sometimes called a "spinout."

c. Actions to take if a cornering skid occurs:

1) Ease off the,accelerator.

2) If the vehicle is spinning out, counteu er as

space permits,

This will align front'and rear wheels an control

may be wined,

4. Hydroplane skid. Hydroplaning occurs when the tire is

moving too fast for the wateI on the road to escape (to

flow around it or through the tr A small wedge of

water builds up in front of thefire and lifts it off the

surface of the road.

5

0

TSG I-G-22
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a. The results of a hydr?'plane skid are difficult t

(i t':

,pre-

'As in all skidS, there is loss of braking and/or

.sieering control,

2) Unless the operator attempts to brake or steer

(other than straight ahead) he may. not know he is

hydroplaning.

b. Actions to take if a hydroplane skid occurs:

1) Ease off brake oraccelehtor.
:4

2) Allow the vehicle to decelerate.

'Since hydroplane skids are difficult to detect

and control, the most effective thing an EV op-

erator can do is to .prevent them:

'Inspect tires regularly to ensure they have

plenty of tread (to allow water to escape) and

that pressure is correct.

*'Be

/

alert for hydroplane-type conditions--if

there is enough water on the road surface to,
cast reflections from trees or other cars, be

especially cautious; sldw down.

Handling Other Specific Contingencies

The occurrences and conditions listed in this part of the unit

should be handled according to the procedures outlined:

479
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ipwout. Front tire blowouts are the most dangerous; the ve-

hicle will pull to the side of the tlown-out tire (see illus-

tration below).

1. Remove foot from accelerator, allowing vehicle to slow.

2. 'HOld steering wheel firmiy;:anticipate steering difficulty

3. When steering is controlled, brake gradually; avoid lock-

'ing'wheels.

,'The vehicle will pull to fhe side of the-blown-out tire'

'because 'the flat grips the road with more rubber (and/

' more friction).andiacts as a pivot.

9

BrakeJailure,

Shift tg, lowest gear, if possible.

Apply parking brake either of the following wais:

i

a. In 1 pumpipg'manner--steady pressure, relea,e 'etc.

il

TSG I-G-23
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J.

b. As hard as possible, without locking the wheel.

0PrOcedUre 2.b will slow and stop'the vehicle in the
shortest distance. It is however, very diffiCult to
avoid' locking the wheels.

Pump brake pedal-rapidly.

'This may build up some pressure in the brake lines and
provide some braking force.

If these actions do not slow the vehicle, sound horn to
alert traffic; activate four-way flashers and/or emergency
signaling devices; choose an impact-absorbing object to
collid with, if necessary.

a. Avoid head-on collisions.

b. Try to sideswipe parked cars, shrubs, even a dirt

hillside--always.at an angle.

If vehicle has been slowed sufficiently, select an off-
Toad stopping place:

a. If there is an upgrade within the assured Clear dis-
tance ahead, stay on the road and allow the upgrade to
further sloW the vehicle, then select a path for
leaving the roadway.

If no upgrade is within ,clear,distance ahead, select
the path for leaving the roadway that will minimize
injuries and property .damage.

Transmission failure.

Select a safe off-road stopping place.

TSG - I-G-24
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2. Brake gradually to a stop,

,Steering failure. Sfeeiing failure is most likely to occur

when a veEicle with power steering stalls. This will make

steering difficult, but not impossible.

1. Powersteering stall (sieeringtfailure):

a; Anticipate steering difficulty', grasp wheel firmly.

0, ;, 1, Find safe spot and pull off the road,

2. Total steering failure:

a. Keep trying to steer.

b. Stay OFF the brake,

/Since directi8nal control is impossible, if the brakes

pull to one'side it could be deadly. This is another

reason to ,keep brakes properly adjusted.

c. If the vehicle Joes not coast to a stop, shift to a

lower gear and ump the parking brake (same procedure

as brake failure).

E. Accelerator sticks,

1. If the' accelerator sticks and there are no vehicles ahead,

of the EV, the oOrator should attempt to release the pedal

by slipping the-tip of his. shoe under'it and lifting.

oThe operator 'should NEVER try to release it with his

hands while in motion.

2. If this method is unsuccessful:

TSG 1-G-2S
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NOTES

a. Put vehicle in "neutral"' gear. In 'vehicles without power
steering and power brakes, turn engine off,

,With the engine off, it will be more difficult to
steer if EV has power steering.

:Many models of EVs have steering wheel/ignition
interlocks (anti theft). Do not turn off ignition if
it'will locl steering wheel,

b. If the vehicle has power- assisted brakes, do not pump
them. Instead, apply steady pressure.

.Pumping will exhaust power-assisted brakes' reserve
capacity when engine is off.

Select a safe off-road
stopping place and pull off.

Turn engine off if still, running.

F. Visibility impaired (hood flies up, wiper- or defroster failure),

1. If hood flies up, look for fgap at the bottom of the
windshield.

2. If forward visibility is completely blocked, put head out
side Window to see forward.

3. Apply brakes moderately.

You could be rear - ended.

4. Continue to brake gradually and select an off-road stop-
ping place.

S. Pull off the roadway and activate
four-way flashers,

4S7
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theel(e off the road (off-road recovery). If at some time the

EV's w eel(s) leave the road surface (intentionally or

unintentionally), the operator will have to perform an off-road

recovery. This can be dangerous unless performed properly.

Correct procedure:

1, Hold steering wheel firmly; steering may be difficult.

f there is a significant difference between the level of

he roadway and the shoulder, or if the composition of the

roadway and the shoulder are significantly different the

vehicle may pull to fne side,

2. Check for traffic ahead and to the rear.

' 3. Reduce speed by easing off the accelerator.

4. I,f brakes must be applied to reduce speed, brake VERY

gradually.

'If shoulder is gravel or muddy, skidding is a strong

possibility.

5. Center vehicle over road edge.

6. Activate appropriate turn signal.

7. If the operator must avoid an obstacle, he should steer

sharply toward the road, turning steering wheel about 90°

while accelerating slightly.

-Point out to the trainees that the'sharp-turn recovery (7) is

dangerous.

This prOcedure should only be used to avoid a cotlision,

Two dangers: skidding, and ending up in opposinillanes

of traffic,

TSG 1-G-27
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

B. 'If, the operator does not have to avoid, an obstacJe, he

should scan the road edgvto find the point at which there
is the least distance between 'lad edge and berm, turn the

wheel gradually, and steer on at ,that point.

As soon as the EV's front right wheel touches the road

edge, couniersteer to control lane position.

Danger signals from gages and,indicators on instrument panel.

Whenever a malfunction or danger signal appears, the EV op-

erator should contact the dispatcher to send a back-up and/or

service vehicle.

Requesting a back-up unit is of the UTMOST IMPORTANCE if thb
EV is enroute to an emergency when the malfunction occurs.

1. Fuel gauge low:

a. Continue to site if within range.

b. Consider the amount of fuel necessary for the return
trip.

2. Charging system fails (battery not charging).

a. Turn off any equipment that will drain battery.

b. If the engine is stopped, it is unlikely it will re-

start.

3. Brake warning Fight coos on:

a. Stop immediately.

If there is complete brake failure use the procedure

outlined in Brake Failure.

TSG
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b. Do not drive the vehicle until maintenance has been

performed.

-Explain that the procedures listed belOw,,if followed, will pro-

tect the EV and reduce the chances of a major vehicle malfunction.

4. Oil pressure drops:

a, Stop immediately.

b. Do not drive the vehicle until maintenance has been

performed.

5. Engine temperature rise,s into danger zone (and remains).

a. Stop immediately.

b. Do not drive the vehicle until maintenance has been

performed.

TSG
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IF YOU MUST PULL OF,F THE ROD!,

Due to 'adverse weather conditions or a contingency situation,', an
EV operator may need to pull to t0 side,, or o'ff the roaL. In

worst case, the operator may be unable to getthe'yebicle en-
tirely off .the road '(and out of the path of Surrounding traffic)..
Wheney'er this situation arises, both thelwehicle and the operator
must be .protected, . The goa°1 of "protecting the scene' is to pro-
vide visible, early warning to surrounding traffic and thus avoid
a ,collision ror avoid causing a colliSion). Principles:

A, Position of the vehicl-t's critical/ The'more likely hazard
it represents, the more critical the need'for rapid, effective
placement of warning device's..

'If the trainees, hen on thejob, will be working at a depart-
ment with an established policy

on this subject, it should be
be presented. If that policy conflicts in any way with the
materi4 presented here, be sure to have the trainees write
the cerrectpoliCy,in their study gnides.

MOST EFFECTIVE.: Emergency warning devices such as

triangular reflector's, 'flares, fusees, etc.

'Triangular Or other reflectors are bestno fire
hazArd,

C,"
2. OKAY: Overhead beacon, four-way flashers, and cab lights.

CO lights alone are not very effective. When used at
night in conjunction with the beacon, however, they in-

crease the overall amount of protection.

'Other motorists are-less likely to drive into the rear of
a vehicle with cab lights on.

* * * BEGIN MODULE 3 *
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POOR: HeadPights, *
0

king lights or nothing,
)

,g ,

t'ParkingOr,heaillights alOnecanActually inciease 'the

hazard At night,,tiredimbtorists may tend to "follow" '

the ,lights' right Uff the. road into t11e4rear' end ai#1.the EV

. ,

4T1ig daylipt:

- r,

flf',the EV is ell ;off the road, activating, fourilway'flash-

ers', is usual sufficient toprotectlhe sane/
, .

TSG -.I-G-2

If,
.

the EV rot well off the,rOad; additional pr autions

should'be'taken.

addition to taking the ex a. precautiph 'of placing

warning devices the operator should protectllimsel b

leaving. the'vehcle'if c$14:isjon.is likely,

In dartmess.

If the V. is on or near the Toad, Warning devices should

be positioned whenever the. EV will be stopped fot mote,

tha ai efew moments.
.

er

If'the length of time the EVA be'stopped is longer'

indefinite., warning devices, Ouldlye'positiohed (wheNt"

EV is ontoT off the road),. : :
'

Again if liktlihipd of collision fs great,,dperator

should prote&hims,elf,
$,

P

Placing Flares or OtherImergenc Oarndng Devices.
01.

Tlie obvious purpose of wa ning'devices isto alertJraffit to de

stopped 10hiclei-s preSenc , but'another real 'goal,, is. to cause' as

little intorference as pOssible.' with, the flow of traffic.

\'

,4.#0

Ani4i = 4
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-Point out to the trainees that the distances outlined here are
guidelines, only. Actual distances must beeblsed on the specific
situation (e.g., terrain,

visibility conditions)!

A. One-way roads (or divided expressways):

1, Start four-way flashers before leaving the vehicle--cab
lights on.

2. Place a warning device just beside the vehicle, on the
%traffic side.

3. Place a second device 100 to 200 feet to the,rear tlf the
vehicle, on the edge of the road, If the vehicle is
actually on the roadway, the device should be placed in
the middle of the lane,

4. Place a third device approximately 300 feet to the rear of
the vehicle, on the road edge (or in the

lane, if the EV is
on the road),

When walking quickly, a normal stride is a little more
than two feet.

499
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One-way flow of traffic,

Disabled vehicle off,roadway.

n -way flow of traffic.

led vehicle on roadway,

TSG I\G-31

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 24a

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 24b

5 VI 502
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B. Two-way traffic flow*

UNIT

PAGE
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NOTES

/Positioning is different due to the need to provih oncoming
traffic with warning.

1. Start four-way flashers before leavinpg the vehicle--cab
lights on,

Place a warning device just beside the vehicle on the road
side.

3. Place a second device 100 to 200 feet to the rear of the
vehicle on the road edge. (Again, if vehicle is on the
road, device should be placed in the middle of the lane.)

4. Place a third device 100 to 200 feet to the front of the
vehicle on the toad edge.

rv9
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Two-way flow of traffic.

Disabled vehicle off roadway.

TsG - 1-G-32
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Two-way flow of traffic.

DisOled vehicle on roadway.

PRESENT TRANSPARENCY 2Sb

Use of flares or fusees:

1. Read diiections accompanying theigarning devices,

2. The following can be used as general guidelines if no di-

rections are present:

a. Do not light device until you are ready to put it down,

b. Pull the tab near the top of the device, to free the

cap.

c. Strike the matchlike head of the flare against the

strike surface on the inside of the "cap; point the

flare or fusee away from your body as you do this.

'The inside of the cap is similar to the strike surface

on a box of matches.

5U5
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d. If flares with' spiked ends are used and must be placedon the roadway:

1) Push them between slabs of concrete.

2) Simply lay them on the road.

IA rock or other anchoring device can be placed to
keep them from rolling.

3. Flares or fusees should NOT be used if there is evidence
of the following;

a. Odor of gasoline.

b. Any fluid leakage.

Cost motor vehicle fluids are combustible.

'c. Any possibility of fire,

-Emphasize the danger of using flares or fusees if there is ANYpossibility of fire.

+In these cases, the only safe
warning devices are

reflectors. The large,
red-orange triangles are es-

pecially effective. Of course, the vehicle's lights
(e.g., beacon, four-ways) can be used as well.

4. Replace any warning devices that are used as soon I.as the EV returns
to quarters,

,

, 51,117
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Review Exercises

Indicate which of the following statements are true an which are false.

a. More than half of all fatal accidents occur at n ght.

b, Generally, older people's eyes function just as well as younger

people's eyes when it comes to night driving.

c, It is a good idea to have instrument panel 1. g is as bright as

possible at night.

d. The roadway is usually most slippery when it has just begun to

rain..

e. It is a good idea to go through large areas of water as quickly

as possible, so that the vehicle is exposed to its effects for

the shortest possible time.

f. The farther below freezing the temperature drops, the more haz-

ardous the ice or snow on the road will be.

g. When driving in fog avoid the use of high beams.

T

x

x

x

x

2. Some of the items listed below are less likely than the others .to cause personal injury

and property'"damage if struck in a collision because they are impact- absorbing. Circle

the letters beside the items that are impact-absorbing.

(a) Road sign (speed limit, stop sign)

b: Telephone pole

(C) Low bushes and shrubs

\------

5(y 51U
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t) Parked cars

Concrete bridge abutment

Chain-link fence

Full-size oak tree

hat are the three primary steps that can be taken to help control a'skid?
- Stay off brake

- Stay off accelerator
- Countersteer

ldicate which of the following statements relating to off-road recovery are true, andrich are false.

If your wheels go off the road edge while traveling at high speed,pump-braking is a good way to reduce speed.

If possible, it is a good idea to reduce speed to about 15 mphbefore attempting to steer back onto the roadway.

If you do not have time to decelerate (because of an obstacleahead) you can steerthe vehicle sharply toward the road edge(about 90°) to effect an off-road recovery.

You should attempt to steer onto the road at the place where thereis the least difference between road edge and berm.

As soon as all four wheels are back on the roadway, you shouldcountersteer to control your lane position.

x

x

512
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11 5. Describe, for any five (5) of the following malfunctions, the appropriate procedure

for handling the malfunction.

513

a. Brake failure: Shift to lowest gear; apply parking brake; avoid locking wheels;

pump brake pedal

b. Accelerator sticks: Attempt to release using tip of foot; if unsuccessful, put

vehicle in neutral and turn engine off.

c, Engine temperature rises into danger zone: Stop vehicle immediately; do not drive

until maintenance has been performed.

d. Transmission failure: Select off-road,stopping place; brake gradually to a stop.

e. Blowout: Do not brake or accelerate; maintain steering control (may be difficult);

when steering is controlled, brake gradually.

f. Hood flies up: TrIlip see through gap, or put head out side window, pull to side

of road without sudden braking. /1...1M.=11



6. When the EV is at the side of the road, EV operators 'could use any one or a combination
of the following to warn/alert motorists. Oh the list below, mark the most effective
way with the letter "M" and mark the least effective,way with the letter "L",

Headlights

Four-way flashers

m Triangles'

Overhead beacon

L Parking lights

7. On the two drawings below, indicate with Xs the correct placement of warning devices
(e.g., reflectors, flares) .

=AMY MI Ai

1111111111

ray11111/1114

On-road, two-way traffic flow.

MED =aIlMft.

1.11=3, IML:1Ph..4101

wwwiftmli =1111 demiIM 4

if

300' Ise /

4t 'I

Off-road, divided, highway.
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Description of Unit

This unit covers the areas of emergency vehicle operation that are especially relevant to
operators of law enforcement vehicles,

Module 1 30-45 Minutes

1, INTRODUCTION. Some background on the law-enforcement traffic-accident picture and a

brief overview of unit content.

COMMUNICATIONS. ,Brief review of some of the points covered in Unit C, and presentation

of information and techniques specifically relevant tolaw enforcement vehicle operators,

3, PURSUIT DRIVING, The Risks of Pursuit, Background on the kinds of situations and con-

ditions that contribute to the 'risk of pursuit.

4. Types of Pursuit. Information about the different types of violators, hazardous and
non 'hazardous,

S. Using, Lights and Siren in Pursuit. Information about the legal requirements for lights

and siren in pursuit, as well as techniques for use of lights and siren during pursuit.

6. When Should Pursuit be Abandoned? General guidelines, which should incorporate local

or departmental policy (see instructor preparation activities) that can help a law en-

forcement officer decide when the risks of pursuit outweigh the possible good.

Module 2 30-4S Minutes

1. PURSUIT DRIVING TECHNIAS. Specific techniques and procedures that will contribute

to controlled, safe pursuit driving.

5 POL,
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Description of Unit (Continued)

2. MAKING A TRAFFIC STOP. Procedures and techniques for making a routine traffic stop.

Procedures for making hazardous-violator stops are NOT includecgiCan be presented

according to local or departmental policy,

3, If the EV Overshoots the Violator's Vehicle, Procedures for dealing with the situation

of the officer being forced to pull in front of the violator's vehicle.

4. EMERGENCY ESCORT OF ANOTHER VEHICLE. Guidelines for determining if escort should be
provided, including some possible alternatives to providing escort.

5, How to Escort. Procedures and techniques for handling an escort situation,

Review Exercises 20-30 Minutes

Written review questions on the material presented in this unit. Time estimate allows for

explanation and discussion after the trainees have completed the exercises,

POL
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Trainees' Knowledge Objectives

Module 1

By the end of this module, the trainees:

1. Will be able to list three items of identifying ,data,that should be transmitted to the
dispatcher whenever a suspect or violatorls,spotted.

2. Will be able to write a brief descripti4 of the. effects .of "tunnel vision" and "adrenalin

kick."

3. Given a listing of several types of offenders,,willqe able to identify which fall into
the hazardous violator group.

4. Will be able to state two reasons why..a pursuit might.be abandoned,

Module 2

By the end of this module, the trainees:

\S)
1. Given a list of several statements about pursuit. driving will be able to select those 4

which are correct.

2. Given a drawing illustrating several poliCe,vehiclet and a violator's vehicle, will be

able to select the police vehicle,tht is in,the correct position for making a routine

traffic stop.

3. Will be able.to state whether or not emergency escort of another vehicle is permitted in

the department in which they will e working. If escort is permitted, the trainees will

state under what circumstances it 1s permitted.

4. Given a description of two situations, will, be able to indicate whether or not it
would be appropriate to provide'escort, 'and explain Ay. POL
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Instructor Preparation Activities

Module 1

I

1. Read over the entire module and be p ared to present a lecture on those materials,

2. Preparation for II-P-15. Find out exactly what the state statutes say about using

lights and siren in pursuit. Be prep4i0 ,to present that information in-class.

3. Preparation for II-P-16. Find out whit 4e state laws say about use of high beams. Be

prepared tp present that information fliclass.

4. 'Preparation for,II-P-16. If possibleo btain any copies of local or departmental po-

licies re: pursuit and/or abandoningipursuit. Make enough copies for all trainees,

and be prepared to pass them out and discuss them in class.

Equipment: Chalkboard sand chalk,

Maerials: Enough copies of any local or departmental policies re: pursuit for all

trainees.

Module 2

1. Read over the entire module and beiprepared to present a lecture on those materials,

2. Preparation for II-P-24. Check to;isee,if emergency escorting is pertitted in the de-

partment in which' the trainees wil be working. If it is NOT permitted,. do not present

any of those materials.

3. Preparation for II-P-24. Check tcrsee'if the second point listed under C conflicts

local or departmental policy. If it dbes.conflict, cross it out so that you will NOT

present it to the class. POL
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Instructor Preparation Activities (Continued)

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk.

Materials: None

I

Review Exercises

Question 7 does not include the answer because it is dependent on local departmental
policy. If emergency escort is permitted write a brief description of the conditions.

Additional Recource Documents:

Bibliography and reference nos,: 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 21, 28, 32, 43, 44, 45, 61.

59,
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INTRODUCTION

-Lead a class discussion about the following items of information:

'The national police vehicle accident rate is 2.5 times as

high (per vehicle mile) as the accident rate for other pro-

fessional drivers (e.g. , traveling salesmen). '

Far more law enforcement officers are killed in traffic acci-

dents than by gunshot wounds or other violent means.

Most law enforcement officers spend approximately two-thirds

of their on-duty time behind the wheel of a vehicle. It is

therefore, critical that they have enough knowledge about the

vehicle, and practice behind the wheel of a vehicle, to be

able to make quick, accurate decisions when the need arises.

The public depends on law enforcement officers to set an ex-

ample. It is important that law enforcement officers, espe-,

cially in times of stress, maintain control of themselves,

their vehicles, and the situation.

In this unit, material will be presented on topics that are

of special importance to law enforcement officers. The

topics include:

1. Communications.

2. Pursuit driving.

3. Making a traffic stop.

4. Emergency escort of another vehicle.

* * * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *

TSG II-P-2
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COMMUNICATIONS

To a large
extent, the safety of the general public, as well asthe safety of the law

enforcement officer, rests upon effectivecommunications. Every officer should know the communicationsprinciples listed below and follow them without fail--they could,save a life.

A.
Communications should be as brief as possible, without sac-rificing accuracy.

'It is important not to tie up the communications
lines withirrelevant details,

B. Whenever a suspect
or violator is spotted, identifying datashould be transmitted to the dispatcher

or communicationscenter at once.

-Ask the trainees for examples of identifying data.

'License plate number, and/or

'Make, model, year, and color
of veh'..clt.

Number of passengers.

'Description of violator (if possible).

UNIT

PAGE
II-P-7

NOTES

'Any other identifying
characteristics of the vehicle (e.g.,broken taillight, dents),

-Tell the trainees that the last three items become increasinglyimportant the license plate is not visible,

TSG II-P-3
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UNIT
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NOTES

C. Whenever an officer becomes engaged in a high-speed chase

(pursuit) he should notify the dispatcher of his position, and

keep the dispatcher abreast of his position as it changes:

OThis action could save the officer's life,

,If there is a second officer present, he should conduct com-

munications.

-Point out the dangers of trying to drive at high speed while

using one hand to operate the communications equipment.

If the officer must conduct communication; himself, he should

pick a time when he is not likely to need both hands on the

steering wheel to maintain control (e.g., ova straight

stretch of road).

TSG - II-P-3
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PURSUIT DRIVING

Almost all police departments
have established policies or guide-lines that deal with pursuit driving and the

apprehension of sus-pects or violators.
Sometimes these policies are not formallywritten down. A law enfoLiiment officer who is new to his jobmust find out what local yr departmental policies are in effect.

The Risks of Pursuit Driving

/Nearly SO percent of all pursuit or high-speed chases end upwith one or more of the vehicles involved in a collision--a,veryhigh percentage of these
accidents involve loss of life, -!

Pursuit driving, at best, is
alisky business':,,L4w

enforceileit'officers should be aware of the factors that inctease the risk.
,

A. Speed represents the single
mitesttontritytor risk,duing pursuit driving.

The greater the speek

4

UNIT

PAGE
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I I

d''

1. The less time the drivehras to identi#
,$rd's nod takeappropriate action.'.

1112. The longer the stogptv
,

N. )&3, The greaterqhe cilance tf giiddinl
rlin Aver,olva

A

,
turn. .

'-4111'
if:

4. The greater the dangef.,in ti4 pent of a
action.

k-Discuss w at the effects o owute 80 mph might b4;0.

cle mal;.
1
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

5. The greater the probability of personal injury and pro-

perty damage in a collision.

6. The greater the rce of impact in a collision.

-Point out to the trainees:

The average man walks at abotit 3 mph. If a man walks into a

wall or a door, he can break his 'nose quite easily.

'Safety belts will reduce the number and the impact of in-

vehicle collisions (e.g., head and windshield, chest and

steering wheel, knees and instrument panel).
c

B. The Violator, attempting to flee- from a police officer, regard-

'
less of the violation or suspected violation, is committing a

crime. People who are fleeing from police act 'in unpredict-

able (and unsafe) ways:

1. A fleeing violator often has no concern for his own

safety.

Cr, consequently, for the safety of ,other persons.

2. He will perform dangerous maneuvers if he thinks they will

enhance his chances of escape.

-Ask the trainees what kind of dangerous maneuvers a fleeihg

violator might try. Include at least the following:

'He may delibertly ruveople,off the road.

'He may delibertly attempt to cause the pursuing officer to

have a collision.

T II-P-4
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C. Other Motorists often react unpredictably to the sound of

1111

sirens or to confusion in general.

-Ask the trainees what kinds of unpredictable actions other motor-
ists might take. Include at least the following:

They may not yield, or clear a path.

/They may swerve suddenly in an attempt to clear a path.

/They may jam on their brakes with disasterous results.

Heavy Traffic and congested roads increase the risk of mishap.
fhe more vehicles the officer must pass from the beginning to
the end of the pursuit, the greater the chance that the pur-
suit will end in a collision,

Intersection accidents represent nearly SO percent of all EV
accidents. Pursuit on roads that have many intersecting
roads, and consequently

cross-traffic, greatly increases risk.

Poor Environmental Conditions greatly increase the chance of
mishap.

-Ask the trainees to name some poor environmental conditions.
Include at least the following:

'Restricted visibility (fog, heavy xain, darkness, twilight).

'Slippery road surfaces (snow, ice, water, leaves, oil).

Poor road condition (ruts, potholes, no lane markings, soft
shoulders).

p

The Pursuing Officer's Condition can influence the amount of
risk involved in a pursuit. Every officer should recognize
that the following conditions increase the risk of mishap:

TSG II-P-S
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1. Fatigue.

-Point out that fatigue can cause drivers to make faulty judgments
(e.g., stopping distances) as well as:

'Slow reactions.

'Impair coordination.

'Impair vision.

2. Impaired vision (for any reason),

3. 'Drug side-effects (prescription or nonprescription),

Drowsiness.

Impaired coordination,

'Nervousness.

-Point out-that any officer who is taking any kind of medication
should be alert for undesirable side effects.

4. Mental or emotional condition, Being upset about per-
sonal problems,or "shaken" due to a recent emergency can
impair judgment.

5. Undesirable physical effects can be brought about by th,:
act of pursuit, Some include:

a. Tunnel vision. As speed is increased, the visual
field narrows. ,Consequently, high speed limits peri-
pheral vision.

'Objects on the side of the road will appear as blurs
(those blurs could be pedestrians).

TSG II-P-S

TSG II-P-6
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OPERATION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLES
II-P-13

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

b. Adrenalin kick, The excitement and danger of Ugh
speed driving often causes an excessive amount of

adrenalin to flow into the blood. This excess ad-
renalin can have two effects:

1) An expansion of the time-speed sense. .Events are
slowed down in the driver's mind,

*When the operator slows to 70 MPH after travel!'
ing 90 mph, he may feel as though he is moving

only at 50 mph. Check the speedometer; especial-
ly when returning to normal spec s.

*If the pursued vehicle spins out, it may appear
to be spinning in slow motion,

2) An extreme sense of confidence. The adrenalin's
effect often causes an officer, to become over
confident in his-driving ability or his vehicle's

maneuverability; Officers should be alert for
this kind of feeling.

*Otherwise cautious drivers will take foolish

chances when feelg overAnfident.

-Discuss the following:

',Many veteran police officers report that the siren sound con-
tributes to the feeling of excitement, urgency, and overcon-
fidence. Additionally, the siren makes it difficult to con-
centrate on the driving tasks, or use the radio,

J

TSG II-P-6
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apes of Pursuit

A. Hazardous Violator.

'Included in this group are:

"Felons.

'Drunks.

'Reckless drivers.

'Speeders.

1. Pursuit of such violators introduces a high degree of risk.

'The risk should NEVER extend to the point that the offi-

cer abandons due regard for the safety of others.

2. This type of violator will have little.(if any) concern
for the, safety of others.

3. Pursuit of this type of Violator .requires skill, good judg-

ment, discretion, and persistence.

Nonhazardous Violator.

'Included in this group are:

on-moving violations.

Less serious moving violations.

'Equipment defects.

The actions of this type'of violator are often made more

hazardous by the act-of pursuit.'

TSG 2f1I-P-6
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Pursuit of voilators who have not committed a hazardous
violation does not merit excessive speed in chase, and
the associated risk to the pursuing officer and the
motoring public.

The officer should obtain'the license plate number or
radio ahead to another EV to facilitate

apprehension at
a later,' time.

-Point out that in any pursuitjt is atood idea to radio ahead.

Using Lights and Siren in Pursuit

The use of emergency signaling equipment when traveling over the
speed limit is MANDATORY. Additionally, the use of signaling
equipment provides the officer with some degree of protection from
a legal vievpoint, should he become involved in a collision. Using
signaling equipment, however, does NOT relieve an officer from the
duty to exercise due regard for the safety of all persons.

A, To be Maximally effective, the siren should be turned off for
very brief periods to vary the Titch.

'Review material from Part I,

-Be sure to tell trainees if A, above, does not conform to state
law.

B. The warning effect of the siren will decreaSe rapidly as ve-
hifle speed increases.

'At 90 mph (132 feet per second) the warning effect may be
reduced almost to zero.

'The kind of sound most likely to be heard is :one which fluc-
tuates%

TSG
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41 At night, high beams should be used 9vey,
possible.

-Tell the trainees what the state laws say about use of high
beams.

When Should Pursuit Be Abandoned?

It is impossible to present exact guidelines indicating when
to abandon pursuit. To a large extent, the decision of

whether of not to begin or abandon pursuit must be based on
each individual case.

-If you have access to the policies of the department for which
the trainees will be working, present them at this time. If
this/ii not possible, remind the trainees they should find out
whal the policies are, once on the job.

"To some police officers abandoning pursuit is unthinkable and
often mistakenly thought to be cowardly. But the well-trained,

well-disciplined police officer is aware that the decision to

abandon pursuit is, under certain circumstances, the most in-
telligent course of action."

Don't ignore the cues. The following are good reasons to ab-
andon pursuit:

1. If an officer begins to suspect that he is nervous, shaky,
or frightened.

I

TSG II-P-8
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If an officer begins to suspect the vehicle has a mal- TSG II-P-8
function.

3, When traffic conditions are such that ihe risk to the pub-
lic is great (violation of Ie regard),

1. If an officer believes the actions of the violator are
being made more hazardous by the act of pursuit.

1

* * END OF MODULE 1 * *
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PURSUIT DRIVING TECHNIQUES

A. Learn the territory.

'Lotation of sharp Tves.

'Blind intersections.

'Stop signs, etc.

B. Keep th'e dispatcher informed of position and progress.

-Empha'size and explain the importance of points A and B above.

C. Keep wheels well away from pavement edges.

*A wheel off the road, or a damaged road edge could cause

loss of control.

D. Don't brake heavily and attempt to change the direction of the

vehicle at the same time.

"At high speed, this is certain to cause a skid, and perhaps

an uncontrollable broadside slide.

E.$ Do not follow the violator too closely; move up only when

ready to apprehend.

Since the intentions of the violator are unknown, following

too closely can have disasterou5 results:

,Cf the violator collides with something, the pursuing

officer may not have time to take evasive action,

'The violator could jam on his brakes (causing the officer

to collide with/the violator).
4

* *
* BEGIN MODULE 2 * #* *

TSG II-P-9
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The violator could make a sudden turn.

If the pursuing officer must go through red lights and stop
signals, he MUST slow enough to ensure that no motorist or
pedestrian will be endangered.

The pursuing officer should not travel at high speed in oppos-
ing lanes of traffic.

H. Don't join a pursuit that already has two or more pursuing
vehicles, unless specifically ordered to do so by a superior.

-Discuss the dangers of multiple EV pursuits. If there are any
local or departmental policies on this subject, present them now.

Never attempt to ram or "nudge" the violator's vehicle with
the emergency vehicle.

Avoid pulling directly b'eside or in ffont of the violator's
vehicle.

This,provides an eNcellent opportunity for the violator to
ram the EV.

Select a safe stopping place.

-Ask the 'trainees what constitutes a "safe' stopping place,

Away lipm intersections.

Away from hill crests.

'Off the roadway.

f

TSG II-P9
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IIP-2D

MAKING A TRAFFIC STOP

The procedures presented,in this module are those for making a

lutOe traffic stop. Procedures for stopping hazardous violators

should be made according to departmental policy.

A. Avoid 'sopping motorists on high-speed highways, unless both

vehicles can be entirely removed from the roadway.

Position the EV to the rear of the violator's vehicle, in the

'same lane of traffic.

Shorten the gap between the EV and violator and signal the

motorist to stop.

'Siren should be used only as a last'resort7-motorists will

often become confused and/or hit the brakes.

'Instead horn, hand signal, headlights, emergency lights

and/or P stem.

D. Choose the location for the stop. Be sure contact with the

Niolator is made far enough in advance for him to reach it.

E, Once ascertaining that the motorist is aware and intends to

stop, signal for right turn, and assist violator in moving

over ,lane by lane,

'PUll completely off the road; park approximately six feet to

the rear and three feet to theleft of the violator's vehicle.

1EV operator should be far enough back to read violator's

license plate.

'Operator should notify dispatcher before leavi$g vehicle.

TSG II-P-10
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENTI PRE TATION GUIDE!. ES NOTES

-ExPlaiA to the trainees how th,isparkiri'g*i4O will afford
,H the officer protection.

,If the EV Overshoots
t..e, Violator's lehi,cle,

Occa-sional,li, due to tgaffic &ndi4ior'q
,- !, aneuvering,

1 t

the TV ope,petor will 4' forced* to ..pul' in: ,

a',Ariolator)
,,,, ,

4 t. 1 :
'

J.
' A. Orice officer shouli.,,NEVER ?ppio4 a ,,suspicious or danger-

ous pers'an, from the front. '' \ ',' `'

If this occurs. t ofettevShould
, ,

,
,

Signal tie motorist tO;psull'his vehi(le in front of the
EV,, if t all `possible,y

, ,

OkAt

EV's ould;'be kept unning-until violator's vehicle
is parked with i,gnition off.

s

If there; is-not' suffilient room for the 'violator to pull in
front'af the'. EV., the t fficer should motin the violator to
Meet him, at. 'the rear 9f the EV, provided that neither,ihe of-
fic the vidlator,will compromise their safety by doing so.

TSG II

TSG II-P-11
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OPERATION O 'F LAW ENFORCEMENT. EHIC4S

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

if conditions seen at all unusual or suspicious, gperator

should radio for a back-up unit ipediately!

11
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INSTRUCTIONAL CON-47ESENTATION GUIDELINES'"re
EMERGENCY:ESCORT .OF ANOTHERIVEH'ICLE

..wEpergency escort represents a'dangerouS situation Some of
the feasons. aTe:

1. The 5 operator does not know
';he,other,vehicle's handling

characteristics or what the other driver's,
capabilities

are, .

pe

In general; when traveling through intersictips, the
motoring public assumes the EV is alone.
1

+For this reason, when providing escort EV operators
should come to,a complete stop at all red lights and
stop signals, whether or not emergency signaling equip
ment is an use,

.An EV,operator should not escort another 1(ehic e unless it is
a life-threatening emergency, or unless Specifi.c4ly instruct-
ed to do SQ by a superior.

There are several good altru,ativ to providing escort.

$1f2 perSon in the -other' vehicle is critically injured, and
the driver is not .fit (menfally

or physically) to-operate
the vehicle, call the djspatcher and request an ambulance or
rescue uhiit,

.
. .i'v

IY
,. .,:

1,-
-If the fOfOm4nY

point conflicts with departme ta1,0r local
policy' .do.onot*eseiit,it,.

' 4'

f
!elf the injurea'personds

net too serioUsly injured to b
moved,,, ansfer, the erson, to the,police vehicle.

t
A A'..,' \ boi,

NOTES

TSG II-P-12
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How to Escort

If, based on the guidelin

.

pJlisted on the previous page, the EV

operator determines, the fest course of action is to provide es-

cort, these procedures should be followed:

A. Establish a procedure with the other driver.

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

II-P-24

/How closely to follow.

lipproximate speed.,

/What route to follow.

B,.

01

The EV should, lead' the other vehicle.

4

4

'This, will enable the EV operator to control the speed.

4 4

/This will ensure that the other vehicle stops for red tights
.

and stop signati.
, ,

.., .11' ..,4

'g
.

. !

C. Ute emergency signoliq equipment as required by state ci
11E61 law.

mphasize the following:

If the other vehicle )1

EV is prOiding escort

ly, or 'civilly little.

D. NEVER travel the wrong wad don a on street\dr in oppos=

ing lanes of traffic with another'vehicle4ollowing.

Avoid traveling atispOS in excessehe

.J

vedin,a;Cvllision while

EV ,operator can be held c

CT ta driver of the oter,vehicle islObably not a "i4,ofes-

,sconal" driver; also, he is probaqiiild0 a lot of s't'ress,

TSG II-P-12
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Radio ahead to the destination so they will be prepared for
arriyal,

elf impossible or imracticaltfcontact the dispatcher and
;request that he telephone.

:ro't s'

NOTES

TSG II-P-13

fy

* * END OF MODULE 2 *
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OPERATION OrLAW tIFORCEITT VEHICLES `II-P-16

Review. Exercises

['here are several items of identify
whenever a suspece!or 'violator is s

- License 4plate number.

a 'tlitt'i,i)a9 Attaagmitted to the dispatcher
List,. t.three of those items below.

Lai 1 1,4,

Maks, po4,144 yeari an4.0plor of vehiSqle.

- Other Identilling Characteristics (el., dents).

..-Number of paesengers.

- Description of violator.

Write a brief,description of the following conditions:

runnel vision: Limited peripheral vision, objects on the side of the road may appear,

as 'blurs.

Webnalin kick: .General excitement and feeling of urgency. Expansion of'the'time-
,

. . .

speed dense. Overconfidence.

4. * ,

,

ieveral of the offenders in the list below are considered hazardous v'olators;,circle the

411

Letter in front. of those that would be considered hazardous violator '1

1., A drOrer who has gone th stop sign, without coming to a fu stop.

A Oliver going 60 mph a 45 mph zone.
a



A driver who is operating thi vehicle in a,reCkless manner.

d. A driver whose vehicle has a iwrned.-4ut,headlight.

e. A violatdr who has just pulled out, f a parkinrspace beside a fire hydrant.

4

t,
4. There are many reasons why a puruit might be ab440ong. List two (4 them belo0;

..,,

.
,

. i., i';, ,-

-If an officer is nervous, rightened or 'shai

-If an officer sus ects the vehicle has a mat

-If' traffic cOditions'are such that t blic is great.

-If thp actions of the violator are being p hazardous bg the act ofTursuit.

5. Below are Several statements about pursuit
Circle the letter in front of those

statements that are correct.

a.. If traffic is light, you do not need t 'use the siren during pursuit.

b. When pursuing a vioiator, ybu-shou4 follow hi,t closely to avoid having ITim escape,

About 50 percent of all pursuits end in a collisdoh.

d. The single greatest risk in pursuit driVing is the unpredictible\behavior
motorists.

t other

A pursuing officer should not travel in opposing lanes of traffic at.hig speed.

A' law 'enforcement ,officer who is pursuing a dangerous, known should always
pursue until the v blator is apprehended.

,Y4 should not join,a pursuit that'already has two'dY more pursuing vehicles.

a 4
51 POI,
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,

6. 'The lettered vehic'es below represent possible parking pos'itions for making a traffic

stop. , Circle OleAettet that,represents the'Vehicle:that is parked in the 'correct

(safest) position;

7, If emergency escort, brief
i

gency escort,of another vehicle s permitted in your :
., ,.

,

description of the conditions under which it is permitted. Heston is ndt permitted,
write nothing.

, .

I
111

.1

a
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OPERATION F LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLES II-P-29

8. For each of the/situations listed below, indicate whether or, not it would be appropriate

to provide esco t, and explain your answer,

a. You have jest pulled over a car that has run through a red light. The driver,

a woman, etxplains that she must get to the hospital quickly because her young

son, who s in the back seat, has apparently broken his wrist.

-Escort/should not be provided in this, situation, A possible broken wrist is

4ot liikely to be a life-threatening situation. It would be safer for all con-

cerned if the (nd his mother,were transported to the hospital in the blice

vehicle if local 'or departmental policy permits. If local policy forbids trans-

/

'fbrtng injured persons in the police vehicle, the officer should contact the

dispatcher and request an ambulance.

b. °You ) iave just stopped to check a vehicle that was pulled off the expressway. The

d0r, an elterly man, explains his wife seems to have had a heart attack, she is.

unconscious.

-It
I

word be appropriate to provide escort in this situation since the woman is

elderly and unconscious, and may have had a heart attack, this is more than
1

likely a life-threatening emergency. It would not be wise to move the woman to

. the, p

57

ce vehrcle.
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Description of Unit

This unit cov rs the areas of
emergency vehicle operation that are especially relevantto operators f ambulances or rescue Vehicles.

Module 1 91 Minutes

1 1NTRODU TION, Brief overview of unit content.

ROUTE ANNING., Expansion of material covered in Unit C (Selecting Routes).

3. INSPEC jION AND, MAINTENANCE. Emphasis on inspection and maintenance of medical andlife-s pport equipment, A checklist is provided.

OPERAS ON tiF THE AMBULANCE. Driving to the victim. Covers techniques and proceduresfor diving to a victim, from the dispatcher's call to arrival.

S. th Scene, Covers special parking considerations and directing traffic. Does NOTinc 'e any medical information.

6. Driv g With a Patient Aboard.
,Describes the rationale and procedures for providingsafe efficient transport.

Review FIKercises iO Minutes

Written

explanat

review questions on the material presented
in this unit.

Time estima ,te allows forion and discussion after the trainees have completed the exercises.

Sy 5 S2 AMB



OPERATION OF AMBULANCES
UNIT

PAGE

Trainees' Knowl4dge Objectives

Module 1

By the end of this module, the trainees:

,l. Given a list of statements relating to riving to a 'victim, will be able to identify

.those that are correct.

2. Will be able to list two reasons why it is not advisable to drive in the emergency mode

with a patient aboard,
4

Will be able to name two medical conditions that indicate especially smooth, low-speed

transport is required.

4. Will be able to name two conditions that indicate emergency mode transport is required.

5s3
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OPERATION OF AMBULANCES
II-A-3

Module 1

Instructor Preparation Activities

'I. .Read over the entire module and b6repared to present a lecture on those materials.
)

2. Preparation for II-A-6, If possible, obtain the medical supplies and lite-support
equipment checklist that the trainees will be using on the job, Make enough copies.for all trainees, and substitute it for the checklist that appears on page II7A-7.

Preparation for II-A-8. Compare the information
presented in point C with the stat'utes in your state, Present any additional

information found in the statutes to theclass at this time.

4, Preparation for II-A-9, If possible, find out the specific dimensions of the vehictesthe trainees will be operating on the job,

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk,

Materials: Enough copies of medical supplies and lifee:support equipment checklists for alltrainees.

Additional Resource Documents: Bibliography and reference nos,: 2, 40, 46.

AMB
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

INTRODUCTION

A. An ambulance operator's primary responsibility is the safe

transport of the sick and iijured. Safe means:

1. Not risking an accident,

2. Smooth driving:

a. Driving that will not stress or traumatize the pa-

tient.

b. Driving in a manner that will permit the crew to

provide medical care to the patient.

B. NO medical emergency, however severe, justifies driving in a

manner that risks loss of control of the vehicle or that re-

lies on the operators of other vehicles or pedestrians to

reactjideally.

C. the topics that will be covered in the remainder of this unit

1. Route planning.

2, Inspection and maintenance.

3. Operation of the ambulance.

a. 'Driving to the victim.

b. Responsibilities at the,scene.

c. Driving with a patient aboard.

NOTES

* * * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *

TSG
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OPERATION OF AMBULANCES UNIT
PAGE

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

PLANNING

r ambulances operatilig from a fixed base, particularly
portant to,plan in.aavance .the Arious routes:the"ambillance
'likely'tp travel. Advance plahning'uually takes the form
a "Routing Plan."

Divide the area into sections.

Be based on test runs over elected routes at various
times.of day and night.

3Test runs should be made in A passenger car (if possible).
If an ambulance Is used, NEVER use emergency signaling
equipment; it:is ILLEGAL.

PinpOint times of heavy traffic congestion.

Locate less congested, alternate routes.

Be updaier regular intervals.

Reroutins, are sometimes necessary due to construction,
detours, etc.

vers should always 4form the dispatcher of any new con-
ions about the area 09.K., detours). This information can
o be put in a trip report.

5 'S9
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INSTRUCTK*L CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

ENANEINSPECTION MAINT

A4 The vehicle inspect 411 anCpaintenance activities presented'

'initart 1 of the c urs6ahly directly A ambulances. ),

Additionally', the driyo at'tendant,should inspect the

Itehicle's medical supblieS, and life-supportaquipme daily.

sChecklis.shutlf;11 be use' to ensure that equipment is

spected. s -\

/A Nft%

TSG' I1-A-4

ifyou hOve access to a medical supply and life.support equipment checklist That the trainees

will use on the job, subNikit for the of.that,appeps on the following page.

r
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Medical

Pillows

Blanks & Sheets

Portable suction apparatus

Bag-mask ventilation unit

a, Adult mask

b, Child mask

C. Infant mask

Oropharyngeal airways

a, Adult

b. Child

c. Infant

Mouth to mouth airways

a. Adult

Child

Oxygen equipment, tubing & masks

a, Adult

b, Child

c., Infant

MAO gags and tongue blades

Universal dressirs

Sterile gauze pads

EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST

OK LOW REN,ACE)

Other

Fire extinguishing equipment

Two-way radio for direct hospital

communication

Warning devices

-triangular reflectors

-battery operated flares

Telenentry equipment

ExtDication'equipment

Wrench

Screwdriver

Screwdriver Phillips

Hacksaw (carbide) blades

Pliers

Hamner

MMIM.

..7.1.1

.=,

C

Soft roller self-adhering bandages

Aluminum foil, sterile & wrapped

Adhesive tape

Burn sheets

Traction splint, limb-support slings,

ankle hitch and

traction strap

Inflatable splints

Spine boards with accessories

a. Short

b. Long

Triangular bandages

Large-size safety pins

Shears for bandages

Sterile obstetrical kit

Poison kit

Blood pressure manometer, cuff,

and stethoscope

Compartmentalized pneumatic

trousers with inflation

equipment

Fire Axe

Wrecking bar

Crowbar

Bolt cutter

Power jack & spreader tool

Shovel

Tin snip

Ti 50' manila popes

3/4" diameter

Hard hat

Safety goggles

1S' Rated chain with grab

hook & running hook

OK . IoW REPLACED

1111ffla ...

....

ReMaTkS.

Driver:

Date:
Supervisor:

Date'

5'93

I

;
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

'OPERATION OF THE AMBULANCE

Driving to the Patient

A. When an ambulance operator receives a call from the dispatcher,

he must obtain all relevant inforMation.

Especially important is the dispatcher's preliminary assess-

ment of whether or not the condition is a true emergency.

-Review the points that were taught in Unit C.

Description of emergency.

*Address (location) and other identifiers.

*Indication of priority.

The operator should drive to the scene with all due speed con-

sistent with safe arrival.

sProper use of lights and siren is essential,

*The operator must never drive so fast that vehicle control

is compromised.

Routine transports are not considered true medical emer-

gencies.

All ambulances should come to a full stop at red lights, stop

and railroad crossings, regardless of the nature of

the.emerpncy.

-Tell the trainees what the laws in this state stipulate.

Generally, the basic and emergency mode operation techniques

presented in Part I apply to ambulances. There is, however,

an additional consideration, vehicle dynamics. Ambulances

TSG 11-A-6

NOTES
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENTiPRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

are larger flan sedans (heavier, higher). Therefore, due to

vehicle dyndtics:

1, Be particularly aware of (and careful on) decreasing

radius curves.

2. Following distance should be increased.

'Larger, heavier vehicles have greater stopping distances

than sedans.

-If you know the specifics of the type of ambulance the trainees

will drive, present a comparison of the dimensions of an ambu-

lance toan ordinary sedan and a description of the effects of a

high center of gravity.

At the Scene

A. Parking Considerations.

1. Ambulance should be positioned for most convenient access

to victim or patient,

2. Ambulance should be positioned to minimize disruption to

any traffic,

Ambulance should be protected from damage.

Special care should be exercised when parking on

'Always set the parking brake.

Beware of stretchers that can roll.

TSG II-A-6

TSG II-A-7
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

4. If more than one ambulance is at the scene, they should

be parked in the head-and-taillight position` (ladder), if

possible.

-Draw a simple illustration of this technique on the chalkboard.

This technique is most effective on the highway or in

rural areas.

Directing traffic. If police have not arrived at the scene,

the operator may need to direct traffic or assign .Someone at

the scene to do so.

This can be very important for avoiding further injuries.

If it is safe to.do so, flares or reflectors should be placed

as soon as possible.

Ambulance should not leave the scene until:

1. Patient is secured.

2. 111 doors are closed and locked.

3. Crew gives an audible "okay" (indicating all are present

and prepared).

Driving With a Patient Aboard

A. A high-speed transport, with its associated sudden starts and

stops, can:

1. Frighten the patient.

2. Put a stabilized patient into shock.

TSG II-A-7

CHALKBOARD
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I

3. Disrupt ongoing medical treatment.

-Emphasize the following point:

4. Aggravate certain medical conditions sufficiently to

cause DEATH OR PERMANENT DISABILITY TO THE PATIENT.

Spinal injuries, serious fractures, and heart attacks are

examples of such injuries,

B. In almost all cases, the transport should be conducted:

1. At speeds below the legal limit.

2. With headlights on.

3. With emergency lights on.

4. With siren OFF:

'Except in the rare case when exemptions will be exer-

cised (e.g., traveling over the legal limit),

S. Obeying all stop signals and red lights.

6. Coming to a FULL STOP at all railroad crossings.

C. There are certain medical conditions that may require "emer-

gency Mode" transport.

These "emergency mode" transports only constitute about five

to seven percent of the total.

A

TSG II-A-7

TSG II-A-8
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These conditions include:

1. Uncontrlled hemmorhage.

Such as internal lifeeding in chest or abdomen.

2. UncOntrolled cardiovascular or respiratory impairment.

Such as congestive heart failure, wounds of the heart,
, or progressive pulmonary edema.

Complicated impending childbirth.

Any case in which operative intervention is required.

-Discuss the following:

In any of the above cases, the ambulance should proceed to

the hospital as quickly as possible, however:

Due regard for the safety of others must be exercised.

'The ambulance should still come to a full stop for red

lights, stop signals, and railroad crossings.

-Allow the trainees a few minutes to read over the article on the
,following page. When they have f' ished, conduct a brief dis-
cussion based on the article.

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES
'Vmmur.img.mwmmMi...m'id

TSG II -A -8

* * END OF MODULE 1 * *
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,

A. TRAGIC CASE OF, T00 MDQFJ SPEED*

About 4 as Indian Rocks Beach Fire 'Department
emergency medical technicians' were sent to the Frank Utnage'iesidence to

treat-a possible heart attach. Two firefighters, David Crane and Lt. Jame) Terry, were the'initial respondents to the call,
Michael Signorelli, an

A
off-duty-fiiefighter, also responded 'because he-liited two blocks from the Utnage residence,

The two men started cardio pulmonary resuscitation
on Utnageand prepared him for transport to a nearby hospital. The

ambulance arrived and Signorelli volunteered to go to the hospital with "the ambulance crew.

Leaving for the hospital at a high rate of speed, the ambulance was followed by Utnage's wife and son-in-law, Bob LaDisa.
To keep up with the ambulance, LaDisa had to maintain speeds in excess of 70 mph. Traveling at this speed, LiDisa fell behind.

About 4:30 am Drs. Robert and Janet Pettyjohn were awakened by the sound of a crash in their front yard--the ambulance

had failed to take a' curve (posted 35 mph limit) and had wrapped around the tree in front of the Pettyjohn residence, The
Pettyjohns ran out to the macabre scene, just atBob LaDisa and Ors, Utnage pulled up, Mrs. Pettyjohn kept Mrs. Utnage from
the scene, She was later taken to University Geheral Hospital and treated for shock.

Five people died: The ambulance driver, Charles Rozmar, 28, married and tht father of two, children; ambulance attendant

Robert Lovett, 25, married and father of three chiliren; Candy DeMarco 20, an EXT,trainee, married and mother of onrchild
(investigators were not sure why she was with the ambulance); firefighr Michael tignorelli,

23;lindlrank Utnage, 64, the
heart attack victim. 1

The impact of the HUI Ambulance Service vehicle, leaving
Indian Rocks Road and sliding into the tree; tore the vehicle

'apart, The fiberglass top was torn off the 1913 Chevrolet van, the driver's side and floor were buckled and the equipment
scattered down the road. Police estimated the speed of the ambulance at the time of 'impact was SS, mph,

People were scattered all over Petty john's yard. Dr. Pettyjohn, chief of emergency medicine at the hospital since 1973,

said the accident was the worst he had ever seen. The doctor said everyone except Mrs, DeMarco appeared to have been killede',
on impact. The girl, had a faint pulse, but by the time she was removed from the vehicle she was dead.'

'Director of the Division of Environmental Control of the
Pinellas County Health Department, George McCall, said ambu- 1

lances should not exceed posted speed limits. "There is never any reason for an ambulance to drive faster than speed limits
allow,. There is little to be gained and much to be lost in that kind of performance and this is a perfect example,

"There is no excuse at all for that kind of driving.
Whatever the (medical) problem was, it wasn't good enough reason

to be driving like that. Instead of one alive at the hospital, there are five dead."

There are no Largo city ordinances or Florida state statutes governing the speed of emergency vehicles. It would be

difficult,to nationalize emergency vehicle speed limits. What is needed is an emergency vehicle driving course to instruct

drivers in safe driving and handling of the vehicles in various situations. This should reduce the number of emergency ve-

hicles involved in accidents.

*Emergency Product News, 1976, 8 (4, 38.)

605 606
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Revieo Exercises

1. Below are several statements relating to the operation of an ambulance. Circle the
letter in front of those statements that are correct,

® Advance route planning can save time in an emergency.

b. You should use a checklist to inspect the vehicle's
medical supplies and

life-support equipment once a week, e

(C.) Routine transports are not considered medical emergencies.

(1) Ambulances generally require longer stopping distances than ordinary passenger
cars.

e. You should not leave the scene until a patient is stabilized.

2. List two reasons why it is not advisable to drive in the emergency mode with a patient
aboard.

-It can frighten the patient.

-It can put a stabilized patient into shock.

-It can disr.Opt on-going medical treatment.

-It can aggillate certain medical conditions sufficiently to cause death or permanent

disability.

AMB
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3 Name two conditions that indicate especially smooth, low-speed transport is desirable.

'Spinal injuries..

-Serious fractures.,

-Heart attacks.

4, Name two conditions that indicate emergency mode transport is required.

-Uncontrolled hemmorha e

- Uncontrolled cardiovascular
or respiratory impairment,

- Complicated impending
childbirth.

t
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Description of Unit

This unit covers the aspects of
emergency vehicle operation that are relevant to members

of the fire service.

Module 1

1. INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE. A detailed listing of the items that should be checked on adaily basis.

2, Periodic Maintenance. A detailed listing of the most important items to be checked peri-odically.

Module 2

1. SELECTING ROUTES, Presentation of the critical factors to consider when planning or se-
lecting routes.

2. OPERATING SYSTEMS. Power Train. Description of the different
types of components in this

system; explanation of the way the components work.

3, Braking System. Description of the two most common braking systems in use, and explanationof the way they woTk.

4. Mission-Related Systems. This section provides a place for the instructor to present in-formation on the mission-related systems most relevant to the trainees.

S. SPECIAL OPERATI CONSIDERATIONS. Vehicle Dynamics. Brief overview of the most critical
effects of vehic e dynamics.

Size and Weight. Size and weight considerations that operators of fire apparatus
should know.

FIRE
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Description of Unit (Continued)

Rules About Speed. Explanation ofttte two basic rules that underlie safe operation of

fire apparatuS.

Module 3

BASIC CONTROL TASKS. Introduction to the basic control tasks, including some basic

safety information.

2. Steering. Hints for learning to use steering as a tool.

3. Braking. Procedures for safe, effective braking.

4. Shifting. Explanation of what functions shifting accomplishes, as well as a statemep,
o o s and don'ts."

5. Backing. Procedures to help minimize backing accidents.

6. Parking. Special considerations (including/pfiorities) for parking large fire apparatus.

7. Negotiating Intersections. Presentation of information especially critical for negotiat-

ing intersections safely in fire apparatus.

FIRE
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Module 1

Trainees' Knowledte Objectives

By the end of this module, the trainees:

1. Will be able to demonstrate,
,on adarge,fire apparatus, the daily inspection procedure.

2. Will be able to identify on a -large fire apparatus, certain inspection items that do not
meet manufacturers recommended ispecifications.

Module 2

By the end of,this module, the trainees,

1. Will be able to state twoIUtdelines which should be .followed when more than i-$ne vehicle
is dispatched from the same. station,

2. Will be able to name the two basicategnrieS of,engines found on large fire apparatus.

3. Will'be able to name the two types'of transmissions
found on large fire apparatus..

4. Will be able to state the primary difference between Synchromesh and nonsynchromesh trans-missions.

S. Will be able to state the'nofmal,opettag
Pressure for air brakes.

Will be able to state th,e norMal hydrOvc gauge reading.

7. Will be able to state the 'two. basic rules which .Telate to safe speeds for fire apparatus.

(
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Trainees' Knowledge Objectives1Continued)
-!11

Module 3

By the end if this module, the tiairiees:

1, Given several statements rel ting to braking techniques, will be able to identify those

that are correct,

2, Given a listing of several different types of emergency vehicles, will be able to rank

,them according to the priorities at a working fire,

3, Will be able to list three tic

collisions,

piques that can minimize the possibility of intersection
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Instructor Preparation Activities

Please Note: The unit has been designed to allow the instructor to expand upon and
customize the materials, Visual aids such as schematics of the moving
parts of the apparatus will facilitate trainees' understanding of this
material, Also, it is a good idea for the instructor to obtain as much
information as possible about the specific vehicle's the trainees will
drive on the job, and any local policies that may, be relevant to the
operation of fire apparatus in a particul locale.

Module 1

1. Read over the entire module sand be prepared to present a lecture'on those materials. Asyou read, remain alert for topics that need expansion based on local policies. Note such
topics and obtail the relevant information so that you can present it in class.

2. Preparation for II-F-7. Obtain copies of the inspection checklists that the trainees
will use on the job.

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk.

Materials: Enough copies of inspection cheCklist for all trainees.

Module 2

1. Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials,

2. If you can obtain copies of the "owner's manual" for the trainees to examine, it woube very helpful.

Pe

A
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Instructor Pre arati n Activities (Continued)

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk.

Materials: None

Module 3

1. Read over the entire module and be prepared to present a lecture on those materials.

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk.

Materials: None

Review Exercises

You will notice that the review exercises do not contain any questions that test the material

presented in Module 1. If you wish to "test" the trainees on this material, you can do so by

using the inspection checklists you obtained, Use Trainees' Knowledge Objectives numbers 1

and 2 under Module 1 to test this information,

Additional Resource Documents:

Bibliography and reference nos, : 12, 47, 51,
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II-F-7

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

Regular inspection of fire apparatus' is necessary because the
vehicles tend to be complex, Also, fire apparatus carry mission-
related equipment which is constantly used and supplies which are
continually depleted. In many communities, fire apparatus opera-
tors are expected to participate in both daily and periodic main-
tenance. A recommended daily routine includes the following:

-Tell the trainees about any differences between these procedures
and the local routines,

A. Underhood, Check:

1. Engine oil within manufacturer's recommendations

2. Coolant level within manufacturer's recommendations.

B. External, Check:

1. Water tank level, dry chelical, Ugh-, water, rapid water,
wet water levels.

2. All glass.

3. Compartments:

a. items inside properly scured.

b. Doors securely lahed.

4. Hose load properly secured and aerial, snorkel, telescopic
boom latched in bed.

S. Tires and wheels:

* * * BEGIN MODULE 1 * * *

TSG II-F-3
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

a. Tire's up (thump test) .

b. Tires undamaged,

c. wheel lugs show no signs of slippage.

1ho

6. All externally mounted equipment sem,

7. Primer tank level.

8. All pump control and aerial control in proper position.

C. Undercarriage. Check for:

1. Excess oil, watet, and hydraulic fluid leaks.

2. Apparatus attitude (not leaning excessively, etc..).

3. No obvious loose or dangling parts.

In cab with motor off. Check that:

1. Engine shutdown systems operate properly.

2. Master switches operate properly.

3. Seat is adjusted to assigned driver.

4. Mirrors are properly adjusted for assigned driver,

S. Proper clutch free play.

In cab with motoPPrunning. Check that:

1. Instruments show proper readings (per manufacturer).

NOTES

TSG - II-F-3-

TSG II-F-4.
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2. All lights work,

3. Wipers work.

4. Brake warning system works.

S. 'Engine turns over at usual speed during start.

6. All switches in proper position,

7. Engine develops proper vacuum or air pressure fot brakes.

-If you have a local inspection checklist
which Covers.the major

items listed above, distribute it now and tliscusithe process,for
making the checks.,

Periodic Maintenance

..
c.

Periodic maintenance 4anfoften,be bestkearrie4 out 'by .,ille'.splems-

iapproach. Many of, the mcistimportantcare tkirCk,ate.as
4, .. \0 i Ifollows: 1

/ l ,

..v.F.,

; i ,

,..t-Describe local polid, o yhp ljerfopps whichc ecks;' If-.

A.availablei pass c les. of manOifac
Tees/speci4carion,foT

maintenance, pekt!temt;Ilowpi: 40,d0 ..1

i
.,.

,i. il,, I- ...'
it, , , !) , ,,,'---;;''

Q.

A. Obwer trainins.peCtionsipust jiltlu e a .underWriage .lispec-
tion forleakS' 1Whos, less. lki. pow r:train illould,,Occa-,-.,

sionally be deegasid to assist c eiki fol teaks and cr cks,..

i ,. , .

&
o
ii'

1. Ingine,- chemourtts.

TSG II-F-4

TSG II-F-5

s.

as

a. Lubri,c'tionsxstem.

1 oilrters permanufactu,
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'2) Check for oil contamination.

3) Check for gasket leaks.

40 Analyze oil if necessary.

b. Cooling system.

1) Check level of coolant.

2) Check coolant forontamination.

3) Check radiator for external blockage (bugs, etc.)

4-.1v

4) Check operation of shutters.

5) Check hoses of water pump.

6) Check belts to manufacturer's recommended

tightness,

c. Fuel system.

1) Check for leaks (lines, pump, etc.).

2) Check filters, drain water and change filters per

manufacturer's recommendations.

3) Accelerator and choke cables free.

4) ,Diesel shutdown and emergency shutdown working

kproperly,

d. Electrical system.

1) Check batte,ry terminals for cleanliness and tight-

ness.

TS() II-F-S
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2) Check hold downs:

3) Check level; and specific gravity of battery water.

4) Charge as Tequired.

Connections and all wiring clean and tight.

6) Belts tight per manufacturer's specifications.

e. Air system.

1) Air intake unrestricted,

2) Service air cleaner and filter per manufacturer's

specifications.

f. Exhaust system.

1) All connections tight.

2) No obvious leaks or holes.

2. Clutch and manual transmission.

a. Proper free play in the pedal per manufacturer's

specifications.

b. Clutch operates smoothly, with no slippage.

c. Transmission oil clean and at the proper level per

manufacturer's specifications.

d. Transmission case shows no leaks,

e. Transmission not excessively nois

TSG II-F-6
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f. Transmission shifts smoothly and stays in gear,

g. Breather clean, if so equipped.

3. Automatic transmission.

a. Stays within manufacturer's specified operating

)temperature range.

b. Develops proper pressure and shifts smoothly.

c, Fluid checked, following manufaCturer's recommended

procedure.

d, Fluid changed at proper intervals.

e. Breather clear if so equipped.

Driveshafts.

a, No excessive slop (gear lash).

b, U-joints properly lubricated.

c, Hanger bearings properly lubricated.

d. Nb signs of twisting or bending.

Differential,

a. Proper fluid level (change per manufacturer's

specification).

b. No obvious leaks, especially at seals,

c. Axle bolts tight and to manufacturer's specifications.

TSG II-F-7

TSG II-F-8
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

d. Differential in proper alignment to chassis,

6, Chassis and'suspension.

a. Proper lubricatid.

b. No cracks in frame.

c. No bends or apparent misalignment,

d. Axles properly secured to suspension.

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

e. Springs and suspension properly secured to, frame,

f. No cracked leaVes in springs.

g. tl-bolp tight and properly, aligned.

h. body and cab bolts tight with ,no signs of chafing,

i. Front-end alignment checked.

j, Shocks properl/ attached.

7, Tires and wheels.

a. Tire inflation per manufacturer's recommendations,

b. Cast spoke lugs checked for tightness and slippage or
excessive wobble.

c. Budd-type wheels checked for lug tightness and cracks.

d. Tires inspected for cuts, tread depth, and sidewall
damage.

TSG II-F-8

TSG 11-F-9
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

8, Steering.

a,k Steering free play per manufacturer's limits,

b. Inspect linkages and tie rods for acceptable amount

of play.

c. Power steering--proper fluid level,

9. Brakes (air and hydrovac,

a, Brakes properly adj*t0 per manufacturer's specifica-

tions. (A rule oflhumb for air brakes--take less

than 10 p,s,i, for full application,)

b. Ail air lines or hydraulic lines tight.

c. Hydrault fluid at correct level,

d. Vacuum connections tight.

e. Air system bled of water as required.

f. Air compressor develops proper pressure (governor

operating properly).

g. Slack adjusters properly lubricated.

h. Maxi or spring brakes properly adjusted.

i. Correct lining and sufficient lining.

Parking brake controls operating properly,

k. Air or vacuum gauge twrking properly.

TSG II-F-9

TSG
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1. Low air warning signal working.

m, Computer (121) brakes working properly.

10. Brakes (drivelin.e).

' a. Properly adjusted.

h. Sufficie4t linini

c. Linkage properly lubricated.

11. Pump.

a. Check pump activation system.

1) Pump disengages easily.

2) Pump engages smoothly.

3) Pump noisy when engaged.

4) Pump throttle working properly.

b. Check pump transmission oil leVel and for contami-

nation.

c. Check priming system foOroper operation.

d.. All valves operate smoothly.

12. Aerial ladder/aerialscope/articulating boom.

a. P.T,O,

1) Engages/disengages,,easily.

TSG II-F-10

TSG II -F it
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUI

2) Develops.ptopervessure.

b. Automatic throttlroOrat

1.4

c, All U-joints properly lubricated."

d. Hydraulic fluid at proper level:

e. All controls functioning properly.

If. Locks for bed of aerial/boom working properly,

Stabilizers and outriggers working properly.

13. Miscellaneous equipment.

a, Rescue squad winch P.T.O. works prOperly,

b. Generators remote start functioning properly.

c. All power tools working properly.

f.

TSG 11-F-12
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

SELECTING ROUTES

The operator of fire apparatus needs to be especially careful in
selecting routes because of$the length and weight of the vehicle.

A. Characteristics of roadways are very significant in the selec-
tion of a route for large fire agparatus.

1. Narrow alleys are more difficult to negotiate. They must
be sufficiently wide to permit the fire apparatus to pass
through without damaging property along the sides. Nego-
tiating sharp curves of 901° turns may be impossible in
narrow alleys.

2. Support capability of the roadway is 'critical. Some small
bridges and wet dirt roads

cannot suppOrt fire apparatus.
Fire apparatus get stuck easily when dirt roads are wet
and muddy.

3. Be alert for sufficient
overhgad clearance,

sLow wires are a real hazard.

B. Access to building entries must be ,considered in the selectionof an approach route. Some fire departments perform periodic
access inspections

1. In many urban 1 cations, block inspections are regularly
conducted. Once a week, an inspection of some block in
the station's district is scheduled. By inspecting a
different square block each week, the firemen can update
their information (and maps) on roads, buildings, and
hydrants in the district. ,

'Most efficient approach.

Location of hydrants.

Points of entry (windows, doors).

* * * BEGIN MODULE 2 * * *
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OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUS

UNIT

PAGE
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II-F-18

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

Overhead or other obstructions

*Optimal parking sites, considering support capability

of the ground.

Weight limits of parking garages, elevated ramps, etc.

2. In many suburban and rural locations, a number of

buildings are selected for weekly inspections.

Buildings selected include institutions such as schools

and hospitals, as well as private homes,

Multiple-vehicle responses are common in the fire service,

and they affect the selection of routes.

1. If several vehicles are dispatched from the same station,

two guidelines apply:

a. The first vehicle out should coiletely clear the

driveway before the second vehicle pulls out.

b. Two or more vehicles traveling in the same direction

"should maintain a five-hundred-foot distance between

vehicles.

*This distance permits adequate reaction time and

stopping distance in the event one vehicle should go

out of control. In many states this distance is a

legal requirement.,

2. If several emergency vehicles are approaching the scene of

an emergency from different directions, they CAN COLLIDE

AT AN INTERSECTION,

This kind of collision accounts for a high percentage of

fire vehicle accidents.

'TSG II-F-13
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OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUS UNIT

PAGE
11-F-19

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

OPERATING SYSTEMS

Drivers must be aware of the systems that
move and control the

fire vehicle and how they operate. Understanding how the systemswork and their interactions is necessary for efficient operation,
routine maintenance, and troubleshooting.

Power train.

Braking system,

ii

ission-related suppression or support equipment (i,e,, fire
pump, aerial/snorkel P.T.O. pump),

Power Train

A, The power train consists of the engine, transmissions, drive-
shaft, and differential. The engine provides the motive
(turning) power and has subsystems

which perform other func-
tions,

*Cooling.

Lubrication.

Fueling.

'Ignition.

Carbueration.

9Many different engines are in use today, but all fit in two
basic categories:

-Ask the trainees if they know the catagory of engine i their 4
apparatus.

41.11
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OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUS UNIT

PAGE

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION.GUIDELINES NOTES

1, Gasoline- air /fuel mix ignited by a spark electrically

produced.

2. Diesel--air compressed to provide heat; fuel injected;

auto ignition. Diesels are further distinguished by power

output:

a. The regular diesel has limited operating range in A-
parison with gas engines; power climbs to a peak and

then drops.

b. The high-torque/constant-torque diesel has a wide

operating range with power almost constant throughout

the range..

The transmission modifies the power that the engine produces,

't accomplish various tasks such as higher g'peed, better pull-

ower,

There are two types of transmissions in comil use by the

fire service.

'Manual, which is shifted by the operator.

'Automatic, which is usually allowed to shift automat-

ically but can be shifted manually,

2, Manual transmissions can be disconnected from the engine

by the clutch. The clutch is comprised of discs which are

lined with a highLfriction material,.

3, Manual transmissions are either synchromesh or non-

synchromesh. Synchromesh transmissions can be shifted

without double-clutching and nonsynchromesh transmissions

require double-clutching be make engine speed nd gear

speed match.

{SG II-F-15
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UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

I
-Describe double-clutotinv. flehtion tharmany nonsynchromesh

transmissions are stiWaraundan4 are being purchased.

aOhe'mosf4ommon .manual gran missions for fire service

\use are'14falid fivepeeds,

I ,

Automatics' most

five, and six speeds;-

X4

-Schioatic of total driveline sOul-d*sho

are two, four

D. The differential traofers ,*.1001tOkthe driveshaft,:and
the rear, axles and then, i1,1*0 the rear wheels. Some,

departments utilize a twil-Si00,4AeTe4tial to make, better

use of availabirengint power

B k
I 0

two ciafferentbrakiDg syste

,and hydrovic% Both,Sys(emoper,.

4:ing-fOrcety, asi4i4

,Ajr, brake's

)49dern apparatus: air

il:::theqrinciplie of multiply-

.1drce over a la e piston-

r,pess*,ure:64velcipedty a compressor driven
by t .phic e..i.s;motOt',.and:*rePin ait'rtanksor reservdrs,

` t For 4int,;'4r/brake-equ40(aliparatusl utilizes one Or bpth..

of two meth04:

A diiNel,inelOie. (a*al disc or drum attached to. drive-

`shaft: activated bOeyer'and cables).

'A sprirtg activated brake atop the service brake chamber

Which ibtoiatically applies brakes when air pressupp, drops

obelow Oreset pressure,
4

Cormal, operating range is 60r120 p. s.

6 9

-F-16

.0
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PAGE
II-F-22

-1

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTESI

B. qdrovac ft'brakes utiliz a 'vacuum from the engine. Sinceb

diesel engines do not oduce a vacuum as the gas engine does,

hydrovacs are found only on gasoline drigen vehicles. Most

hydrovac- equipped vehiclts utilize driveline brakes or a lock-

type device 'which is applipd by moving a lever altstepping
an the brake.

Mi sion-Ptlated Systems
J.

Missid,Itlated systems include the fire pump (either power take
off [P.T.O.] or transmission driven) and the hydraulic system
{also P.T.O.) which powets most aerial apparatus.

A. The operator must be familiar with the procedure for engaging

any and all such equipment.

B. The operator must be totally familiar with the safe operation

of pumps and aerial equipment to efficiently utilize any fire
vehicle°.

-Present a general over-view of mission-relate ystems for the

fire service vehicle(s) which will be used t ie trainees.

TSG
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OPERAT FIRE APPgRATUS

INSTR NT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

SPECIAL OPERATING

Vehicle Dynamics

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

II-F-23

ERATIONS TSG

Vehicle,Aynamics are an important consideration for the operators
()Hill apparatus. A high cyter of gravity exaggerates sde-to-
side weight problems.

Reiember you drove a two-ton car to the station. Your

pumper may weigh in at lO-l5 tons,sodon't expe' it to
handle like the family buggy.

Winding roads, sharp curves, soft shoulders, crowned roads and

improperly banked roads can cause the fire apparatus to roll

over as a result of weight shift.

A half-full water tank can cause ft pparatus to skid out of
control, as weight shift exceedt.,the ability of the tires to

hold the road during a cornering maleuver. Policy usually ,re-

quires that the pumper t'ravei.either completely full or com-
pletely empty. Baffles can 'make this problem much less se-
rious.

'Virtually all new pumpers have baffles as standard equip-'
e.ment.

:Explain the purposeof lefles,"

A
egis local,policy regarding water load requirementsf.p4,ttputniers.
v .

§ILL1111114/04 h I
f

A4The length'af the apparatus makes it harder to drive,1

rn

FIRE
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TITLE
OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUS UNIT

PAGE
1112F-24

INSTR AL CONTENT/PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

1, A larger gap in cross traffic xs required for fire appara-
tus to 00ss an intersection.

A lar gap in traffic is required Alen fire apparatus is

entering an expressway from a' ramp.

3. A number of lIkes in both directions muisi be used to ma-

neuver, fire apparatus through a U-tyrn.

- Mention how T/T turns are sometimes necessar

#
4. Sufficient clearipce is required forward and to the back,

of the apparatusiihen Oiling at curbside.

, Corners must be taken wider to allow for apparatus' ,th

B. The weight of the apparatus can cause'unexpected ftoblems.

. $ .4:- .,
1. The weight of the apparatus produces greet momentum' than

4ght teeip.ected, Slowing and -stoppintffinAbe 1,egun

well advance of the stopping point. lorgettingAis
fact can, b4 espeCially hazardous at interseCtionsThe

' only defense agaiOt thsliazard is:

a. Scan we ahead of the vehicle,
Alre

b. Trate eedS Ail allow control, he vehicle.

,

c. %%ink stop 411 in advance of the intended stop;

Thrg Olittv
k)

2. The power-to-weight ratio of the apparatus generally makes

the apparatus hard to accelerate ,from a stop and har to
accelera4 to perforfp. ccident avoidance maneuver.,

Also point ou0hat vehicles 4 heloverpowereq and that causes
problems as well.

1 ,c ., 0

TSG 117F-18
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UNIT

PAGE
11-f-25

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /,PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

3, The weight support capability of the roadway must be
accounted for by the fire apparatus operator,

Some bridges have a tonnage limit less than the weight of
the apptiratus.

*Some parking garages cannot sport the weight of the
apparatus,

salis true Of undermined sidewalks.

SApparatus operators can __learn the support capabilities of
structures in the district during access insp ons,

Rules About Speed

Because of the unique charactkistics of fire apparatus, two rules
dictate the speed at which it'is'safe fo'r fire apparatus to travel.

A, FIRE APPARATUS SHOULD NOT EXCEED POST M'E.E1) LIMITS, While
this may seem extreme, it should be tp1ne4eTed that a heavl
fire af)pratus can easily go out of control. Its lights and

will help clear a path through traffic.

TSG 11-F-19

B. FIRE APPARATUS SHOULD NOT EXCEED CAUTIONARY SPEEDS,: CautIOnary
limits are displayed asswarnings on expressway ramps and at
sharp curves. It is often diffiCult to control upassenger
car at any speed above that posted'. Since fire apparatus are
far more difficult

to control, they should never be 40v,en
above cautionary speed's, Speed should be" reduced to eaution-
ary limits by braking and gearing down.

6v,2

TSG 2 11-F-20
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

II-F-26

BASIC CONTROL TASKS

A. Since the operator spends mOretiate, behind theWhe4af his

car than behind the wheel ow A4nginal,(0
4, 11!110.,...'t0-

stantly re rind himself of t. formciA$i Oen. .s.

.. , 1 i,. . 01'

1, . t.,

The operator must also develop if awareness of the safety of

the crew n board.

7.7 .

They are-oftep* readily yi ible to him.

majgosofety points on the chalkboard.

1. Standard startout procedures should be established' if

none exist, i.e., standard signals from the tailboard crew

which indicate stop, go,, and okay to back up.

2. Crew should ride in the cab or in enclosed areas wherever

peSsible.

3. Turnout gear should be on andseatielts used,

Pay attention to station door activation system. Is the

door fully open? Will timer cause it to close on you on

the way out?

,Safe, smooth responses demand'coordination of steering, brak-

ing,Iiifting, And the perception:of haiai.ds, tempered with

.gooil forking knowledge of the vehiCle's dynamics.

Steerini

r
. ,:alik

A. The operator.should.bellilfoughly faRiliar with the steering

40feel" of ehh vehitle he is assigned to d'tivet No twOrve-

hicles have the- sae "feel," the operator should get to know-

it to prevent problems before they occur,,,.,

* * * ,BEGIN MODULE 3 * *

TSG II-F-2l
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AT1N OF F

RUCTIONAL CON
SENTATION GUIDELINES

To eliminate unnecessary:A4n,
avoid turning power-assisted

steering whell the sehiCle0
stationary,.

If the vOicle has air assisted
stgering, constant maneuvering

ma.reduceiair.pressure to a point where spring brakes_ may
11)1Y.

L'amWav with the "track" the vehicle makes and the amounY
ot room' required for turns, etc.

Explain the vehicle "track."

L. 11. the vehicle has an d,rtreme overhang,
for must lear4the clearances.

The operator should use the 10 tV locAp
,o'clock positions

on the steering wheel for straigh

C. The o eratbr should not wrap his thumb unid. the steering'
wheel, as the spokei may catch and br

4humb.. as the wheel
spins.

H, The operator shoUld not allow his halds to cross on the wheel.
He should not "palm" power' steering,

the opera-

Explain the tenn

I. For off-read operations, the operator should 'keep a light
touch on the wheel.flf he hits an'obstacre, the wheel can.
whip.

J. To chi* curbs, steps, etc., the operator should stop before
the curb (one to two feet.away) and let the vehicle inch to:
ward, the Nib without poWer. [le should keep a',1:ight touch on
the wheel 'and aOly

power only after the wheels have gently
-touched the curb. shoUld not,"scrub" radial tires against'
the curb,

,.16

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

CHALKBOARDI.
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OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUS
T1TLE

UNIT

PAGE
Ii-,F-28

INSTRUCTIONAL CA ENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

KnoWledge of vehicle dynamics should be used to "set .up" the

vehicle for turns. Die .operator must, however, be extremely'

familiar with the,velicle.'s'i"feel" to apply these, principles.

ROTES

Braki

s

A. -Normal air operating pressure is 60-120 p.s.i. Normal hydro'

vac gauge reading is 20-25 inches mercury.

-See manufactger!s specifications. The operator shou4 know

these specifications for his vehicle.

Feel is important here also.,. be aware of the differences.

1. HydroVaCi often require extra "puimp" to stiffen them,

.2. Hard constant pressure on air brakes, often cases "aose-

dive" prior to a stop; The operator should ease off prior

to the stop to smooth, out the stop.

In normal use, the operator should not

brakes. .

'This .$,iction uses too Much air,

or fan the air.

Constant pressure on brakes causes tremendous heat build-up

and brake fade. On steep grades use brakes intermittently to

allow cooling and utilize engine compression to help slow the

vehicle.

bricking up the brakes actually reduces stopping efficiency

and shortens tire life,

The operatot should learn the procedures to follow for the ve-

hicles.he drives in the -event of air or vacuum loss.

TSG II-F-22

TSG II-F-23
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TITLE
OPERATION OF FIRE,APPARATUS

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

-explain the proper procedure for the type of system(s) to be used

by the trainees,

UNIT

PAGE

ss

II-F-29

NOTES

G. Use parking brakes' as recommended by the manufacturer. Use

secondary means if available (driveline brake, chocks, etc.).'

1-0 The operator should remember that with computerized brakes, if

the computer fails, the system _returns to normal air operation

and he must gain,control:

May trucks are equipped with "dry road/slippery road" or

!!front wheel limiting valves" for the driver's use.

-Explain what these items do.

Shifting

A. Shifting entails 'proper gear selection to-accomplish the driv-

er's objective for the power the. engine produces; i.e., speed

up, slow down, pull ahead. The transmission is the driver's

tool; hetust be able to utilize it properly.

Manual shifting do's. A good driver:

I. Knows shift patterns.'of every piece of apparatus he

drives. ,

2. Knows just where the .clutch begins to catch.

, 4 A

3. Shifts b re or 'after 'turns so as to keep both hands on

the uhee durinOurns.

4. lako'his foot off the clutch immediately after completing.

shifts.

TSG II-F-23
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

UNIT

PAGE
II-F-30

-Mention engine brakes and how they affect shifting if left on,

5, Places transmission in neutral and lets. clutch out if ve-

, hicle will be parked idling for an extended period.

-Explain about throw-out bearing wears

6. Knows that heat and shock loading are major cuases of pre-

mature driveline failure.

-'Discuss shock loading,

7. Is capable of determining when clutch needs adjustment.

ben free travel becomes excessive or clutch catched too

far out

8. Can double-clutch properly on upshifts and downshifts.

9. Knows; the speed ranges of each gear.

10. Knows how to "flare out" shifts to get load off trans-

mission to make shifting easier.

11. Chooses proper gear to get vehicle moving on different

terrain.

Dont,oversp ed engine.

12. Is aware c) special equipment on his vehicle, clutch

btake, retArder.

Manual shifting don'ts. A good driver doesn't:

I. Force transmission into gear.

2. Hold vehicle on hill with the clutch.

TSG II-F-24

TSG II, -F -25
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UNIT

TITLE
OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUS

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

3... "Fop clutch, especially on diesel.
4

4, "Ride" the clutch,

UNIT

PAGE

NOTES

411110.6.011

Even thf$lightest pressure on the pedal causes wear.

Manual shifting hints.

l, It is not necessary to upshift just because the engine is
at governed speed. If the operator is in a congested area,
he may achieve better performance by not shifting; he'll
have good engine braking as well as power to accelerate.
Remember,'the transmission is a tool,

4

DiscusS other instances where not shifting is an advantage.

2. If the transmission is hard to get out of gear on upshifts
try "flaring out" shifts. Run the engine up to desired
speed and hold it there a few seconds before attempting to
shift, This lessens the shock on the driveline components.

3. Many drivers
.experience'difficulty with synchromesh trans-

missions because they don't move the shift lever from gear
to gear fast enough.

4
4. Some departments that use bath synchromesh

nonsynchro-

i,,

mesh transmissions require drivers-to doukle clutch all
vehicles. This keeps drivers in prattidand eliminates

,,the need for knowing which vehicles have which transmis-
sins.'

-Discuss lod'al,

S. Know what the manufacturers
recommend for engine operating

range, and use the transmission
.to keep the engine within

it.

TSG II-F-25
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PAGE

NOTES

II-F-32

E. Automatic shifting do's. A good driver:,

1, Learns what manufacturer's recommendations are for auto-

matic upshifting and downshifting;

2, Learns what extra 'features transmission may have and how

to Use them properly.

Such as "detent," retarders, etc.

3. Attempts to learn how to manipulate the transmission with

the accelerator to make it work smoothly. Learns speed

ranges in each gear.

Automatic shifting don'ts. A good driver'doesn't:

1. Overheat transmission.

0perator must watch temperature gauge for transmission

oil.

2, Tiy to force downshifts at speeds 'above those 'recommended

by the manufacturer,

Backing

Because of the. size of fire apparatus, the operator's visibility

is limited when attempting to,back the vehicle. As a result,

BACKING, SHOULD BE AVOIDED whenever possible. If backing must be

performed, several techniques will improve' safety of the operation:

-Discuss standard ,warning signals.

A Signal with horn and lights to warn other emergency personnel,

motorists, and pedestrians.

676 a 0
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OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUSTITLE

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT /PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

B. M6nitor rear- and side-view mirrors.

C. Assign crew members to assist in backing.

'Direct traffic.

,

Stand off rear fenders and direct backing operation.

UNIT

PAGE
II 33

Stand off right front of vehicle and walk vehicle back,

"Parking

The procedures and techniques for parking large fire apparatus
were covered in the first part of the course and in the Backing
section of this unit, In this part of the unit, special con-
siderations for parking fire apparatus will he addressed.

A. At the scene of a working fire,
the parking positions of fire

equipment must facilitate, and not interfere with, performance
of the mission,

1. Suppression apparatus have the, first priority in choosing
a parking position.

a, Aerial apparatus must be parked at the appropriate
distance from access points to the building; clear
access free of overhead

obstructions is critical;
space must be available for

putting down the outrig-
gers or jacks; outriggers need to be on paement'or
firm ground.

NOTES

is('; -1:-2.b

Tsc II -F-27

At garden-type apartment complexes, accns is often
diffiallt. Use lighter units to advand lines off
road. Keep one set of tires on sidewalk if available.
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UNIT

PAGE
II-F-34

NOTES

Pumpers must not obstruct aerial ladder movements or

Ilock.acass to ground ladders.
, ,

4.

jumper apparatus 'must be parked at the proper distance

from hydrant, standpipe; sprinkler' connection .or water

,source; space must be available for laying, hose or

setting up an auxiliary Canvas tank in'rurai opera-

tions.

Proper speed during hose laying operations will re'

duce "S-turning" and help keep most of the street

clear,

Remember, it is virtually impossible to drive over

large diameter (four to six inches) hose without

damaging it;

Do not drive over couplings. Straddle the apparatus .

over the hose if you must drive where it's been laid.

It's very embarrassing to park on someone's supply

line.

2. Support vehicles have second priority in choosing a park-

ing position,

a. Ambulances must be upwind of a fire and must be

reasonably near the victim,.

b. Police cars are parked to allow other emergency ve-

hicles easyiccess to the scene; they may also be

parked to fRilLtate crowd control.

The vehicle must be protected at the scene of a fire:

1. Ground support capability, for both the apparatus and its

outriggers, must be evaluated,

TSG II-F-27
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PAGE
114-3S

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT / PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES
Q.

2, Chocks should be placed squarely, not at an angle, in
front of the rear wheels. Chocks should be places behind
rear wheels if yehicle is facing uphill.

3. The operator stays with the vehicle, monitoring instru-
ments and gauges; hc must be prepared to move the vehicle
efficiently if so ordered by an officer.

Explain that "chocking" is do called "scotching,'.'

Negotiating Intersections

Preventing intersection collisions is a special concern for fire

apparatus because they require extremely long stopping distances.

A. The best procedures for preventing intersection collisions are
the following:

1. Travel with windows down, to hear other sirens.

2. Slow down to 10 mph on approaching an intersection.

3. Vary the sound of the siren to attract attention,

4. Turn the siren off for brief intervals to permit detection
of other emeriency vehicles,

4

'Air horns help too (intermittent blasts, listening for
others).

S. Look left straight right left before proceeding

through an intersection.

B. Some additional knowledge could help avoid a collision.

1. What other units have been dispatched?

gs2
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PAGE
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INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/ PRESENTATION GUIDELINES NOTES

''Are other units on other calls? Could fill-ins or trans-

fers unfamiliar with your normal routes be running with

you?
_

2. From which will 'he other UtIts approach the

scene? .

'Wow .standard prtidures for laying, n,7to, the fiTeground

using Straight, '4verse and Split,PrOcedpreS'.
.

, 3. Knowing their direCtion of approaA, the operator slOuld-

anticipate pktential points of conflict (intersections)

and be especially!cautious when approaching them.

7

f-

TSG 11-F.29
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TITLE

j

OW.

, ,1 ,,
List. two guidelines which should

for aliven fire' station,

. t a
,

'_

-The first vehicle should completely e4lear the driveway before the

.....FL :h
A

oat. r

Review:

f

ExerciSe$,

,,0

'followed wh never moTe than one vehicli

.

,

\,t,.

II-F-37

4' .

ispatched

icle .pulls

15roorAfote, vehicles', traveling in the same .direction shabld m

,15001:foot d stance,'between each other.

)

ye-hundred

What the two basiC types of engines in,use on,

k I

-?Otisoline

-Diesel

What are. the two types' pftransmissions in ienral:usA

t

urge fire apparatus?

-Autoea,tic

a

4, What is the primary difference betWeen synchromesh and nOnsynchrotesh transmissions?

.

-Synchro e h,transmissions can;b shifted' without double-clutching.

6S6
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UNIT

TITLE
OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUS UNIT

PAGE
11-F-38

What is the normal operating pressure for air brakes?

-60-120 p.s.i.

6. What is the normal hydrovac gauge reading?

\mt-
- 20- 25 inches 'mercury.

7. List the two basic rules which relate to safe speeds for fire apparatus.

-Fire apparatus should not exceed posted speed limits,

-Fire apparatus should not exceed cautionary speeds.

'8. Below are several statements relating to braking techniques. Circle the letter in front
of those tha4are correct,

(a) In normal use, you should not pump or fan air brakes.

b. Locking ,the brakes wwill reduce stopping efficiency.

c. If compUterized brakes fail, the apparatus will have no braking capability.

9. Below isfa listing of several different types of emergency vehicles. Rank them according
to parking priorities at a working fire by placing a "1" beside the vehicle with the first
priority, a "2" beside the vehicle with second priority, etc(

Pumper

3 Police vehicle

2 Ambulance

6S8
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TITLE
OPERATION OF FIRE APPARATUS

UNIT

PAGE

..

II-F-39

,

16. List three techniques that can minimize the possibility of an intersection collision.

-Travel with windows down, L

- Slow to 10 m h when.a proaching an intersection.

-Vary the siren sound,

- Turn siren off for brief intervals.

- Look left-straight-right before projeeding through an intersection,

6 0
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'Note

The Intructor Preparation Activities
in Unit I-C provide directions for
preparing a local map transpatency.
This space has been set aside for that
map.

INSTRUCTOR PREPARED MAP

2-3
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READ FROM BOTTOM

Steering control is reestablished.

To control fishtailing in the opposite
dire on, you'd countersteer riOt.to,
hel ou get back on course.

5. The back end fishtails to the right.

The vehicle is back on course:

You'd steer left, in the direction you
want the vehicle to go relative to the
way it's facing.

2. The back end of the vehicle skids around-
to the left (the vehicle is still moving
forward at an angle). ,

1. The vehicle is going straight.

COUNTERSTEERING
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UNIT

TITLE IN-VEHICLE PRACTICE UNIT

PAGE

1

Description of Unit

)art III of this curriculum is different from Parts Ind II, The majority of this section is devoted to practi-
l!

.1al

(in-vehicle) exercises; trainees will practice and demonstrate their ability to operate an emergency vehicle,

Three important points for you to remember:

1, There is no Trainee Study Guide for this part of the course, since the majority of learning activity occurs
in the vehicle,

2, It is assumed that you are qualified by prior experience and/or training to teach in-vehicle maneuvers.

3. Trainees should practice in the same type of vehicle they will operate on the job (independent of their emer-
gency service).

Classroom Portion

The purpose of the classroom portion of Part II is to provide an overview of the in-vehicle practical exevtises:

1. Organization and arrangement of facilities.

2. Safety rules and regulations.

3, Procedure for each maneuver,

4. Grading standards,

In-Vehicle Portion

The trainees will practice three discrete sets of exercises:

1. Small area exercises - designed to provide practice in judging clearances and in backing up.

2. Range exercises designed to build proficiency in all basic control tasks.
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UNIT

TITLE
IN-VEHICLE PRACTICE UNIT

PAGE
111.2

Description of Unit (Continued

3. Skid pad exercises designed to provi practice in skid-control techniques.

Observers Students not under instruction or assisting in course set-up, should

ride in the vehicles as observers. Those students assigned to

ambulance should take turns riding on the cot as a "patient" to

experience patient exposure.
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UNIT

TITLE IN-VEHICLE PRACTICE
PPAGE 111-3

Trainee Performance Objectives

By the

4
e of Part III, the trainees will demonstrate proficiency in small area, range, and skid pad maneuvers.

Profici will be assessed on the basis of:

1. Correctness of the procedure.

2. Smoothness of the maneuver (instructor rating).

3. Whether the maneuver was completed without knocking over any cones.

;

4. Speed in MPH for completing the maneuver (range exercises only),

Specific maneuvers to be demonstrated are:

1. Small Area:

a. Dutton's Weave (sedan and van only).

b. Turnabouts

L. Stall Parking (van only).

2. Range Exercises:

a. Eyasive Maneuver.

b. Serpentine.

c. Baird's Judgment.

d. Lane Change,

I

4
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UNIT

TITLE
IN-VEHICLE PRACTICE UNIT

PAGE
111-4

Trainee Performance Objectives (Continued)

e. Controlled Braking. .

f. Decreasing -Width Track (large truck only).

Skid Pad Exercise (sedan only) .

746
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UNIT

IRE IN-VEHICLE PRACTICE UNIT

PAGE

Instructor Preparation Activities

Classroom

1. Preparation for page 111-7. Compose and reproduce as a handout,'a complete 1 of Safety Regulations for
the driving range area. The'safe regulations must be keyed to your local requirements. Possible regula-
tions include:

a. El's, when being run through Maneuvks, will use either, headlights or emergency lights.

b. No unauthorized vehicles on range during exercises.

c. All EV occupants will wear occupant restraints and safety helmets on the driving range.

d. Persons assigned to set up cones will wear bright clothing and stand well off the paved area

e. Fire extinguishers will be carried in all range vehicles.

2. Preparation for pages 8 through 18. Make transparancies (or sufficient paper copies) of the in-vehicle
exercise. Use the Maters of Transparancies in Appendix 2 (Nos. 26-33).

3. Make a sketch of the overall layout of the driving range. The sketch should be of sufficient detail to

shoii buildings and other ilandmarks, and to show the sequence of the maneuvers. (The Transparancy

Masters in Appendix 2 indicate a suggested sequence for the exercises.)

Equipment: Chalkboard and chalk; overhead projector.

Materials: Enough copies of Safety Regulations and sketch of layout for all trainees; Transparancies No.

26 through 33.
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IN-VEHICLE P CTICE

)

In- Vehicle Practice A,

Review the sections of the CoUrsi Guide relating to driving. range trai

,

Set 4.1 exetOes.iwthe driO range. Try' out each one at entry- first run) speed, and at

the maximum spill (that. require4, r "Excellent gating"). Remember

4!.
a.. The dimensions giVen on ,t

1
4ihp ngs, ,w/

and the longer distances arefOlarger

. .r
,, .

b. The speeds ...given for fhe'angC0ertiSes stablisheefor a specific set of vehicles (those used

in the pilot test of 6is.;,ur#440),..,These vehicles were equipped with retread bias-ply tires,

and the driving range 440400n *halt" surface, You may need to adjust these speeds on the

basis of driVing range si514060i0e,susPension, or th type of tires used'on the vehicles, NOTE:

,t "First-rultplieed shoula4)ettliiiab*by most but' not all) pf your trainees before training.
.0,

. .. ',.,!.1 '--2.'
. . .

c. After you.have estOliAeOpe44perOne'spating and speed requirements, mark cone.positions with a

410 of sp AY 0114 A'wo*cqlor:.can 4 used tUtiildicate placement of tall cones.
,

0 r,'A (
I

cii.:eciuipped with' a roll bar. Ideally, the skid vehicle will have

War*,:tear-wheel brake which can be activated by the instructor from

i

,,.

,:opc' exist increasing the extent of skid: 0,.

. a, Use.alerie ,rcones ariaqed'501:apart in a straight line (instead of the pictured, curved lane) and

hakfrai4tees.-driv'e a .serOntine through 'the cones.

or most EVs. The shorter distances are for sedans

may need to adjust these distances for specific vehicles.

The 411 pad exerciSequi

s 1 t ires and be a0q9ppecf.W

the right4plit seat. -1'

plOO,le,sUrfaCe anty 6f .the'ComMercially-available substances designed to increase slipperiness.

Ifum re4ainjne-range:instrUifor'lwill conduct the program, it is important for all instructors to apply

cor0s,tek andvilargraang criteria, The best way to accomplish this is for instructor) to "teach"

`one another after .the course has been laid out,

EquipMent: ee Course Guide.

Materials; _tee Course Guide'.

f



UNITTmi 4 IN-VEHICLE PRACTICE

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT/PRESENTATION CUINEI VES

SAFETY RULES AND: REGULATIONS

-Distribute litt of safety rulesetnd regulations. Discuss eacitsafety rule,

0

ORGAN1tION AND ARRANGEMENT OF`AILITIES

-Distribvtp a copy of the physical layout of the range to each trainee; de -

scribei0Oesequence of the exercites.

PROCEDURE FOR EACH MANEUVER

-Review the procedure for each maneuver (from the following ten pages).

GRADING STANDARDS

-Explain how'grading will occur and the standards for grading

11

PRESENT TRANSPARANCIES 26 T



SMALL-AREA EXERCISES

Dutton's Weave*

A. Description: This exercise will provide practice in precise forward

and backward control of the EV in cramped quarters,, at low speed.

t ill illustrate proper backing techniques and the use, of mirrors

to judge rear and side clearalites'.

B. Procedure:

1. This is a 60-second, timed event.

2. The EV is driven alternately forward and backward in the pattern

indicated on the drawing.

3. EV should stop approximately 1' from the outer row of cones be-

fore changing direction.

C. Possible Performance Problems:

1. Over or understeering,

Steering in, the wrong direction .(in "Rerse ").

3. Difficulty usinimifiors, to judge position.

4. Vehicle not centered in relation to outer rows of cones.

S. Driving. too sloWly (not completing in 60 secondi).

Cliteria for Exc,?llent Rating (3 Error-Free Runs)::
/'

/..'.:

1. 'Completed in 60 seconds or less. ,
,.,,,,.

i All cones standing.

,',

r.

*This exercise is*ecommeTided forpedans and vans 21/...

26a DUTIN's WEAVE
13-20

FINISH

p;c1" 0

10.T12 FT. 0

0,

0

/sTAir

II TALL MAttgk
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Ran Parking* )4

A. Description: This exercise provides the van or modular

EV operator with practice in backing the EV into a stall

such as an, Emergency 4m loading ramp. It illustrates

the proper procedure for stall parking and, through the

use of cones, the most important cues to look fir%

Procedure:

I

1. The EV is driven bey* the "Anil" (which is per-

pendicular to the main "road"),

"partner" is stationed against the far wall of

t e stall to provide guidance.

3. The EV is backed into the center of the stall.

Possibli erfoaance Problems:

1. Over unders6ering in; reverse, ,,

"'

2. Relyi g on mire when partner can provide better.

inforvition

r

d. criteria or Ex i Ratin

1. EV po

2. Rear

3, All ones itinding,

itione center of stall.
91, -

f EV stopped within 1' of rear stall markers,

an only.

1'

26b. STALL PARKING

70 SNIT 0
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Turnabouts

A, Description.) This exercise provides trainees with prac-

tice in performing turnabouts using left and right-hapd

side roads. 9ones are used to outline the "roads," but

any intersection on the driving range c,

i
Id be used:

t
B. Procedure/Criteria: The procedure for t nabouts is

illustrated on Transparencies 14 and 15 and explained

on pages 1-F-44 through 14-47.

V

26c. TURNABOVS
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4

IN-VEHICLE.PRACTICE

ERCISES

Maneuver

ription: This ,exercise provide nice the' proper

niques for executing an evasive fieuvdt. It will demen-
te that, using 4propet handling techniques,. an operator
avoid an ob.stacle in, a short di,litance (even at high dspeed).
111 else, ilpitttate that .panic-M'aking often requires more
ante than Ein-, 304 iv e maneuver.

als)
Establish proper entry speed and maintain 'throughout ,

(25 mph for first run).

Use 3 and 9 o'clock hand position o sedan steering wheel.

A,cue cones, Instructor indicates "Left," "Right," or
remains silent. Vehicle operator:

a. Selects correct lane (NOTE: If InstrUctor remains
silent, center lane is correct).

b. Steers to and through proper lane.

ible Performance,t, 04

3low reaction to command.

cipating instructor's command.

1nder or oversteering.

;ria for Excellent '12 Error-Free Runs) \

;peed: 45 mph throu

:orrect lane selection.

dl cones standing.

759
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Serpentine Course

A. Description: This exercise Aides practice in direc-

tional control. It will demonstrate that throttle con,

trol and Minting affect the ability to steer,.

B. Procedure:

1. Establish proper entry' speed and maintain throughout.

(20 mph for first run )

2.: Steer so that vehicle asses cl.Oseg to'blac

31) cones on the insid of curqs,

3. Establish 14rehm in throttleluse and steer

suchlhatleight transfer is smooth and

throughout exercise. .

C. Poss. Offormance Problems:

f'11111, mproper entry angle.

2, ,Under or oversteering.

D. Criteria for Excellent Rating (3 Error-Free Runs):

1, Speed: 25 mph throughout.

2. Smooth, rhythmic control,

3. All cones standin

SERPENTINE COURSE

,40

4

0
a

0



INTVEHICLE PRACTICE

Baird's Judgment

A. Description: This exercise provides. practice in judging

clearances. It will illustrate that even small differ-

ences in gap size can be visually detected,

Procedure:.

I, Before each run-through, one or the two center cones

in each row is moved about 6!' to the right or left.

Moving the cone will leave only one of the three

gates sufficiently "open" for the EV to clear,

2, Establish proper entry speed and maintain throughout

(35 mph for first run),

3. Steer so that vehicle
passes thimiihlargat,gate in

each row of cones,

Pcissible Performance Problems:

1. Reacting too slowly.

2. Correct selection, of gate, but consistently hitting

either the right or left cone.

Criteria for Excellent Rating (3 Error-Free Runs)

1. Speed: 45 mph throughout.

2. All cones standing.

763
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4.

A.' Description: Thisiexercise.proirides practice in mak-

\ing 90 turns,,and in establ' hinga proper approach

lanes,

3Q
. for precisl alignment throu

r e

B,

1. Establith Operentry speed'an maintain thr

dut ,(20 mpft pr,first run).

LANE CHANGE MANEUV

I

6 6

6 6

6 6

6 4

;

2. Follow k indicated on illusttation.

3. Use13 p O'clock hand position 'on steering

wheel.

4. .Use overhandmethod fot turning

Possible.Perfkmante

1. Speed fluctuation.' "

2. Beginning tarns too early'or tod late.
u.

3. Under' or oversteering,

Criteria for Excellent, Rating Lj Error-Free'

1, Speed: 25 Mph throughout.

2. All cones standing.

f.
80-85-FT.



IN-VEHICLE PRACTICE

PAG

Controlled Braking

A. (Desch tion: This exercise provides .practice in perform-

ing a maximum braking stop while maintaining directional

co roJ. It will also provide practice in determining

the braking point just before wheel lockup and will it

lustraqithat steering with locked wheels is impossible.

Proluie:

1. Establish proper entPy speed (30 mph for first sr

Approximately 80'. before brake cue c011es, Instructor

indicates."Left" or "Straight." Vehicle operator:

a. Steers in direction' indicated by Instructor.
1

b. Applies brakes as. front of EV reaches cue cones,

c. Steers left around barricade without loss of di-

, rectional control.

d. Returns to lane and stops infirst 20' of run-

out.
4

Possible Performadce Problems:

1.,pAnticipating Instructor's command.

2. Braking before cue.

3. Locking wheels (loss"

4, Over or understeeiin

Criteria for cellent Rating (3 Error-Free Runs):

I

directional ,1

pi

1. Speed: 45 mph.

2. Stop within 20' ,of runout.

3. Ag cones remain standing.

767
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Decreasineidth Track*

t:g.

A. Description: This exercise provides trainees with prac-

tice in negotiating a narroOrack,with a large P.

Procedure:

1. Establish proper entry speed and maintain throughout\

(25 mplt for first run).

2. Drive the front and rear wheels of th left sOf

through-ihe'decreasing-width track. ,

,C. _Possible Performance Problems:

1. Misalignment at start of track.

2, Sped fluctuation. \41
A. 4

D. ri0for Excellent Rating (3 Erior4r9e Runs):

Spee 35Imph throughout:

A11` Genes standing.

$,

L

*Large truck only.
4 '

DECREASING Will TRACK

(LAR6E TRUCKS ONLY )

lir WIDTd of untsicr
TIRF(f ), + 2 PT

a
r
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SKIb PAD EXERCISE

Skid Control Mane/liver

11
A. DescriEtion: This maneuver provides practice in con-

trolling rear-wheel and four-wheel skids.

Procedure:

1. Establish entry speed (25 mph for first run). 4

2. Follo'w the lane indicated by the cones.**

3. Use appropriate skid- recovery techniques.

Possible Performance Problems:

1. Accelerating to recover from skid.

2. Locking wheels.

3. Excessive countersteering (resulting in further

skidding).

4. Steering (to correct skid) in wrong direction.

5.. Np action taken to recover from skid.

Cr4teria for Excellent Rating (3 Error-Free Rung):

1, Speed: 35 mph.

2. Appropriate skid-control procedures.

3. All cones standing.

33 SKID CONTROL MANEUVER /
4

A.

1

*Skid pad exercises should be performed using only specially-equipped sedans. Vans,' modular vehicles; or large
trucks should not be used on the skid pad.

*

**An acceptable, alternate layout for this exercise is five cones (50' apart) down the center of the skid pad.

Vehicle operator weaves through the cones; the resulting track is similar to the serpentine.

771
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